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CHAPTER 8 

ELECTRIC POWER 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

8.1.1 Utility Grid Description 

The Gulf States Utilities Company (GSU) electrical system 
consists of interconnected fossil fuel plants and future plants 
supplying electric energy over a 500/230/138-kV transmission 
system (Fig. 8.1-1 through 8.1-3). 
��11
GSU, a member of the Southeastern Electric Reliability Council, 
is interconnected with Arkansas Power and Light Company (AP&L), 
Mississippi Power and Light Company (MP&L), Louisiana Power and 
Light Company (LP&L), and Central Louisiana Electric Company 
(CLECo).  Prior to January 1, 1998, GSU was a member of the 
Southwest Power Pool. 
11��
The River Bend Station Unit 1 main generator is rated 1,151 MVA, 
0.9 pf, 22-kV, 1,800 rpm, three-phase, 60 Hz. 

The output of the station is delivered to Fancy Point Substation, 
a 230/500-kV substation (Fig. 8.1-4 and 8.1-5) via a 230-kV line.  
This substation consists of 230-kV bays and 500-kV bays.  
Transmission lines at 230-kV feed power to the GSU 230-kV system, 
the central part of Baton Rouge area by connecting to the Enjay 
Substation, the eastern part by connecting to the Coly 
Substation, and the northern part by connecting to the Port 
Hudson Substation.  Power is also fed at 500-kV to the GSU system 
and to the power pool.  The 500-kV, 230-kV, and 138-kV systems 
are interconnected at various locations.

8.1.2 Interconnections 
��11
The transmission system from GSU's generation facilities is 
closely integrated with those of other utilities in the Southwest 
Power Pool and the Southeastern Electric Reliability Council.  As 
of the year 1984, GSU expects to have 11 interconnections to 
CLECo at 138-kV and 230-kV; 8 interconnections to Middle South 
System (MSS) at 115-kV, 138-kV, 230-kV, and 500-kV voltage 
levels; 1 interconnection at 345-kV to the Southwestern Electric 
Power Company (SWEPCo); and 3 interconnections at 230-kV and 500-
kV to the Cajun Electric Power Cooperative, Incorporated (CEPCo).  
Table 8.1-1 is a listing of the tie lines, voltage levels of 
interconnected buses, and utilities, which are projected for the 
year 1984.  In  
11��
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addition to the listed interconnections, new transmission lines 
are expected to be placed in service with installation of future 
units. 
 
8.1.3 Transmission System at Site 
 
Section 8.2.1, along with Fig. 8.1-4 through 8.1-7, and 8.2-2, 
describes the transmission system at the site. 
 
8.1.4 Onsite AC Systems 
•→6 •→4 
River Bend Station is provided power from the 230-kV bays of the 
Fancy Point Substation via two physically and electrically 
independent lines.  Each 230-kV line is terminated at a 
transformer yard.  The two transformer yards, designated yard 1 
and yard 2A, are physically separated from each other.  
Transformer yard 1 is located adjacent to the east wall of the 
turbine building, while transformer yard 2A is located outside 
the security fence, southwest of the turbine building.  
Transformer yard 1 contains three normal station service 
transformers, 1STX-XNS1A, 1STX-XNS1B and 1STX-XNS1C, and two 
preferred station service transformers, 1RTX-XSR1C and 1RTX-
XSR1E, in addition to the two main stepup transformers 1MTX-XM1 
and 1MTX-XM2.  Transformer yard 2A contains two preferred station 
service transformers, 1RTX-XSR1F and 1RTX-XSR1D.  The 
transformers in both transformer yards support the normal 
operation and safe shutdown of River Bend Station.  See Fig. 8.2-
2 for the configuration of the two transformer yards. 
4←• 6←• 
The main generator leads of River Bend Station are connected by 
means of isolated phase bus duct to two 518.6/788.5 MVA, 65°C, 
FOA, 21.45-kV delta 150-kV BIL to 230-kV grounded wye 750-kV BIL, 
three-phase, 60 Hz main stepup transformers, 1MTX-XM1 and 1MTX-
XM2.  These two half-size transformers are paralleled on both the 
low (input) and high (output) sides.  Disconnecting means are 
provided to allow the removal of one transformer from service, 
thus permitting the unit to continue generating power.  The 
single 230-kV output circuit has bundled conductors, and is 
routed on a double circuit steel tower line to the 230-kV bays of 
the Fancy Point Substation approximately 4,000 ft southwest of 
the plant. 
 
The main generator leads of River Bend Station are also connected 
by means of isolated phase bus duct to three normal station 
service transformers with the following ratings: 
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 1. Normal station service transformers 1STX-XNS1A and 1STX-
XNS1B are rated 47.5  MVA, 65°C,  FOA,  22-kV delta 150-
kV BIL to 13.8-kV delta 110-kV BIL, three-phase, 60 Hz. 

 
 2. Normal station service transformer 1STX-XNS1C is rated 

16 MVA, 65°C, FOA, 22-kV delta, 150-kV BIL primary with 
two secondary windings each rated 8 MVA with 4.16-kV 
resistance grounded wye 75-kV BIL, three-phase, 60 Hz. 

 
All three normal station service transformers are paralleled on 
their high (input) sides while their low (output) sides are 
routed to their separate 13.8-kV and 4.16-kV buses. 
 
Preferred plant ac station service power is provided by two 
physically and electrically independent 230-kV lines originating 
in the 230-kV bays of the Fancy Point Substation and terminating 
at transformer yards 1 and 2A.  These 230-kV lines are installed 
on double circuit transmission towers, as shown in Fig. 8.2-1, 
with the station service power circuits located adjacent to the 
generator output circuits.  Their function is to provide all 
power requirements when normal power is unavailable.  Preferred 
station service transformers are rated as follows: 
•→13 •→6 •→4 
 1. Preferred station service transformer 1RTX-XSR1E is rated 

51/68/85 MVA, 55°C OA/FOA/FOA 230-kV Delta 750-kV BIL to 
13.8-kV ground wye 110-kV BIL, three-phase, 60 Hz and 
1RTX-XSR1F is rated 51/68/85 MVA, 55°C OA/FOA/FOA 230-kV 
delta 750-kV BIL to 13.8 kV grounded wye 110-kV BIL, 
three-phase, 60Hz. 

4←• 6←• 13←• 
 2. Preferred station service transformers 1RTX-XSR1C and 

1RTX-XSR1D are rated 10/12.5 MVA, 65° C OA/FA, 230-kV 
grounded wye 750-kV BIL to 4.16-kV resistance grounded 
wye 75-kV BIL, three-phase, 60 Hz. 

 
The arrangement of the preferred and normal station service 
transformers is shown on Fig. 8.1-8 and 8.1-9.  Each transformer 
is provided with its own fire barrier and a separate deluge valve 
and water spray fire protection line.  Separate oil pits and 
retaining curbs are provided for the groups of transformers. 
 
Oil pits and associated retention curbs have been sized to hold 
the oil from the largest transformer draining into the pit plus 
the water from the operation of fire protection systems of two 
transformers for 10 minutes. 
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This design prevents a fire or oil spill associated with one 
transformer from affecting the operability of other transformers.  
Fire barriers are designed utilizing guidance from applicable 
NFPA requirements. 
 
The secondaries of transformers located in both transformer yards 
are connected to 13.8-kV and 4.16-kV buses via cables installed 
in concrete-encased ductlines in the yard and cable tray inside 
the power plant.  Fig. 8.1-4 and 8.1-6 illustrate the station 
service electrical system. 
 
The two double-circuit tower lines from the Fancy Point 
Substation to the power plant are of the steel pole, H-frame 
structure design on the same right-of-way.  These 230-kV tower 
structures are so designed and physically spaced that failure of 
one does not jeopardize the operation of the other (Fig. 8.2-1). 
•→7 •→6 
Each section of the 13.8-KV and 4.16-KV buses has access to the 
assigned normal and assigned preferred station transformers which 
are connected to the buses by circuit breakers controlled from 
the main control room.  In addition, if the unit auxiliary loads 
are being supplied through the normal transformers, automated 
throw-over from normal to preferred source occurs (as described 
in Section 8.3.1.1.3) after unit trip or upon loss of normal 
power.  Each of the two 13.8-kV buses, 1NPS-SWG1A and 1NPS-SWG1B, 
and each of the 4.16-kV buses, 1NNS-SWG1A and 1NNS-SWG1B, support 
redundant equipment.  13.8-kV buses 1NPS-SWG1C and 1NPS-SWG1D 
have access to the assigned preferred station service 
transformers 1RTX-XSR1E and 1RTX-XSR1F respectively, which are 
connected to the buses by circuit breakers controlled from the 
main control room. 
6←• 
Each of the two primary 4.16-kV in-station normal buses, 1NNS-
SWG1A and 1NNS-SWG1B, can be energized via the dual secondaries 
of normal station service transformer 1STX-XNS1C.  NNS-SWG1A can 
also be energized from preferred station transformer 1RTX-XSR1C 
and NNS-SWG1B can also be energized from preferred station 
transformer 1RTX-XSR1D.  A third 4.16-kV in-station normal swing 
bus, 1NNS-SWG1C, is subordinate to one or the other of the above 
4.16-kV normal buses. 
7←• 
Two of the standby 4.16-kV buses, 1ENS*SWG1A and 1ENS*SWG1B, are 
connected to preferred station service transformers, 1RTX-XSR1C 
and 1RTX-XSR1D, respectively.  The standby 4.16-kV bus, 
1E22*S004, is normally connected to the 4.16-kV in-station normal 
swing bus 1NNS-SWG1C.  Each of these standby buses has a standby 
diesel generator capable of supporting it upon loss of normal and 
preferred power.  Switching allows each of the 4.16-kV standby 
buses to have access to one of the two 4.16-kV in-station normal 
buses while the 4.16-kV standby bus 1E22*S004 is subordinate to 
the 4.16-kV in-station swing bus 1NNS-SWG1C.  The 4.16-kV standby 
buses serve redundant loads and are electrically isolated from 
each other. 
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8.1.5 Onsite DC Systems 
��6
The onsite dc power systems provide power for control, 
instrumentation, indication, valve operators, solenoid valves, 
uninterruptible power supplies, and essential dc motors.  There 
are three physically and electrically independent standby 125-V 
dc systems (including buses 1ENB*SWG01A, 1ENB*SWG01B, and 
1E22*S001, which supply power to the standby diesel auxiliary 
loads) and seven normal 125-V dc systems, including buses 1BYS-
SWG01A, 1BYS-SWG01B, and 1IHS-SWG01D, and 125 VDC panels 1BYS-
PNL01, 1BYS-PNL04, 1BYS-PNL06, and 1BXY-PNL01 which supply power 
to nonsafety-related loads as shown on Fig. 8.3-6. 
6��
8.1.6 Identification of Safety-Related Systems 

8.1.6.1 System Functions 

Sections 8.3.1.1.2.1 and 8.3.1.3, and Table 8.3-1 identify 
safety-related systems and their functions. 

8.1.6.2 Power Supply Sources 

Power supply sources to safety-related systems, as shown in 
Fig. 8.1-4, consist of the main generator through one three-
winding normal station service transformer, the two redundant 
offsite 230-kV transmission lines through two preferred station 
service transformers, two standby ac diesel generators, and a 
high pressure core spray (HPCS) ac diesel generator.  Standby 
power is not connected to or influenced by the 13.8-kV system. 
��13
Each of the three diesel generators 1EGS*EG1A, 1EGS*EG1B, and 
1E22*S001G1C is connected to 4.16-kV standby buses 1ENS*SWG1A, 
1ENS*SWG1B, and 1E22*S004, respectively.  Electric power to the 
safety-related systems from the normal and preferred station 
service transformers is supplied as follows.  The dual 
secondaries of normal station service transformer 1STX-XNS1C can 
be connected to two normal 4.16-kV buses 1NNS-SWG1A and 1NNS-
SWG1B through normally open breakers.  The two normal 4.16-kV 
buses are connected to the preferred station service transformers 
through normally closed breakers.  The normal 4.16-kV swing bus 
1NNS-SWG1C is subordinate to one or the other of the above normal 
4.16-kV buses.  The normal 4.16-kV bus 1NNS-SWG1A has a normally 
open tie to standby 4.16-kV bus 1ENS*SWG1B at the standby bus.
Normal 4.16-kV bus 1NNS-SWG1B has a normally open tie to standby 
4.16-kV bus 1ENS*SWG1A at the standby bus.  Normal 4.16-kV swing 
bus 1NNS-SWG1C has two 4.16-kV sources of power from either 
normal 4.16-kV bus 1NNS-SWG1B or normal 4.16-kV bus 1NNS-SWG1A 
which is controlled by station operating procedure.  Normal 4.16-
kV
13��
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swing bus 1NNS-SWG1C has a 4.16-kV tie to standby bus 1E22*S004.  
Standby 4.16-kV buses 1ENS*SWG1A and 1ENS*SWG1B are energized 
from the preferred station service transformers at all times via 
normally closed switchgear circuit breakers connected to the 
secondaries of the preferred station service transformers. 

8.1.7 Identification of Safety Criteria 

8.1.7.1 General Functional Design Basis 

Chapter 3 outlines the general engineering criteria for nuclear 
plant design and delineates several areas of general 
classification and/or conformance which are applicable to the 
electrical power systems and equipment.  Further clarification of 
some specific standards and criteria related to electrical 
systems is given in Chapter 7.  Section 7.1.2 outlines various 
standards and criteria for systems which may include electrical 
functions similar to electrical power systems. 

Specific requirements for electrical power systems and equipment 
are given in the following paragraphs. 

8.1.7.2 Design Basis 

General Design Criteria

The conformance discussion provided in Section 3.1 for the 
General Design Criteria (GDC) applies to the electrical systems 
in Chapter 8, as identified in Table 8.1-2. 

Branch Technical Positions

The conformance discussion for the Branch Technical Positions 
(BTPs) is referenced in Table 8.1-3. 

USNRC Regulatory Guides

The following Regulatory Guides are specifically cited as 
applying to the safety-related electrical power systems and 
equipment.  Safety-related systems and equipment are designed in 
accordance with the referenced Regulatory Guides as described in 
Section 1.8. 
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Regulatory
 Guide Title

 1.6 Independence Between Redundant Standby (Onsite) 
Power Sources and Between their Distribution 
Systems

 1.9 Selection, Design and Qualification of Diesel-
Generator Units Used as Standby (Onsite) Electric 
Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants 

 1.22 Periodic Testing of Protection System Actuation 
Functions

 1.29 Seismic Design Classification 

 1.30 Quality Assurance Requirements for the 
Installation, Inspection, and Testing of 
Instrumentation and Electric Equipment 

 1.32 Criteria for Electric Power Systems for Nuclear 
Safety-Related Power Plants 

 1.40 Qualification Tests of Continuous-Duty Motors 
Installed Inside the Containment of Water-Cooled 
Nuclear Power Plant 

 1.41 Preoperational Testing of Redundant Onsite 
Electric Power Systems to Verify Proper Load Group 
Assignments

 1.47 Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication for 
Nuclear Power Plant Safety Systems 

 1.53 Application of Single Failure Criterion to Nuclear 
Power Plant Protection Systems 

 1.62 Manual Initiation of Protective Action 

 1.63 Electric Penetration Assemblies in Containment 
Structures for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power 
Plants

 1.68 Initial Test Programs for Water-Cooled Nuclear 
Power Plants 
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Regulatory
 Guide Title

 1.70 Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis 
Reports for Nuclear Power Plants 

 1.73 Qualification Tests of Electric Valve Operators 
Installed Inside the Containment of Nuclear Power 
Plants

 1.75 Physical Independence of Electric Systems 

 1.81 Shared Emergency and Shutdown Electric Systems for 
Multi-Unit Nuclear Power Plants 

 1.89 Qualification of Class 1E Equipment for Nuclear 
Power Plants 

 1.93 Availability of Electric Power Sources 

 1.100 Seismic Qualification of Electric Equipment for 
Nuclear Power Plants 

 1.106 Thermal Overload Protection for Electric Motors on 
Motor-Operated Valves 

 1.108 Periodic Testing of Diesel Generator Units Used as 
Onsite Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power 
Plants

 1.118 Periodic Testing of Electric Power and Protection 
Systems

 1.120 Fire Protection Guidelines for Nuclear Power 
Plants

 1.128 Installation Design and Installation of Large Lead 
Storage Batteries for Nuclear Power Plants 

 1.129 Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Large 
Lead Storage Batteries for Nuclear Power Plants 
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Regulatory
 Guide Title

 1.131 Qualification Test of Electric Cables, Field 
Splices, and Connections for Light-Water-Cooled 
Nuclear Power Plants 

IEEE Standards

Electrical power systems and equipment comply with the following 
standards of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers (IEEE): 

  IEEE 
Standard Title

279-1971 Criterion for Protection Systems for Nuclear 
Power Generating Stations 

308-1974 Criteria for Class 1E Electric Systems Nuclear 
1971* Power Generating Stations 

317-1976 Electrical Penetration Assemblies in Containment 
Structures for Nuclear Fueled Power Generating 
Stations

323-1974** General Guide for Qualifying Class I Electrical 
Equipment for Nuclear Powered Generating Stations 

334-1974 Type Test of Continuous Duty Class 1E Motors for 
Nuclear-Power Generating Stations 

336-1971 Installation, Inspection, and Testing 
Requirements for Instrumentation and Requirements 
for Instrumentation and Electric Equipment During 
the Construction of Nuclear Power Generating 
Stations

338-1977 Criteria for the Periodic Testing of Nuclear 
1971* Power Generating Station Protection Systems 
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  IEEE 
Standard Title

344-1975** Seismic Qualification of Class I Electric 
Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations 

379-1977 Trial Use Guide for the Application of the Single 
1972* Failure Criterion to Nuclear Power Generating 
 Station Protection Systems 

382-1972 Trial-Use Guide for the Type Test of Class I 
Electric Valve Operators for Nuclear Power 
Generating Stations 

383-1974 Type Test of Class 1E Electric Cable Field 
Splices, and Connections for Nuclear Power 
Generating Station

384-1974 Criteria for Separation of Class 1E Equipment and 
Circuits

387-1977 Criteria for Diesel-Generator Units Applied as 
1972* Standby Power Supplies for Nuclear Power 
 Generating Stations 

415-1976 Planning of Preoperational Testing Programs for 
Class 1E Power Systems for Nuclear Power 
Generating Stations 

420-1973 Trial Use Guide for Class 1E Control Switchboards 
for Nuclear Power Generating Stations 

450-1975 Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, 
and Replacement of Large Stationary Type Power 
Plant and Substation Lead Storage Batteries 

484-1975 Installation Design and Installation of Large 
Lead Storage Batteries for Generating Stations 
and Substations 
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Additional Standards

Relevant standards, codes, etc, are referenced in text whenever 
special considerations warrant.  These are not generally 
applicable to electrical power systems and are not listed here. 
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8.2 OFFSITE POWER SYSTEM 
 
8.2.1 Description 
 
8.2.1.1 Transmission System and Switchyard 
•→16 •→7 
The offsite power system is designed to provide reliable and 
redundant sources of power for starting, operation, and safe 
shutdown of Unit 1 in accordance with General Design Criterion 
(GDC) No. 17, Electric Power Systems (Table 8.1-2 and 
Section 3.1.2.17) and GDC No. 18, Inspection and Testing of 
Electric Power Systems.  The offsite power system is shown in the 
following figures:  
7←• 16←• 
 1. Fig. 8.1-1 December 31, 1985, Utility Grid 
 2. Fig. 8.1-3 January 1, 1987, Power Pool Map 
 3. Fig. 8.1-4 Fancy Point Substation - 230-kV Bays and 

Peripheral Loads 
 4. Fig. 8.1-5 Fancy Point Substation - 230-kV Bays 
 5. Fig. 8.1-6 Station Service - One Line Diagram 
 6. Fig. 8.1-7 Fancy Point Substation - 500-kV Bays 
 7. Fig. 8.2-1 Transmission Towers to 230-kV Switchyard 

from the Station 
 8. Fig. 8.2-2 Connection of Onsite 13.8-kV and 4.16-kV 

Distribution System to the Preferred 
Power Supply 

 9. Fig. 8.2-3 Transmission System 
 10. Figs. 8.2-4 Transmission Route Segments 
  through 8.2-35 
 11. Fig. 8.2-36 Fancy Point 500-kV and 230-kV Switchyard 

One-Line Diagram  
 
8.2.1.1.1 230/500-kV Switchyard 
 
The 230-kV bays of the substation, Fig. 8.1-4 and 8.1-5, consist 
of two buses and positions for thirty 230-kV circuit breakers 
(OCB) in a breaker-and-a-half scheme, with each of the two buses 
being capable of carrying the total connected load.  Voltage on 
the bus is a nominal 230 kV, with a maximum rating of 242 kV and 
a minimum rating of 224.25 kV.  There are three 230-kV lines 
serving Unit 1 along the right-of-way shown in Fig. 8.2-1, and 
one line connecting the 230-kV bays to the 500-kV bays via 
transformers. 
 
The 230-kV tie to the 500-kV switchyard consists of one 230-kV 
line of one span, strung between the transformer bay steel and 
the associated A-frame structure in the 230-kV switchyard.  These 
230-kV leads connect the 230-kV bays to a 
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��15
bank of three single phase stepup transformers at the 500-kV 
bays. The 500-kV bays of the substation, Fig. 8.1-7, consists of 
two buses and positions for six 500-kV gas circuit breakers (GCB) 
in a folded breaker-and-a-half configuration.  The two-bus 500-kV 
bays located on the northwest side of and adjacent to the 230-kV 
bays are initially constructed as a three-breaker ring bus and 
are to be developed into a breaker-and-a-half scheme with the 
installation of future power plant units.  Each bus is capable of 
carrying the total connected load. 
15�� ��16
The two 230-kV lines previously described in Section 8.1 provide 
two physically and electrically independent sources of offsite 
power to the preferred station service transformers at the 
station from the 230-kV bay of the Fancy Point Substation. 

The 230-kV bays are constructed with rigid aluminum tubing 
supported on insulators and galvanized steel towers and 
pedestals.  The breakers are 230-kV dead tank, circuit breakers, 
using the breaker-and-a-half scheme.  The layout of the 230-kV 
bays of the substation is shown in Fig. 8.1-5. The buses are 
constructed at 17-ft and 29-ft heights above ground.  The buses 
are designed to withstand a maximum fault on any section with 
Unit 1 operating.  This is the maximum force-loading to which the 
buses are expected to be subjected.  Similar designs have been 
used in the past and have proven to be adequate under all 
electrical fault and environmental conditions.  The breaker-and-
a-half design provides for the isolation of any faulted line 
without affecting the operation of any other line.  This scheme 
also provides for the isolation of any one breaker in the 230-kV 
bus for inspection or maintenance without affecting the operation 
of any of the connecting lines or any other connection to the 
buses.  The buses have adequate capacity to carry their loads 
under any postulated switching sequences.  The design provides 
for the isolation of any breaker connecting Unit 1 to the 
switchyard buses without limiting the operation of any line 
connecting to the 230-kV power grid.  Either 230-kV offsite 
source circuit breaker can be isolated, inspected, and maintained 
as needed without affecting any line or unit input.  Either of 
the 230-kV offsite source lines can be taken out of service for 
inspection or maintenance without jeopardizing the operation of 
the other 230-kV source of offsite power. 
16��
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A fault of any section of the 230-kV bus is cleared by the 
adjacent breakers and does not interrupt operation of any of the 
remaining parts of the 230-kV switchyard bus.  Only that element 
connected to the faulted section is interrupted. 
 
The 500-kV bays of the substation are located northwest of and 
adjacent to the 230-kV bays and are constructed of SF

6
 

components.  The 500-kV bays are arranged in a folded breaker-
and-a-half scheme, consisting of six 500-kV GCB positions.  The 
initial installation for Unit 1 consists of three circuit 
breakers and three 500-kV lines in a ring bus configuration.  
Fig. 8.1-7 illustrates the initial and final 500-kV 
configurations.  There are two separate SF

6 charging systems for 
the 500-kV bays:  one to serve the 500-kV SF

6 circuit breakers, 
and one to serve the 500-kV SF

6 buses, disconnecting switches, 
and air bushings.  The initial ring bus configuration provides 
for the isolation of any faulted line without affecting the 
operation of any other line.  It also provides for the isolation 
of any one breaker in the 500-kV SF

6
 bus for inspection or 

maintenance without affecting the operation of any of the 
connecting lines or any other connections to the buses.  The 500-
kv buses terminate at the 500-kv SF

6 air bushings. Connections 
are made to the 500-kV grid and to the 230-500-kV transformers 
via air-insulated, outdoor-constructed bus work and overhead 
lines from these air bushings. 
7 
The ac auxiliary power requirements of the 230-kV and 500-kV bays 
are provided by two 750-kVA, 13.8-kV to 480-V oil-filled 
transformers supplied from onsite 13.8-kV buses 1NPS-SWG1A and 
1NPS-SWG1B. 
7 
The dc requirements for the Fancy Point Substation relay and 
control systems are provided by two 125-V batteries.  Each  
battery system is supported by its own charger which is provided 
power from the auxiliary ac power system and by an existing 
source external to River Bend Station. 
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16 
Control functions between the plant and the substation are provided 
by two diverse methods.  Control cables are routed in a concrete-
encased duct bank to the substation control house.  Routing within 
the substation between the various relay panels and control 
equipment is accomplished via a protected cable trench.  An optic 
cable underbuilt on the reserve station service steel pole lines 
provides another diverse method of transmitting control functions 
and information between the plant and substation.  The optical 
information is decoded at the substation and forwarded to the 
appropriate piece of equipment via control cables routed in a cable 
trench or raceway that is physically separated by 5 ft or more from 
the other trench or raceway described herein.  The routing 
separation is maintained over the route length except at termination 
points where the cables route to the same piece of equipment. 
16 
The 125-V battery system furnishes the control power for circuit 
breakers in both the 500-kV and 230-kV switchyard bays.  A complete 
loss of both 125-V battery systems, including the battery charger, 
prevents the operation of all circuit breakers in the switchyard.  
The loss of the battery system in conjunction with a fault in the 
switchyard or any incoming line would require the operation of 
backup relaying elsewhere within the grid to clear the fault.  
Offsite power will be manually restored by isolating one of the 
reserve station service lines to an unfaulted line in the event of 
severe battery damage.  The estimated time to perform the subject 
operation is 15 min after personnel arrive at the switchyard.  
  
16 
The battery systems are monitored remotely using a SCADA 
(Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) system which provides a 
low-voltage alarm to the Southwest-Transmission Operation Center 
(SWTOC) dispatcher in the event of malfunction.  Additionally, the 
batteries receive a visual inspection weekly and a complete 
inspection for operability to manufacturer's specifications each 
6 months.  The weekly inspection consists of checking the 
electrolyte levels, the battery voltage, and the charge rate.  The 
6-month inspection includes checking the voltage and specific 
gravity of each cell, cleaning and retorquing the battery 
connectors, and if needed, the application of an equalize charge for 
about 24 hours.  A form containing each of the above-mentioned items 
is filled out for each inspection.  Completed inspection forms are 
kept on file at the Baton Rouge Substation Department. 
16 
All 230-kV circuit breakers are equipped with two independent trip 
coils and breaker failure protection for redundant power circuit 
protection.  All of the protective relay systems for the 230-kV bays 
are redundant.  These systems are overlapping so that each high-
voltage component is covered by at least two sets of protective 
relays.  The primary and the backup relay systems are supplied from 
separate current inputs, separate dc circuits from each 125-V 
battery, and are connected to separate trip coils of 
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the power circuit breakers.  Cross tripping between the trip 
coils is used.  The potentials for the primary and backup relay 
systems associated with the three 230-kV lines serving Unit 1 are 
provided from one set of potential transformers on the north 230-
kV bus (primary) or one set of potential transformers on the 
south 230-kV bus (alternate).  A potential transfer scheme is 
provided between the primary potentials and the alternate 
potentials.  The potentials for the primary and backup relay 
systems associated with the other 230-kV lines are provided from 
one set of coupling capacitor voltage transformers on each line 
terminal.  The potentials for the 500 to 230-kV transformer 
backup relaying (230 kV) are provided from one set of coupling 
capacitors on the 230-kV side of the transformer. 

The primary relay system for each of the three 230-kV lines 
serving Unit 1 is a pilot wire system over a primary pilot wire 
circuit.  The backup relay system for each of the three 230-kV 
lines is a multiple-zone distance phase with directional 
overcurrent ground relay system over a backup pilot wire circuit. 

Transfer tripping of switchyard breakers for in-plant relay 
operations uses either the primary or backup pilot wire circuits.  
The redundant pilot wire circuits are monitored.

The primary relay system for each of the other 230-kV lines is a 
permissive, overreaching transfer trip system.  The backup system 
for each of the other 230-kV lines is a three-zone distance phase 
and ground relay system that initiates local tripping. 
��16
The north and south 230-kV buses are protected with a primary 
restraint bus differential system and a backup restraint bus 
differential system. 
16��
The 500 to 230-kV transformer is protected on the 230-kV side by 
single-zone distance phase with directional overcurrent ground 
relaying that initiates local tripping. 

All 500-kV circuit breakers are equipped with two independent 
trip coils and breaker-failure protection for redundant power 
circuit protection.  All of the protective relay systems for the 
500-kV bays are redundant.  These systems are overlapping so that 
each switchyard high-voltage component is covered by at least two 
sets of protective 
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relays.  The electromechanical backup relay system has separate  
current inputs and receives its power from one of the redundant 
125-V battery systems.  Cross tripping between the trip coils is 
used.  The potentials for the primary and backup relay systems 
associated with the 500-kV lines are provided from one set of 
coupling capacitor voltage transformers on each line terminal.  
The secondary potentials are separated into two systems of 
junction boxes in the switchyard and are treated as redundant 
systems from this point.  The potentials for the 500 to 230-kV 
transformer backup relaying (500 kV) are provided from one set of 
bushing potential devices on the 500-kV side of the transformer. 
 
The primary relay systems for the two 500-kV lines are: 1) phase 
comparison relaying over a CS26 power line carrier channel; and 
2) directional comparison tripping with phase and ground distance 
relays using a frequency shift audio tone, modulated on a 
microwave channel.  The backup relay system for the two 500-kV 
lines is a three-zone distance phase and ground relay system that 
initiates local tripping. 
16  16 
The primary relay system for the 500-kV line to the 500 to 230-kV 
transformer is a separate restraint bus differential system.  The 
primary relay system for the 500 to 230-kV transformer is a 
separate restraint transformer differential system.  The backup 
relay system (500 kV) for the 500 to 230-kV transformer is a 
single zone distance phase with directional overcurrent ground 
relaying that initiates local tripping. 
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��16
The 230-kV and 500-kV circuit breakers can be operated either 
manually from the switchyard control house or remotely by either 
the Southwest-Transmission Operation Center dispatcher or the 
River Bend Station operator.  Those remotely operable by the 
Southwest-Transmission Operation Center dispatcher are CBs 20650, 
20660, 20735, 20740, 20745, 20765, 20770, and 20775.  Those 
remotely operable by the River Bend Station operator are CBs
20610, 20620, 20635, 20640, 20670, and 20665. 

The 500-kV circuit breakers have compressed air actuated 
mechanisms with stored capacity for three open and three close 
operations.  The operations are contingent upon normal auxiliary 
power to the breaker during the 30 min preceding the initial 
operation.  Switching operations from local stations upon loss of 
control or motive power require that the trip or close lever 
located directly on the GCB control cabinet be manually operated. 
16��
A mimic board of the Fancy Point Substation is located in the 
main control room to provide remote breaker status indication. 

Physical separation of the offsite power sources to include the 
230-kV bays through the preferred station transformers of the 
onsite Class 1E power system is maintained for all credible 
events.

The offsite power sources are non-Class 1E with all equipment 
manufactured to the accepted industrial standards. This design is 
considered to meet the requirements of GDC 1 as evoked for the 
offsite (preferred) power system. 

In satisfaction of GDC 3, the two offsite power systems have 
either spatial separation or totally enclosed raceways over their 
entire length. 

In satisfaction of GDC 4, the two offsite power sources are 
routed in such a manner as to permit continuous operation of one 
230-kV offsite power line during a malfunction of the second 230-
kV line. 

8.2.1.1.2 Transmission System 

River Bend Station is connected to GSU's load demand area by a 
system of 230-kV and 500-kV overhead transmission lines. These 
lines were installed and erected from the River Bend Station's 
Fancy Point Substation to the Webre Substation, 
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Jaguar Bulk Substation, and McKnight Switching Station via three 
physically separate rights-of-way. 

These three rights-of-way, designated Routes I, II, and III, 
provide the means to integrate River Bend Station into the 
existing GSU electrical system.  Electric output from the station 
is transmitted to the electrical system via these three routes 
during normal plant operation. 

Route I runs west from the Fancy Point Substation to the Big 
Cajun No. 2 Power Station switchyard and continues south to Webre 
Substation near Rosedale, Louisiana.  Route I is 29.20 mi long. 

Route II, 23.75 mi long, runs southeast and south from the Fancy 
Point Substation to the Jaguar Bulk Substation in Scotlandville, 
Louisiana.

Route III runs 27.20 mi east from the Fancy Point Substation to 
Point U, the McKnight Switching Station in McKnight, Louisiana.
The three transmission line routes are scheduled for completion 
as follows: 

Route I - November 1980 (completed) 

Route II - May 1981 (completed) 

Route III - July 1983 (completed) 

These transmission line routes are illustrated in Fig. 8.2-3.  
There are no crossovers of the 230-kV or 500-kV transmission 
lines at any point along the three rights-of-way. 

The 230-kV transmission lines run from the 230-kV bays along 
Routes I and II, as follows: 

1. 230-kV; Fancy Point Substation to Port Hudson, 2 lines 
(Route II) 

2. 230-kV; Fancy Point Substation to Enjay, 1 line 
(Route II) 

3. 230-kV; Fancy Point Substation to Cajun Electric Power 
Cooperative, 1 line (Route II)

4. Future line, 7 lines (Routes I and II) 
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As shown on Fig. 8.1-5, there are additional 230-kV transmission 
lines associated with future units. 

All the new 230-kV lines are of the steel pole, H-frame structure 
design except that portion of Route II along Highway 19 which is 
a single-pole, steel, double-circuit structure.  The 230-kV power 
conductors primarily consist of two conductor bundles of 
649.5 kCMIL aluminum conductor, alloy reinforced (ACAR), cable 
spaced 45.7 cm (18 in) on center, with a nominal power capacity 
of 750 MVA.  The 230-kV lines 351 and 352, from the Fancy Point 
Substation to the Jaguar Bulk Substation, utilize two 1,650 kCMIL 
ACAR cables per phase with a nominal power capacity of 1,200 MVA.  
The minimum design phase-to-phase spacing on the 230-kV 
transmission line system is 4.9 m (16 ft).  Two static lines are 
provided on each 230-kV transmission tower and consist of 5/16-in 
extra high strength (EHS) steel cable. 

The 500-kV transmission lines run from the 500-kV bays along 
Routes I and III as follows:

1. 500-kV; Fancy Point Substation to McKnight Substation, 
1 line (Route III)

2. 500-kV; Fancy Point Substation to Big Cajun No. 2, 
1 line (Route I)

3. 500-kV; Fancy Point Substation to 500-kV/230-kV 
transformers, 2 lines

4. Future lines, 4 lines  

All 500-kV transmission lines are of the steel, lattice-type 
design.

Two configurations of power conductors are used at the 500-kV 
level.  Three conductor bundles of 1,024.5 kCMIL ACAR per phase 
spaced 45.7 cm (18 in) on center are used along Routes I and III 
with a nominal power capacity of 2,500 MVA. The Route I 
Mississippi River crossing utilizes one 3,075 kCMIL aluminum 
conductor steel reinforced (ACSR) cable per phase with a nominal 
power capacity of 2,500 MVA.  The minimum phase-to-phase spacing 
on the 500-kV transmission line system is 11.0 m (30 ft).  Two 
7/16-in EHS steel cable static lines are used on each 500-kV 
transmission tower, with the exception of the 19 static lines 
used on the Mississippi River crossing which are No. 9 alumoweld 
cables.
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All transmission lines of 230-kV and 500-kV associated with the 
Fancy Point Substation and River Bend Station are designed for 
medium loading conditions and high thunderstorm occurrence rate.  
There are no unusual features of these lines.  The terrain in the 
Gulf States system area is flat to gently sloping. 

8.2.1.1.2.1 Route Descriptions 

Fig. 8.2-3 illustrates the three transmission line routes and 
identifies the route segments referenced below. 

Route I

Route I extends 29.2 mi from the Fancy Point Substation to the 
Webre Substation, and consists of lattice steel towers for 500-kV 
service with provisions for 230-kV underbuild lines, and steel 
pole H-frame 230-kV towers. 

The 500-kV line 746 runs west from the switchyard to the Big 
Cajun No. 2 Power Station switchyard on twelve 500-kV lattice 
towers.  From there, 500-kV line 745 proceeds south to the Webre 
Substation on 131 500-kV lattice towers with provisions for 
either one or two 230-kV underbuild circuits. 
��16
An existing 230-kV line 715 runs southwest to the Cajun Electric 
Power Company Substation near the False River cutoff, and from 
there to the Addis Substation with existing 230-kV line 731. 
16��
Segment A to B originates at the substation and continues south-
southwest 1.07 mi.  The segment shares the same right- 
of-way with the first part of Route II, and provides for seven 
230-kV lines on four H-frame structures and one 500-kV line 746 
on lattice steel towers with provisions for two 230-kV underbuild 
lines.  The 500-kV line and four 230-kV lines on three H-frame 
structures are shown on Fig. 8.2-4. Facilities for the seven 230-
kV lines and one 500-kV line were constructed in 1980.  
Additional 230-kV lines will be installed at a later date when 
they are needed for additional capacity to support load growth in 
the Gulf States service area. 

Segment B to C is 1.80 mi long and runs west to Point C, the Big 
Cajun No. 2 Power Plant switchyard.  Since this segment crosses 
pasture land and water, different types of towers for 500-kV line 
746 have been constructed.  A typical tower is shown on Fig. 8.2-
5.
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From the switchyard at Big Cajun No. 2 (Point C) segment C to D 
of Route I extends 1.83 mi west and south to Point D carrying 
single circuit 500-kV line 745 (Fig. 8.2-6). 

Segment D to E runs from Point D south and southeast to Point E.  
The corridor is 7.22 mi long and runs parallel to an existing 
right-of-way.  The right-of-way on this segment carries the one 
existing 230-kV line 731 constructed on 230-kV single circuit 
wood H-frame towers and the 500-kV line 745 with provisions for a 
future 230-kV underbuild line as shown on Fig. 8.2-7. 

Segment E to F is 9.65 mi long and extends southwest and south 
parallel to existing rights-of-way.  This right-of-way carries 
500-kV line 745 with provisions for a future 230-kV underbuild 
line as shown on Fig. 8.2-8. 

Segment F to G is 7.22 mi long and also runs parallel to an 
existing right-of-way.  The 500-kV line 745 tower has provisions 
for two future 230-kV underbuild lines (Fig. 8.2-9 and 8.2-10). 

Segment G to H of Route I is 0.41 mi long and extends south 
parallel to the Texas and Pacific Railroad terminating at Webre 
Substation, Point H.  This segment carries the new 500-kV line 
745 with provisions for two future 230-kV underbuild lines 
(Fig. 8.2-11). 

Route II

Route II extends 23.75 mi from the Fancy Point Substation to the 
Jaguar Bulk Substation and consists of 129 230-kV steel pole H-
frame towers and 47 230-kV single steel pole towers for 230-kV 
lines 351, 352, and 354.  Each tower has provisions for carrying 
two 230-kV circuits.

Line Route II begins at the substation, Point A, and runs 
southeast to Point Q, Jaguar Bulk Substation in Scotlandville, 
Louisiana.  The total route length is 23.75 mi and is divided 
into 10 segments.

Segment A to B of Route II is shared with Segment A to B of 
Route I and has been previously discussed in this section.

Segment B to I is adjacent to an existing transmission corridor 
running south-southeast.  The 0.71 mi segment has provisions for 
seven 230-kV lines on four H-frame structures, an existing 69-kV 
and future 230-kV lines on a fifth H-frame structure (Fig. 8.2-
12).
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Segment I to J is 1.0 mi long.  It runs northeast adjacent to an 
existing pipeline right-of-way and consists of five 230-kV lines 
and existing 69-kV line 723 on four H-frame structures (Fig. 8.2-
13).

Segment J to K is 1.76 mi long.  It begins at Point J and runs 
southeast to a point 0.19 mi south of Thompson Creek. This 
segment is divided into three sections (0.86 mi, 0.68 mi, and 
0.19 mi) with tower configurations shown on Fig. 8.2-14 through 
8.2-16.  This segment accommodates four H-frame structures which 
carry existing 230-, 138-, 69-kV lines, and three future 230-kV 
lines.

Segment K to L of Route II is 2.75 mi long and is divided in two 
sections (Fig. 8.2-17 and 8.2-18). 

Segment L to M runs for 4.2 mi south and west from Point L to 
Port Hudson Bulk Substation, Point M.  This segment consists of 
two double circuit and one single circuit H-frame structures 
accommodating five 230-kV circuits (Fig. 8.2-19 through 8.2-24). 

Segment M to N (Fig. 8.2-25) is 4.83 mi in length.  The segment 
consists of two H-frame double circuit and one H-frame single 
circuit structures accommodating 69-kV line 700, 230-kV lines 352 
and 712, future 230-kV line 353, and a future 138-kV or 230-kV 
line.

Segment N to O (Fig. 8.2-26) is 0.22 mi long and consists of one 
H-frame tower accommodating 230-kV line 352 and one future 230-kV 
line.

Segment O to P runs for 1.67 mi parallel to the right-of-way of 
the Illinois Central Gulf Railroad and State Highway 19. It 
accommodates one single-pole structure for 230-kV line 352 and 
one future 230-kV line (Fig. 8.2-27 and 8.2-28). 

Segment P to Q is 5.68 mi long, runs parallel to the Illinois 
Central Gulf Railroad and State Highway 19, and terminates at 
Point Q, the Jaguar Bulk Substation.  The right-of-way 
accommodates 230-kV line 352, which becomes 230-kV line 351, and 
a future 230-kV line on a one-pole tower structure (Fig. 8.2-29 
through 8.2-31). 

Route III

Route III extends 27.2 mi from the Fancy Point Substation to the 
McKnight Switching Station, and consists of an estimated 132 500-
kV lattice steel towers accommodating 500-kV line 
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752.  These towers can also accommodate either one or two 230-kV 
underbuild circuits. 

Segment A to R starts at the substation and runs east-southeast 
2.21 mi to Point R.  The segment carries the 500-kV line 752 on a 
steel lattice tower with provisions for two future 230-kV 
underbuild lines (Fig. 8.2-32). 

Segment R to S is 2.5 mi long, zigzagging northeast and east 
alongside of a pipeline right-of-way.  The right-of-way 
accommodates the 500-kV line 752 with provisions for two future 
230-kV underbuild lines (Fig. 8.2-33). 

Segment S to T is 8.0 mi in length and consists of lattice steel 
towers accommodating 500-kV line 752 with provisions for the 
future addition of two 230-kV underbuild lines, as shown on 
Fig. 8.2-34. 

Segment T to U is 14.51 mi long and follows a railroad right-of-
way.  This segment consists of a lattice steel tower 
accommodating 500-kV line 752 with provisions for the future 
addition of two 230-kV underbuild lines (Fig. 8.2-35). 

8.2.1.1.3 Summary 

All features of the offsite power supply are designed to provide 
maximum practical reliability and redundancy in servicing the 
station safety load groups.  Compliance with GDC 17 is 
demonstrated by supplying the substation with offsite ac power by 
means of two 500-kV and four 230-kV physically independent 
circuits along two separate rights-of-way.  Furthermore, the 
offsite power sources to the preferred station service 
transformers are then brought in by two physically independent 
circuits from this substation.  Physical separation, the breaker-
and-a-half switching configuration, redundant substation 
protection systems, and transmission system are designed on load 
flow and stability studies so as to minimize simultaneous failure 
of all offsite power sources.

8.2.1.2 Compliance with Design Criteria and Standards 

8.2.1.2.1 General Design Criteria 

Criterion 17

The offsite power system conforms to the requirements of this 
criterion as follows. 
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Two physically and electrically independent 230-kV circuits, 
providing two sources of power, are brought into the plant as 
shown in Fig. 8.1-4 and 8.2-2. 
��16
Either of the two 230-kV circuits provides sufficient offsite 
capacity and capability to ensure operation of all safety-related 
loads for the unit following a design basis accident with loss of 
normal (generator) power supply.  With offsite power available, 
the standby 4.16-kV buses 1ENS*SWG1A and 1ENS*SWG1B are energized 
at all times, and are unaffected by loss of the normal 
(generator) power supply. 
16��
The normal 4.16-kV swing bus 1NNS-SWG1C, which has a normally 
closed tie to the standby 4.16-kV bus 1E22*S004, has access to 
the preferred sources via either normal 4.16-kV bus 1NNS-SWG1A or 
1NNS-SWG1B upon loss of normal (generator) power supply. 

8.2.1.2.2 Regulatory Guides 

Regulatory Guide 1.32

Conformance of the offsite power system with specific 
requirements delineated in Regulatory Guide 1.32 is as follows.  
Two circuits from the transmission network are available to the 
safety systems.  Offsite preferred power circuits are connected 
via normally closed breakers to standby 4.16-kV buses 1ENS*SWG1A 
and 1ENS*SWG1B at all times.  Loss of normal plant auxiliary 
supply does not influence or affect the tie circuits of standby 
4.16-kV buses 1ENS*SWG1A and 1ENS*SWG1B from the offsite sources. 
��16
Standby 4.16-kV bus 1E22*S004 is fed from NNS-SWGIC that can be 
fed from one of the two normal 4.16-kV buses INNS-SWG1A or INNS-
SWG1B, which provides access (Section 8.3.1.1.3) to one of the 
offsite circuits (Fig. 8.1-4), via the preferred station service 
transformers, IRTX-XSRIC or IRTX-XSRID, respectively. 
16��
8.2.1.2.3 IEEE Standards 

IEEE Standard 308

The offsite power system conforms to the requirements of this 
standard (Fig. 8.1-3 and 8.1-4). 

Requirements of Section 5.2.3 of IEEE Standard 308 are met by 
having two physically and electrically independent, and 
continuously available circuits from the transmission 
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network to the Class 1E power system.  Each of these circuits is 
capable of starting and operating all safety-related loads and is 
monitored in the main control room to verify its availability. 

8.2.1.2.4 Additional Standards 

National Electrical Safety Code (NESC) - 1977

The offsite power system meets or exceeds the NESC requirements 
for a high density transmission system, Grade B. 

8.2.1.3 Testing, Quality Assurance, and System Operability 
Surveillance

Tests and Inspections

The preoperational and initial startup test programs for the 
preferred power system is in accordance with Regulatory 
Guides 1.41 and 1.68 and GDC 1.  The test program capabilities 
consider GDC 18 and 21 as discussed in Section 3.1.2. 

During the preoperational stage, all components of the preferred 
power system are installed, tested, and inspected to demonstrate 
that all components are correct and properly mounted.  All 
connections are verified as being correct and continuous, and all 
components as operational.  All metering and protective devices 
are properly calibrated and adjusted. These tests are described 
in Section 14. 

Following satisfactory checkout of all components of a system as 
previously described, the initial system tests are performed 
according to the technical specifications with all components 
installed.  The initial system tests include operational tests 
conducted to demonstrate that the equipment operates within 
design limits and that the system is operational and meets its 
performance specifications. 
��8
The technical specifications/requirements include in-service test 
and surveillance requirements for the preferred power system 
following the preoperational and initial system tests and 
inspections.  The particular tests and the frequency of these 
tests depend upon the specific components installed, their 
function and environment.  These tests are directed at detecting 
deterioration of the system toward an unacceptable condition and 
demonstrating that standby components are operable. 
8��
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Circuit breakers and associated devices can be tested when their 
associated loads or systems are shut down or not in service.  
Protective relays are tested under a simulated overload or fault 
condition, and their calibration is verified.  The breaker 
opening and closing can also be demonstrated.  Availability of 
power is indicated by breaker position lights. 

The capability of the preferred power system to transmit 
sufficient energy to start and operate all required safety-
related loads is confirmed during periodic tests. 

These tests also confirm the capability of the supply breakers to 
operate and transmit the required energy upon receipt of a 
control input. 

These tests are performed at scheduled intervals and verify the 
ability of the preferred power system to furnish electrical 
energy for the shutdown of the plant and for the operation of 
safety-related systems and engineered safety features. 

Quality Assurance

Quality Assurance for the offsite power system is based on 
industry standards applicable to normal systems. 

It considers IEEE 336 and Regulatory Guide 1.30, where 
applicable, to non-Class 1E systems, to meet GDC 1 for equipment 
requirements.

System Operability Surveillance
��16
Surveillance and status of the offsite power system operability 
are provided by automatic system indication in the main control 
room.  A panel located in front of the principal plant control 
console provides a positive indication of breaker positions for 
the offsite switchyard. Inoperability of offsite power supplies 
either by event or deliberate action is annunciated to alert main 
control room operators to anomalies on the system grid.  
Additionally, main control room operators have voice 
communication systems to contact the Southwest-Transmission
Operation Center to ascertain system grid status. 
16��
Offsite Power System Monitoring and Surveillance
��5
The transmission lines of GSU are inspected periodically by 
aerial patrol. 
5��
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Routine maintenance of substation batteries includes a weekly 
visual inspection of charge rate and voltage level and a 
quarterly test of the batteries' ability to maintain voltage 
under normal station load. 

Routine maintenance on power circuit breakers is performed as 
required to verify that all design criteria for operation are not 
exceeded.

Control and protective breakers are separated to the maximum 
extent possible to ensure that failure of any item does not 
impair system protection. 

8.2.2 Analysis 

8.2.2.1 Availability Considerations 

The 500-kV and 230-kV transmission lines and their associated 
structures, interconnecting the substation with the system, are 
designed to withstand the environmental loading conditions for 
the area with regard to wind, temperature, lightning, and 
flooding.

The transmission lines approach the substation on separate 
rights-of-way on the southeast and southwest sides of the 
substation.  Due to this separation, failure of one line on one 
right-of-way does not cause failure of another line on the second 
right-of-way.

Two independent and redundant transmission lines are provided as 
offsite power sources for the power plant safety load groups 
which, as shown in Section 8.3, remain independent down to the 
lowest voltage level of distribution.  These 230-kV sources 
supply the two 4.16-kV preferred transformers as shown in 
Fig. 8.1-6. 

The 230-kV bays have a breaker-and-a-half configuration with 
breaker failure backup protection.  Substation reliability and 
operating flexibility are achieved as follows: 

1. Any transmission line can be cleared under normal or 
fault conditions without affecting any other 
transmission line. 

2. Any system circuit breaker can be isolated for 
maintenance without interrupting the power or 
protection to any circuit. 
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3. Short circuits on a section of a bus are isolated 
without interrupting service to any circuit other than 
that connected to the faulted bus section. 

The two independent circuits from the substation to the preferred 
transformers are routed separately as shown in Fig. 8.2-1.  Due 
to this separation, a failure of one circuit does not cause the 
failure of the other circuit. Therefore, these two circuits 
provide separate and redundant sources to safety load groups.  
While it is improbable that all transmission lines could be out 
of service simultaneously, such an event would not jeopardize a 
safe shutdown of the station because the onsite standby diesel 
generators would be able to supply the necessary power to systems 
required for safe shutdown or LOCA.  The onsite power system, 
including automatic startup and load sequencing, is described in 
Section 8.3. 
��16
With any single line in service under its design condition of 
operation, sufficient offsite power would be available to handle 
a LOCA and safe shutdown of the unit. 
16��
Outage data on the 230-kV and 500-kV lines in GSU transmission of 
current experience is given in Tables 8.2-1, 8.2-2, 8.2-4, and 
8.2-5.

8.2.2.2 Stability Considerations 

The design and operation of interconnected power systems must be 
such that they remain stable following severe faults.  This is 
essential to avoid widespread or cascading interruptions to 
service, and requires that various stability studies be carried 
out using mathematical models for the components of electrical 
power systems. 
��11
A transient stability study (analysis of conditions within 1 sec 
after the fault) in compliance with the criteria of the Southwest 
Power Pool Coordination Council, which is comparable with 
Southeastern Electric Reliability Council criteria, was performed 
on River Bend Station Unit 1 using the 1984 summer peak as the 
base case.  The generators were represented as constant voltages 
behind transient reactance, with no exciter-regulator and no 
turbine governor, so that conservative results were obtained.  
Studies have also been performed (including consideration of 
regulation, excitation, and governor action) which verify that 
the system is dynamically stable.  Stability of the 
interconnected utilities, when Unit 1 goes online, was 
investigated under the following conditions: 
11��
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1. Three-phase fault on GSU's Fancy Point Substation 230-
kV bus, with a subsequent clearing of the fault in 6 
cycles and tripping of River Bend Station Unit 1. 

2. Three-phase fault on CEPCO's Big Cajun 500-kV bus, with 
a subsequent clearing of the fault in 4.5 cycles and 
tripping of Big Cajun Unit No. 3. 

3. Three-phase fault on Grand Gulf Nuclear Station 500-kV 
bus, with a subsequent clearing of the fault in 4.5 
cycles and tripping of Grand Gulf Unit No. 2 
(1,250 MW). 

4. Three-phase fault on Arkansas Nuclear One 500-kV bus, 
with a subsequent clearing of the fault in 4.5 cycles 
and tripping of Arkansas Nuclear One Unit No. 2 
(950 MW). 

5. Three-phase fault on Tennessee Valley Authority's 
Brown's Ferry Station 500-kV bus, with a subsequent 
clearing of the fault in 4.5 cycles and tripping of 
Brown's Ferry Station Unit No. 3 (1,050 MW). 

6. Three-phase fault on GSU's Willow Glen 230-kV bus, with 
a subsequent clearing of the fault in 6 cycles and 
tripping of Willow Glen Unit No. 4 (540 MW). 

7. Three-phase fault on the 230-kV line from the Fancy 
Point Substation to Enjay at the River Bend Station 
end, with a subsequent opening of the line at both ends 
in 6 cycles. 

8. Three-phase fault on the 230-kV line from the Fancy 
Point Substation to Port Hudson at the River Bend 
Station end, with a subsequent opening of the line at 
both ends in 6 cycles. 

9. Three-phase fault on the 230-kV line from the Fancy 
Point Substation to Cajun No. 1 at the River Bend 
Station end, with a subsequent clearing of the line at 
both ends in 6 cycles. 

10. Three-phase fault on the 500-kV line from the Fancy 
Point Substation to Big Cajun at the River Bend Station 
end, with a subsequent clearing of the line at both 
ends in 4 cycles. 

11. Three-phase fault on the 500-kV line from the Fancy 
Point Substation to McKnight at the River Bend 
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Station end, with a subsequent clearing of the line at 
both ends in 4 cycles. 

12. Three-phase fault on the 230-kV line from the Fancy 
Point Substation to Enjay at the River Bend Station 
end, with a subsequent clearing of the Enjay end in 6 
cycles and the Fancy Point Substation end in 12 cycles 
(stuck breaker). 

13. Three-phase fault on the 230-kV line from the Fancy 
Point Substation to Port Hudson at the River Bend 
Station end, with a subsequent clearing of the Port 
Hudson end in 6 cycles and the River Bend Station end 
in 12 cycles (stuck breaker). 

14. Three-phase fault on GSU's Enjay 230-kV bus, with a 
subsequent clearing of the fault in 6 cycles and 
tripping of 160 MW of load. 

15. Three-phase fault on GSU's Esso 230-kV bus, with a 
subsequent clearing of the fault in 6 cycles and 
tripping of 350 MW of load. 

The listed cases are conservative with respect to other unlisted 
less severe faults.  Therefore a fault of any kind (loss of the 
River Bend Station Unit 1, loss of critical loads, loss of EHV 
transmission lines, or loss of a large unit inside GSU's system 
as well as neighboring systems) with successful clearing does not 
cause system instability or result in loss of offsite power to 
safety-related systems.  In addition, load flow contingency 
analyses (Table 8.2-3) show that any line or 500 to 230-kV 
transformer outage in the Fancy Point Substation does not result 
in loss of offsite power supply.

Physical separation of the 230-kV offsite power sources, 
substation protection, redundancy, and transmission system design 
based on load flow and stability analysis minimizes the 
possibility of simultaneous failure of power sources (normal 
station service supply, preferred station service supply, and 
standby ac diesel generators).

This complies with the last paragraph of GDC 17.
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8.3 ONSITE POWER SYSTEMS

8.3.1 AC Power Systems

8.3.1.1 Description

8.3.1.1.1 General

The onsite ac power systems for River Bend Station are those
systems which include electrical equipment and connections
required to distribute power to station auxiliaries and service
loads during all modes of plant operation. Their objective is to
provide reliable ac power required during a normal startup,
operation, and shutdown, or during an emergency shutdown. The ac
power system must have adequate independence, redundancy,
capacity, and testability to ensure its capability for performing
the functions required of the engineered safety features (ESF)
and other reactor protection systems.

The onsite electrical power systems (Fig. 8.1-4, 8.1-6, 8.3-1,
and 8.3-2) extend from the onsite termination of incoming lines
up to and including the electrical power utilization devices.
These consist of power sources (network interconnections, onsite
standby power sources and their auxiliaries, uninterruptible
power sources, and battery systems), distribution equipment
(transformers, circuit breakers, buses, and interconnecting
cables), instrumentation and controls (surveillance
instrumentation, protective circuitry, and control circuitry),
and utilization devices (motors, solenoids, and heaters).

The physical arrangement of the onsite electrical safety systems
is designed to preserve the independence of redundant ESFs.
Physical separation, achieved by distance or barriers, is
provided between similar components of redundant electrical
systems. In addition, separation is provided between redundant
power, instrumentation, and control circuitry serving or being
served from these components. The safety-related electrical
systems are physically independent and are located within Seismic
Category I structures or portions of structures designed to meet
Seismic Category I criteria.

The continuity and integrity of load functions are maintained by
redundant equipment supplied from separate sources via separate
cable, cable tray, and conduit systems.

Transformers are sized for anticipated maximum normal load plus
those normal loads which may be transferred to them by
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the swing-bus or sections of split-bus unit substation load
centers, by closure of the tie breakers. These transformers are
not intended to support total connected load. Motors are sized
to carry full load without encroachment on the service factor
margin, and "run out" overloads, such as those caused by breaks
in pipes downstream from pumps, without exceeding the service
factor load. The diesel generators are sized to accept full
standby requirements and to ensure frequency and voltage
stability during starting periods in accordance with Regulatory
Guide 1.9, except for the HPCS diesel which is described in
Section 8.3.1.2.2.2.

Motors are sized for anticipated maximum load at a given speed
with consideration given to torque requirements. Motor insulation
is chosen by taking into consideration the environment in which
the motor is to operate. These considerations include but are
not limited to ambient temperature, humidity, radiation level,
seismic requirements, and voltage level of operation.

The interrupting capacity of switchgear, load centers, motor
control centers, and distribution panels is based upon studies of
the electrical system. These studies consider, as a minimum, the
size of the connected load, motor starting load, motor starting
current, and system and connected load contributions under
faulted conditions.

8.3.1.1.2 Systems Identification

8.3.1.1.2.1 Safety-Related Systems and Identification

These Class 1E ac power systems of the nuclear plant provide
functions associated with mitigating the effects of accidents or
providing for safe plant shutdown. These systems are divided
into three physically and electrically independent divisions
which are identified by distinct means. The three divisions are
identified as follows:

Division I - Red
Division II - Blue
Division III - Orange

See Section 8.3.1.3 for additional identification of these
safety-related divisions. The Class 1E ac power system divisions
and their associated standby switchgears and load centers are
delineated in Fig. 8.1-4 and 8.1-6.
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These systems include, but are not necessarily limited to, the
following:

1. Emergency core cooling systems (ECCS)

2. Standby service water (SSW) system

3. Standby gas treatment system (SGTS)

4. Cooling systems

a. Main control room air-conditioning

b. Standby switchgear and standby
battery rooms ventilation and cooling

c. Safeguard equipment in the auxiliary
building ventilation

d. Standby diesel generator rooms
ventilation

5. Containment and reactor vessel isolation control
system (CRVICS)

6. Standby lighting system

7. Instrumentation and control for the RPS and ESF
functions.

Loads connected to these Class 1E safety-related systems are
listed in Table 8.3-1.

8.3.1.1.2.2 Nonsafety-Related Power Generation Systems

These systems of the nuclear plant are those which are not
essential for safe shutdown. Electrical failure of these
systems cannot result in the release or failure to minimize
release of radioactive material. These normal non-Class 1E ac
systems are nonsafety-related and therefore nondivisional. They
are identified as being part of the black system or are not given
color identification as described in Section 8.3.1.3. These
systems include, but are not necessarily limited to, the
following:

1. Main condensate system

2. Reactor feedwater system

3. Condensate makeup system
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��6 
 4. Turbine plant component cooling water system 
 
 5. Reactor plant component cooling water system 
 
 6. Plant ventilation system 
 
 7. Normal service water system 
 
 8. Circulating water system 
 
 9. Reactor water cleanup system 
 
 10. Service water cooling system. 
6�� 
8.3.1.1.3  Power Supplies and Buses 
 
8.3.1.1.3.1  Station Service Transformers 
��13 ��7 
The normal ac power supply can provide electrical power for all 
station auxiliary loads when the main generator is operating.  It 
consists of three normal station service transformers 1STX-XNS1A, 
1STX-XNS1B and 1STX-XNS1C, electric power through STX-XNS1C is 
not used, energized by isolated phase bus duct from the generator 
terminals, as shown in Fig. 8.1-4. 
13��  ��6 ��4 
The preferred ac power supply can provide for all station 
auxiliary loads.  This includes the maximum operational 
combination of full load power, startup power, hot standby 
maintenance power, shutdown power, and the safety-related loads.  
Preferred power is taken from two physically and electrically 
independent 230-kV lines originating in the onsite 230-kV 
substation.  The 230-kV line terminating at transformer yard 1 
energizes transformers 1RTX-XSR1E and 1RTX-XSR1C. The 230-kV line 
terminating at the transformer yard 2A energizes transformers 
1RTX-XSR1F and 1RTX-XSR1D.  These preferred station service 
transformers have the following ratings: 
7�� 
 1. 1RTX-XSR1E  230-13.8 KV, 
   51/68/85 MVA 
   OA/FOA/FOA 
 
 2. 1RTX-XSR1F 230-13.8 kV, 
   51/68/85 MVA 
   OA/FOA/FOA 
 
 3. 1RTX-XSR1C and 1RTX-XSR1D, 230-4.16 kV, 
   10/12.5 MVA, 
   OA/FA 
4�� 6�� 
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The secondaries of normal and preferred station service
transformers are routed into the plant via cables run in
reinforced concrete ductlines and cable trays within the plant to
their associated medium voltage switchgear buses as subsequently
described.
7←•
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8.3.1.1.3.2 13.8-kV Systems (750-MVA Interrupting Capability) 
 
��7 ��6 ��4 
RBS has two independent 13.8-kV buses, 1NPS-SWG1A and 1NPS-SWG1B, 
supporting most of the station auxiliary motor and transformer 
loads.  Each bus supports half the load and has a manually 
controlled air circuit breaker (ACB) for access to its normal 
source transformers, 1STX-SNX1A and 1STX-XNS1B respectively, and 
an automatically or manually controlled ACB for access to its 
preferred source transformers 1RTX-XSR1E and 1RTX-XSR1F, 
respectively.  The 13.8-kV bus 1NPS-SWG1A takes preferred power 
from transformer 1RTX-XSR1E located at transformer yard 1, while 
13.8-kV bus 1NPS-SWG1B takes preferred power from transformer 
1RTX-XSR1F located at transformer yard 2A. 
4�� 6�� 7�� 
Opening the normal supply breaker initiates closing the preferred 
supply breaker, subject to the following restrictions which 
prevent the breaker from closing: 
 

1. Overcurrent or ground fault trip of the normal breaker 
 

2. Manual trip of the normal breaker 
 

3. Loss of voltage of the preferred supply 
 

4. Preferred supply breaker locked-out. 
��7 
A fast automatic transfer scheme and a slow automatic transfer 
scheme are provided.  Unit protective relays initiate opening the  
normal supply breaker.  Time delay contacts from the unit 
protective relays will block fast transfer if the transfer does 
not take place within 10 cycles.  Manually opening the main 
generator output breakers at Fancy Point and/or from the Main 
Control Room will also block a fast transfer.  If the fast 
transfer is unsuccessful, all motor breakers and normal supply 
breakers are automatically tripped.  The slow transfer scheme is 
then initiated and permitted only when residual voltage on the 
bus reaches 25 percent or less of the rated voltage. 
 
Return to the normal supply after an automatic throwover can only 
be done manually.  Normal and preferred supply breakers are 
paralleled for a short period of time during manual throwover.  
During manual throwover, the plant operator closes the normal 
supply breaker and immediately opens the preferred supply 
breaker.  Closing both breakers alarms after a short time delay 
in the main control room. 
7�� 
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Offsite power energizing standby 4.16-kV buses via the preferred
station service transformers are not jeopardized during manual
throwover. Both the normal and preferred supply breakers to the
normal 4.16-kV buses effectively isolate faults on the normal bus
to protect the offsite sources of power to the standby 4.16-kV
buses.
The 13.8-kV feeders from separate sources are routed to the
following peripheral areas, as shown in Fig. 8.1-6:

1. Cooling tower and water treatment areas - Four feeders,
two on each 13.8-kV bus, are used to service the six
double-ended normal 480-V load centers. Feeder 1NPS-
ACB06 from 13.8-kV bus 1NPS-SWG1A provides power to two
1,000/1,150-kVA transformers, 1NJS-X2E and 1NJS-X2G, at
cooling towers 1B and 1D and one 500-kVA transformer,
1NJS-X3A, at the clarifier area. The second feeder
1NPS-ACB05, from 13.8-kV bus 1NPS-SWG1A provides power
to two 1,000/1,150-kVA transformers, 1NJS-X2A and 1NJS-
X2C, at cooling towers 1A and 1C and one 750-kVA
transformer 1NJS-X3C at the hypochlorite area. Feeder
1NPS-ACB21 from 13.8-kV bus 1NPS-SWG1B provides power
to two 1000/1150-kVA transformers, 1NJS-X2F and 1NJS-
X2H, at cooling towers 1B and 1D and one 500-kVA
transformer, 1NJS-X3B, at the clarifier area. The
second feeder 1NPS-ACB22 from 13.8-kV bus 1NPS-SWG1B
provides power to two 1000/1150-kVA transformers, 1NJS-
X2B and 1NJS-X2D, at cooling towers 1A and 1C and one
750-kVA transformer, 1NJS-X3D, at the hypochlorite
area.

2. Circulating water pump area - Two 13.8-kV feeders, one
from each 13.8-kV bus, provide power to a 4.16-kV split
bus. Feeder 1NPS-ACB07, from 13.8-kV bus 1NPS-SWG1A,
provides power to 10/12.5-MVA transformer 1STX-XS2A
which is connected to 4.16-kV bus 1NNS-SWG2A. Bus
1NNS-SWG2A supports two circulating water pumps and two
service water pumps. The second feeder 1NPS-ACB23,
from 13.8-kV bus 1NPS-SWG1B, provides power to 10/12.5-
MVA transformer 1STX-XS2B which is connected to 4.16-kV
bus 1NNS-SWG2B. Bus 1NNS-SWG2B supports two
circulating water pumps and one service water pump.

3. The 230-kV and 500-kV switchyards and the makeup water
intake structure - Two 13.8-kV feeders, one from each
13.8-kV bus, provide power to the 230-kV and 500-kV
switchyards and the river edge makeup
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 pumps.  Feeder 1NPS-ACB10, from 13.8-kV bus 1NPS-SWG1A, 

is run to disconnecting switch 1YWC-SW2 at the  
switchyard where it is connected to a 750-kVA 
transformer, and then run to 2.5/3.125-MVA transformer 
1STX-XS3A feeding 4.16-kV bus 1NNS-SWG3A, and 500-kVA 
transformer 1STX-XS4A feeding 480-V motor control 
center 1NHS-MCC12A.   The second feeder 1NPS-ACB26, 
from 13.8-kV bus 1NPS-SWG1B, is run to disconnecting 
switch 1YWC-SW1 at the switchyard where it is  
connected to a 750-kVA transformer, and then run to 
2.5/3.125-MVA transformer 1STX-XS3B feeding 4.16-kV bus 
1NNS-SWG3B, and 288.5-kVA transformer 1STX-XS4B feeding 
480-V motor control center 1NHS-MCC12B. 

1  6 
4. Service Water Cooling Area - Two 13.8-kV feeders one 

each from 1NPS-SWG1C and 1NPS-SWG1D provide power to a 
4.16-kV split bus.  Feeder 1NPS-ACB43 from 1NPS-SWG1C 
provides power to 7.5 MVA OA transformer 1STX-XS5A 
which is connected to 1NNS-SWG6A.  Bus 1NNS-SWG6A 
supports two service water cooling pumps and feeder to 
1NJS-X4A.  The second feeder 1NPS-ACB44 provides power 
to 7.5 MVA transformer 1STX-XS5B which is connected to 
4.16-kV bus 1NNS-SWG6B.  Bus 1NNS-SWG6B supports one 
service water cooling pump and feeder to 1NJS-X4B. 

6 
8.3.1.1.3.3 4.16-kV Systems (250-MVA Interrupting Capability) 
13 7 
Each of the two normal in-station 4.16-kV buses NNS-SWG1A and 
NNS-SWG1B are fed from either the normal station service 
transformer STX-XNS1C, which has dual secondary windings, one 
connected to each bus or from their associated preferred station 
service transformers, RTX-XSR1C and RTX-XSR1D, respectively.  The 
above transformers have been sized for all load conditions on 
buses NNS-SWG1A and NNS-SWG1B. 
13 
For buses NNS-SWG1A, NNS-SWG1B, and NNS-SWG1C the control logic 
is identical to that described for buses NPS-SWG1A and NPS-SWG1B, 
except as noted below for bus NNS-SWG1C and the fast transfer is 
blocked on the NNS-SWG1A/B bus feeding bus NNS-SWG1C and E22-S004 
when HPCS pump, E22-PC001, or the Division III standby service 
water pump, SWP-P2C, is running.  For bus NNS-SWG1C only, a 
manual transfer capability is provided.  When a sustained 
undervoltage on the bus is sensed, all motor circuit breakers are 
tripped.  No automatic transfer of NNS-SWG1C alone is provided, 
it will fast transfer with NNS-SWG1A or NNS-SWG1B from the normal 
service transformer to the preferred station service transformer 
unless blocked as described above. 
7 
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•→13
A 4.16-kV split bus and a 4.16-kV swing bus are energized from
the normal 4.16-kV buses. 4.16-kV split buses 1NNS-SWG4A and
1NNS-SWG4B are connected to primary normal buses 1NNS-SWG1A and
1NNS-SWG1B, respectively. 4.16-kV swing bus 1NNS-SWG1C is
connected to 1NNS-SWG1B via normally closed circuit breakers and
to 1NNS-SWG1A via normally open circuit breakers.
13←•
There are three standby 4.16-kV buses: 1ENS*SWG1A, 1ENS*SWG1B and
1E22*S004. Buses 1ENS*SWG1A and 1ENS*SWG1B are energized from
the preferred station service transformers 1RTX-XSR1C and 1RTX-
XSR1D, respectively. Standby buses 1ENS*SWG1A and 1ENS*SWG1B also
have manual
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access to normal primary buses 1NNS-SWG1B and 1NNS-SWG1A,
respectively, if required during loss of preferred power. There
is no automatic fast or slow transfer from the preferred
transformers to the normal buses for either 1ENS*SWG1A or
1ENS*SWG1B. The third standby 4.16-kV bus 1E22*S004 is energized
from the normal 4.16-kV swing bus 1NNS-SWG1C.
7←• •→13
Each of these standby 4.16-kV buses has a standby 4.16-kV diesel
generator capable of supporting its respective design load upon
loss of preferred power. The diesel generator 1EGS*EG1A supports
standby 4.16-kV bus 1ENS*SWG1A and diesel generator 1EGS*EG1B
supports standby 4.16-kV bus 1ENS*SWG1B. The HPCS system diesel
generator 1E22*S001G1C supports standby 4.16-kV bus 1E22*S004.
Each standby diesel generator is physically separated from the
others and is located in the Seismic Category I diesel generator
building. Failure of one diesel will not impede the operation of
the other two diesel generators.
13←•
Standby 4.16-kV bus 1ENS*SWG1A and normal 4.16-kV bus 1NNS-SWG1A
may be fed from the preferred station service transformer 1RTX-
XSRIC simultaneously. If an undervoltage condition were to occur
concurrently on both buses, a trip signal would be given to the
normal supply breaker on 1NNS-SWG1A and to the motor feeder
breakers on that bus. If proper voltage is not available, a trip
signal would be given to the preferred supply breaker on
1ENS*SWG1A and the standby diesel generator would start and would
energize the standby 4.16-kV bus. Division 2 equipment follows
the same operation. Reference 2 provides a description of the
standby bus transfers and tripping under loss of power
conditions.

The standby 4.16-kV standby buses are electrically independent
and physically isolated from one another. Their loads are
redundant as required and consist of standby motors and standby
480-V load centers. An exception is the standby service water
system. The train A pumps are powered by 1ENS*SWG1A and
1E22*S004 (one pump on each bus). The train B pumps are both
powered by 1ENS*SWG1B. Dc control power for the standby 4.16-kV
switchgear and for 1NNS-SWG1A, 1NNS-SWG1B, and 1NNS-SWG1C is
supplied as shown in Table 8.3-8.

4.16-kV switchgear assemblies 1NNS-SWG2A and 1NNS-SWG2B at the
circulating water pump area and 1NNS-SWG3A and 1NNS-SWG3B at the
cooling tower makeup pump area and
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•→6
1NNS-SWG4A and 1NNS-SWG4B at the radwaste building and 1NNS-SWG6A
and 1NNS-SWG6B at the service water cooling switchgear building
are of the split-bus design. Under normal conditions the supply
breaker on each bus is closed and the bus tie breaker is open.
No automatic closing of the tie breaker takes place after
tripping either supply breaker. Closing all breakers is by
manual control. When the supply breakers and bus tie breaker are
to be closed to parallel two sources for a short period of time
during throwover, closing of the last breaker is supervised by a
synchronizing check relay. Closure of the four tie breakers
initiates an alarm.
6←•
8.3.1.1.3.4 480-V Systems

All normal load centers for nonsafety-related service are the
split-bus design. Two load center transformers of each load
center are energized from normal 13.8-kV buses 1NPS-SWG1A and
1NPS-SWG1B. In turn, load center transformers supply opposite
sides of the split bus. These buses can be connected by closing
the tie breaker. There is no automatic transfer between the two
load center 480-V power sources. No interlocks are provided to
prevent paralleling of the two load center 480-V power sources.
Closing the two load center supply main breakers and the split-
bus tie breaker is indicated in the main control room.
•→6
1NJS-LDC4A and 1NJS-LDC4B 480 VAC load-centers are of the same
split design as the other non-safety related load centers.
Service water cooling load-center transformers are energized from
normal 4.16-kV buses 1NNS-SWG6A and 1NNS-SWG6B. In turn, load
center transformers supply opposite sides of the split bus.
These buses can be connected by closing the tie breaker. There
is no automatic transfer between the two load center 480-V power
sources. No interlocks are provided to prevent paralleling of the
two load center 480-V power sources. Closing the two load center
supply main breakers and the split-bus tie breaker is indicated
in the main control room.
6←•
The standby 480-V load centers are single-ended and have circuit
breakers with an interrupting capability of not less than 30,000
amp symmetrical. These standby load centers are fed from the
standby 4.16-kV buses. Standby 4.16-kV bus 1ENS*SWG1A provides
power for standby 480-V load centers 1EJS*LDC1A and 1EJS*LDC2A.
Standby 4.16-kV bus 1ENS*SWG1B provides power for standby 480-V
load centers 1EJS*LDC1B and 1EJS*LDC2B. DC control power is
supplied as shown in Table 8.3-8. Standby 480-V load center
loads are redundant
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and include standby motors and standby motor control
centers. There are several normal loads connected to the standby
load centers identified in Table 8.3-7 and which are tripped off
the bus during a LOCA. The standby 480-V load centers of
Division I are electrically independent from those of Division II
and are physically isolated from one another.

Molded case circuit breakers of both normal and standby motor
control centers have an interrupting capability of 25,000 amp
symmetrical. Standby motor control centers of Division I are
electrically independent and physically isolated from those of
Division II. Normal loads connected to the standby motor control
centers and which are tripped off the bus during LOCA are
identified in Table 8.3-7.
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8.3.1.1.3.5 Low Voltage Systems 

The instrumentation and control supply system consists of a 125-V 
dc system (Fig. 8.3-6), 120-V ac safety-related uninterruptible 
power supply systems (Fig. 8.3-2), 120-V ac normal 
uninterruptible power supply systems (Fig. 8.3-1), and 120-V ac 
regulated power supplies.  The 125-V dc systems provide dc power 
for dc loads, uninterruptible power supplies, backup 
instrumentation and control, and are described in Section 8.3.2.  
The 120-V ac uninterruptible power supplies provide ac power for 
security, control, and instrumentation systems for the nonsafety-
related and engineered safeguard systems (Section 8.3.1.1.3.7).  
The 120-V ac regulated power supplies provide ac power for 
instrumentation, security, and communication systems for the 
nonsafety-related and engineered safeguard systems. 

The instrumentation and status indications of Class 1E switchgear 
aforementioned are described in Section 7. 

8.3.1.1.3.6 Standby Electrical Power Systems 

The standby electrical power systems are designed to provide 
redundant sources of onsite ac electric power which are self-
contained within the unit and which are not dependent on the 
normal and preferred sources of supply.  The standby electrical 
power systems are capable of supplying ac power for electrical 
loads which are required for a safe shutdown of the reactor. 
��16
The standby system ac distribution buses are rated at 4.16-kV and 
480-V.  There are three standby 4.16-kV ac buses and four standby 
480-V ac load centers.  The bus configuration (Fig. 8.1-6) is 
described in Sections 8.3.1.1.3.3 and 8.3.1.1.3.4.  Upon loss of 
voltage on associated standby 4.16-kV buses, or a LOCA signal 
initiated by an abnormally low water level in the reactor vessel 
or a  high drywell pressure, or a manual start signal, the 
generators are started and brought up to rated frequency and 
voltage.  If, at this time, the two redundant supply power lines 
to the buses are open, the standby generator breakers 
automatically close on their associated dead buses.  The diesel 
generators are not automatically connected to their respective 
standby 4.16-kV buses if the buses are still connected to either 
the preferred or normal station service transformers. 
16��
Unit 1 reactor has three diesel generators: 1EGS*EG1A, 1EGS*EG1B, 
and 1E22*S001G1C.  Diesels 1EGS*EG1A and 1EGS*EG1B are devoted to 
safety-related equipment as shown 
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in Fig. 8.1-6.  Diesel 1E22*S001G1C energizes the HPCS system as 
described in Section 8.3.1.1.3.6.2. 

8.3.1.1.3.6.1 Standby Diesel Generators 

8.3.1.1.3.6.1.1 Description 

Each standby diesel generator is physically independent, located 
in a building structure designed to withstand earthquakes and to 
protect the standby diesel generators against tornadoes, floods, 
hurricanes, and tornado-generated missiles (Section 3.8).  Within 
the protected structure, each standby diesel generator, including 
its associated starting equipment and other auxiliaries, is 
installed in a separate room of a Seismic Category I building so 
that an incident at one generator will not physically or 
electrically involve the others.  Each standby diesel generator 
is provided with a separate missile-protected combustion air 
intake, room air intake and discharge, and diesel engine exhaust 
opening.

Seismic qualification of the standby diesel generators and 
associated equipment is discussed in Sections 3.9.2.2A and 3.10A.  
In addition, the standby diesel generators can provide full rated 
load when subjected to extreme atmospheric conditions, e.g., due 
to a hurricane or tornado. The probability of a tornado striking 
a point on the site is low, about once in 3,415 yrs 
(Section 2.3.1.2.4). 

Each standby diesel generator is provided with an independent 
fuel oil system consisting of a day tank with fuel capacity for 
1-hr minimum operation at required load, and one 100 percent 
capacity Class 1E fuel oil transfer pump for automatically 
filling the day tank from its respective storage tank.  One fuel 
oil storage tank for each standby diesel generator supplies fuel 
for continuous operation at its rated capacity for 7 days 
(Section 9.5.4). 
��12
Each standby diesel generator unit is provided with two 
independent and redundant air starting systems with separately 
powered air compressors to furnish air for automatic and manual 
starting and for control air.  The starting systems for each 
standby diesel generator includes electrically driven 
compressors, primary air tanks, reserve air tanks, and necessary 
gears and valves for cranking the engine.  The two starting 
systems (the HPCS diesel's air compressors are described in 
Section 8.3.1.1.3.6.2) are arranged so that failure of one will 
not jeopardize proper operation of the other.  Each train of the 
starting system is capable of at least eight cranking cycles 
without the assistance of 
12��
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��16
outside power.  The time required by each air compressor to 
recharge its tank from minimum starting air pressure to operating 
air pressure is approximately 30 minutes.  Each standby diesel 
engine is provided with cooling by means of a shell and tube heat 
exchanger cooled by water from the SSW system.  Each generator is 
a self-cooled air-ventilated unit.  All necessary auxiliaries 
directly associated with each standby diesel-generator unit, such 
as ventilating fans, battery chargers, fuel oil transfer pump, 
etc, are powered from their associated standby buses.  Electrical 
power for starting and control is supplied from the 125-V dc 
system associated with that generator. 
16�� ��11
The standby diesels for 1EGS*EG1A and 1EGS*EG1B are Transamerica 
Delaval, Inc. type DSR 48 and provide 4869 bhp in continuous 
duty.  However, special requirements are imposed by the Facility 
Operating License for continuous operation of these two standby 
diesels above 4197 bhp (3130 KW).  The synchronous generators 
were manufactured by Parsons Peebles Electric Products, Inc. 
11��
The rating of each standby diesel generator is determined from 
plant design and power requirements and has the capability to 
ensure proper starting and operation of all required motor loads 
without excessive frequency or voltage drop.  The rating of each 
of the standby diesel generators is adequate for the maximum 
required coincident loads during the unit design basis accident 
(DBA) in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.9, except for the 
HPCS diesel.  The philosophy applicable to the sizing of the HPCS 
diesel is defined in Section 8.3.1.1.3.6.2. 

The nameplate ratings of the standby diesel generator sets are as 
follows:

  Standby   Standby 
 Diesel Generator  Diesel Generator   Time 
    1EGS*EG1A         1EGS*EG1B      (hr)

    3,500 kW    3,500 kW  8,760 
    3,850 kW    3,850 kW      2 

The 8,760-hr rating is on continuous duty under normal 
maintenance.

The standby diesel generators are specified to provide their 
rated output for combustion air temperatures ranging from 2°F to 
110°F.

No derating is required for ambient atmospheric pressures down to 
20.58 inches Hg - absolute (10.1 psia).  Humidity 
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extremes are not expected to affect the operation of the standby 
diesel generators since the intake air is compressed and heated 
in the turbochargers prior to entering the engines. 
��16 ��8
The standby generator and the 4.16-kV preferred station service 
system are manually synchronized during periodic testing or upon 
restoration of preferred power.  A synchronous check relay is 
provided to prevent breaker closure during synchronizing 
operations unless the busses are synchronized within the 
tolerances of the relay.  A synchronous check relay is provided 
to prevent breaker closure during synchronizing operations unless 
the busses are synchronized within the tolerances of the relay.  
If any safety-related switching equipment fails to operate 
automatically, manual operation is possible, remotely in the main 
control room or at the standby diesel generator control room.  
Except for sensors and other equipment that must be directly 
mounted on the engine or associated piping, the controls and 
monitoring instrumentation are installed on free-standing floor-
mounted panels located in a vibration-free floor area. 
8�� 16��
8.3.1.1.3.6.1.2 Starting and Loading 
��13
The standby diesel generator sets are designed for independent 
operation, but they may be operated in parallel with the plant 
auxiliary system for exercising and test purposes.  Standby buses 
1ENS*SWG1A and 1ENS*SWG1B are normally continuously energized 
from the preferred station service transformers.  Standby bus 
1E22*S004 is also normally continuously energized from the 
preferred station service system.  The standby diesel generators 
are started upon receipt of an undervoltage signal from the 
standby bus source, upon receipt of a LOCA signal or on manual 
signal. The automatic transfer of each standby bus to its standby 
generator is done only on loss of voltage measured on the standby 
4.16-kV bus.  Transfer is accomplished by opening both the normal 
and preferred station service transformer supply circuit breakers 
and closing the standby generator's circuit breaker when the 
generator is at proper voltage and frequency. 
13��
Low voltage on a standby bus automatically disconnects all 4.16-
kV motor loads on the bus.  Sequencing of loads supplied from the 
standby diesel generators is required to prevent exceeding the 
motor starting and load pickup capability of the standby diesel 
generator.  Provisions are made for automatic sequencing of all 
loads in accordance with Table 8.3-2.  Other loads may be 
connected by the station operators (by manually controlled 
breakers) when load conditions permit.  There is no automatic 
load shedding of the standby 4.16-kV buses when power is 
furnished by the standby diesel generator. 
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The load sequencing control for the onsite and offsite power 
sources for River Bend Station utilizes individual timers and 
permissive circuitry for individual feeder breakers being 
sequenced on standby buses.  Although there is a logic which ties 
the operation of the entire load sequencing scheme together, 
failure of one or more breaker timers or permissive circuits to 
operate does not prevent other breaker timers and permissives 
from performing their intended functions.  Timers and permissives 
are located in qualified switchgear and relay panel enclosures 
for the breakers they control.  There are no credible sneak 
circuits or common failure modes in the sequencing design that 
could render either the onsite or offsite power sources 
unavailable. 
 
An emergency demand start signal overrides all other operating 
modes including test and returns control of the diesel-generator 
unit to the automatic load sequencing system. 
 
The standby diesel generator incorporates two modes of control, 
OPERATIONAL and MAINTENANCE. 
 
a. In the OPERATIONAL mode the diesel starts and comes up to 

speed when either of the following conditions is present: 
 
 1) A MANUAL START SIGNAL generated from the local control 

panel and the units entire protective system is reset.  
A Manual Start Signal, starts the diesel generator in 
the “slow start” mode of operation.  This “slow start,” 
which is recommended by the manufacturer, extends the 
starting time of the diesel to minimize the aging 
effects associated with fast starts. 

��16 
 2) An EMERGENCY START SIGNAL generated by either a LOCA 

signal or a sustained bus undervoltage or by depressing 
emergency START push button in the main control room or 
by pressing the emergency start button on the control 
panel.   

 
  The emergency start overrides all conditions and 

returns the unit to rated speed.  (Refer to Section 
3.1.1.4.1)  Emergency start overrides all conditions 
such as: 
� Slow Start 
� Manual Running 
� Test 
� Tripping on fault conditions except for the following: 

1. Overspeed 
2. Generator Differential 
3. Lube and Jacket Water high temperature trips 

unless the emergency start comes from a LOCA 
signal or the trips are bypassed by a local 
control switch (Applicable to EGS-EG1A and 
EGS-EG1B ONLY). 

16�� 
b. In the MAINTENANCE mode only the engine ROLL pushbutton on 

the local panel is operative.  This feature permits cranking 
the diesel without effecting a start. 

 
c. The standby diesel generators may be tested while in the 

operational mode by manually starting the engines and 
manually closing the circuit breakers connecting 
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 the standby diesel generators to the bus.  In this manner, 
the standby diesel generators can be tested under load while 
in parallel with the grid. 

 Should the grid go to an undervoltage or underfrequency 
condition, the circuit breakers in the Fancy Point 
Substation trip and deenergize the circuit feeding the 
preferred station service transformers.  The pilot wire 
system also initiates a trip of the 4.16-kV circuit breaker 
between the preferred station service transformer and the 
bus.  With the preferred or alternate supply breakers in the 
open position, the generator setting would switch from the 
parallel operation mode to the isochronous mode, and the 
standby diesel generator picks up the entire load of the 
standby 4.16-kV bus sequentially. 

 The standby diesel generators are capable of running unloaded 
for 7 days without degrading the performance or reliability 
of the engine.  The manufacturer has demonstrated this 
capability with a special no load endurance test. 

8.3.1.1.3.6.2 High Pressure Core Spray Power Supply System 

8.3.1.1.3.6.2.1 Description 

Fig. 8.3-3 shows the HPCS power system (Division III) simplified 
one-line diagram electrical arrangement, power distribution, 
protective relaying, and instrumentation for the HPCS power 
system.

The HPCS power supply system is self-contained except for the 
initiation signal source and access to the preferred source of 
offsite power through the plant ac power distribution system.  It 
has a dedicated diesel generator, 1E22*S001G1C and is operable as 
an isolated system independent of electrical connection to any 
other system. 
��16
The HPCS diesel 1E22*S001G1C is a Stewart and Stevenson 
EMD 20645-E4, 20-cylinder vee type.  It provides 3600 bhp in 
continuous duty.  The synchronous generator was manufactured by 
Ideal.  This SM-100 model has a 2,000-hr rating of 2850 kW. 
16��
Seismic qualification of the HPCS diesel generator and associated 
equipment is discussed in Section 3.9.2.2B and 3.10B.  In 
addition, the HPCS diesel generator can provide full-rated load 
when subjected to extreme atmospheric conditions.  No derating is 
required for operation in 
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ambient temperatures up to 120°F, a relative humidity of
90 percent, and an atmospheric pressure down to 28.25 inches Hg.
Low combustion air temperatures do not affect the operability of
the HPCS diesel generator since the intake air is compressed and
heated in the turbocharger prior to entering the engine.
•→8 •→4
The standby auxiliary equipment such as heaters and battery
charger are supplied from the same power source as the HPCS
motor. The non-safety related HPCS DG air compressors are
supplied from non-safety related power sources.
8←• 4←•

Voltage and frequency of the HPCS diesel generator is compatible
with that available from the plant ac power system.

•→8
The HPCS diesel generator has the capability to restore power
quickly to the HPCS bus in the event offsite power is unavailable
and to provide all required power for the startup and operation
of the HPCS system, one standby service water pump motor, and
miscellaneous auxiliaries associated with it. The HPCS diesel
generator starts automatically on a LOCA signal from the plant
protection system or undervoltage on the HPCS 4.16-kV bus
(1E22*S004), and will be automatically connected to the HPCS bus
when the plant preferred ac power supply is not available. The
failure of this unit will not negate the capability of other
power sources. There is no provision for automatic paralleling
of the HPCS diesel generator with the auxiliary power or with
standby power sources. Provisions for manual paralleling with
normal power sources are made for loading the diesel generator
during the exercise mode. A synchronous check relay is provided
to prevent breaker closure during paralleling unless the busses
are synchornized within the tolerances of the relay. If a LOCA
signal occurs while the HPCS diesel generator is running in
parallel with the normal bus, the diesel generator breaker will
automatically trip. At least one interlock is provided to avoid
accidental paralleling. There is no sharing of the HPCS power
system with other standby diesel generators.
•←8
The HPCS power system loads consist of the HPCS pump/motor and
associated auxiliaries, motor-operated valves, one standby
service water pump, and miscellaneous auxiliary loads.
Table 8.3-3 shows the Division III loads.

The HPCS pump motor is a General Electric 4-kV vertical induction
motor rated at 2500 hp. The vertical pump was manufactured by
the Borg-Warner Byron-Jackson Pump Division. It is rated at
5,125 gpm with 945 ft of head and its motor has a maximum
shaft bhp of 2,500 at 1,780 rpm.

The HPCS electric system is capable of performing its
function when subjected to the effects of design bases
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natural phenomena. It is designed in accordance with Seismic
Category I and housed in a Seismic Category I structure.

The detailed description of the fuel oil storage and transfer
system associated with the HPCS diesel generator unit is
described in Section 9.5.4. Fuel for the HPCS diesel engine is
provided in a separate day tank and in a storage tank. The day
tank permits a minimum of 1 hr of operation at rated load. The
combined capacity of the day tank and the storage tank permits
the HPCS diesel engine to operate at continuous rated load
conditions for at least 7 days.

•→8
The engine air starting system contains two complete sets of
starting components, either of which is capable of starting the
engine. However, to further ensure starting within the time
requirements, both sets are utilized simultaneously to crank the
engine. Each set of components consists of dual air start
motors, air relay valve, solenoid valve, air receivers, and air
compressor assembly. Both compressors are capable of automatic
start and stop and are controlled by pressure switches to
maintain required pressure in the air receivers. The two air
starting systems are redundant, independent, and arranged so that
failure to start in one system will not jeopardize starting of
the diesel generator by the other system.
8←•

Manual controls are provided to permit the operator to select the
most suitable distribution path from the power supply to the
load. An automatic start signal overrides the exercise mode.
Provisions are made for control from the main control room and
external to the main control room from an HPCS diesel generator
control panel located external to the main control room in the
diesel generator building as shown in Figure 8.3-11. The control
panel includes facilities for breaker control of incoming feeder
and HPCS generator breaker together with frequency meter,
synchroscope, bus, and incoming voltmeters and engine speed
control device.

Except for sensors and other equipment that must be directly
mounted on the engine or associated piping, the controls and
monitoring instrumentation are installed on free-standing floor-
mounted panels located in a vibration-free floor area.

Control power for the HPCS diesel generator unit is supplied from
its own 125-V battery system, which consists of a
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battery with its own battery charger.  The charger is designed
to carry the continuous load in addition to normal battery
charging current.  Section 8.3.2.2 provides a discussion of the
HPCS 125-V dc system.  Tables 8.3-3 and 8.3-6 show the HPCS
diesel generator size and the 125-V dc load requirements.

8.3.1.1.3.6.2.2 Starting and Loading

A loss of normal potential at the HPCS bus is one of the three
initiating signals which automatically starts the HPCS diesel
generator.  The other two signals are accident signals of
reactor low water level and high drywell pressure which are
described in detail in Section 7.3.1.  On receipt of a start
signal or HPCS supply bus undervoltage, the HPCS diesel
generator will start and accelerate to operating voltage and
frequency as standby power supply for the HPCS system.  On
reaching rated speed and voltage, the generator is automatically
connected to the HPCS bus if ac power is not available at the
bus.  Once the diesel generator has been energized, the unit
will continue to operate until manually deenergized or until the
protective devices of the HPCS diesel generator cause a trip.

The HPCS diesel generator is capable of running unloaded for
4.5 hours without degrading the performance or reliability of
the engine, after which, it must be run at a minimum of 40
percent of nameplate rating for 30 minutes.

The HPCS diesel generator has the capacity to start all motors
as required by the design basis so that the main pump is at
rated speed and all required valve operations are completed
within the time requirements described in Sections 6.3 and
9.2.7.  All HPCS loads associated with the DBA are started
concurrently, except the DG room vent fan, the standby service
water pump, and its associated motor-operated valve 1SWP*MOV40C,
which are sequenced to start as noted in Table 8.3-3.

An emergency demand start signal overrides all other operating
modes including tests and then returns control to the sequencing
system.  Refer to Section 5 of NEDO 10905 for a description of
control and protection of the HPCS diesel generator.

8.3.1.1.3.7  120-Volt AC Uninterruptible Power Supply System

The 120-V ac uninterruptible power supply system supplies
control power to vital computer and instrumentation loads for
which power interruption must be avoided.  These
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services are necessary for the normal operation of the plant. 
 
Power from the uninterruptible power supplies is free from extraneous 
voltage spikes, switching surges, and momentary interruptions, and 
satisfies the voltage and frequency variation limits of the station 
computers and instrumentation systems.  A high degree of power 
continuity is provided, with the uninterruptible power supply being 
able to switch automatically between two independent sources of input 
power, or to transfer to an independent alternate source of regulated 
ac power with sufficient speed so the operation of the computer and 
instrumentation is not affected. 

13 
Normally the uninterruptible power supply inverter (Figure 8.3-1 and 
8.3-2) receives dc power from a 480-V ac motor control center (MCC) 
feeding an ac-to-dc rectifier, with a second source of dc power coming 
from the 125-V dc station battery.  Any failure of the MCC feeding the 
rectifier results in the station battery carrying the uninterruptible 
power supply load without interruption. Malfunctions of both of the 
two dc sources of power to the inverter or the inverter itself causes 
the static switch to automatically transfer the power source to an 
independent alternate source fed from a 480-V ac MCC feeder through a 
voltage regulating transformer in all uninterruptible power supplies.   
1BYS-INV06 furnishes power to DRMS, ERIS, and other support service  
loads.  A make-before-break manual bypass switch enables maintenance, 
inspection, and testing of the uninterruptible power supply components 
to be safely performed while feeding the loads from the alternate 
source voltage regulating transformer. 
13   15 1 
There are a total of eleven uninterruptible power supply systems in 
the plant.  ENB-INV01A and ENB-INV01A1 are associated with Division I, 
ENB-INV01B and ENB-INV01B1 are associated with Division II and the 
remainder (BYS-INV01A, BYS-INV01B, BYS-INV02, BYS-INV04, BYS-INV06, 
and IHS-INV01) are connected to normal buses.  BYS-INV03 is a 
nonsafety-related swing inverter which supplies 120 VAC power to 
distribution panel.  Through switches near the local inverter, BYS-
INV03 may be utilized to supply backup power to the loads of BYS-
INV01A or BYS-INV01B. 
 
Either ENB-INV01A (01B) or ENB-INV01A1 (01B1) (but not both 
simultaneously) may be selected to supply power to VBS-PNL01A (01B) 
through the use of manual transfer switch VBS-TRS02A (02B).  Either 
unit may be in-service at any given time, with the other unit de-
energized and available as a backup.  Upon failure of the in-service 
UPS, the backup unit is energized and placed in service via operation 
of VBS-TRS02A (02B).  This allows a rapid method of in service via 
operation of VBS-TRS02B.  This allows a rapid method of restoring 
power to the Division I (II) 120 Volt AC Vital Bus in the event of a 
failure of the in-service UPS.  The ac sources for the uninterruptible 
power supplies associated with the standby systems are derived from 
the standby diesel generators feeding buses 1ENS*SWG1A and 1ENS*SWG1B.  
All uninterruptible power supplies and their associated distribution 
panels are completely independent (by division).  Those panels 
associated with standby systems serve redundant safety-related 
equipment.  The distribution 
1  15  
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panels contain fused disconnect switches for branch circuit
protection. Manual or automatic devices for switching to
interconnect the redundant safety-related uninterruptible power
supplies are not provided.

8.3.1.1.3.8 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Power System

8.3.1.1.3.8.1 General

The RPS power system is designed to provide power to the logic
system that is part of the reactor protection system. It prevents
auxiliary power system switching transients from causing an
inadvertent reactor scram due to a transient disturbance of power
to the reactor scram logic.

The principal elements of the RPS power system include two high
inertia, alternating current, motor generator sets and
distribution equipment.

Each motor generator set supplies power for the nuclear steam
supply shutoff system, neutron monitoring system, parts of
process radiation monitoring system, and reactor protection trip
system. The RPS power is classified as nonessential because
failure of the power supply causes a reactor scram and isolation.
However, the power feeds to redundant logics are physically
separated by running in separate conduits.

RPS safety-related signal cables, power cables, and raceways are
identified by nameplates and/or color codes to distinguish from
nonsafety-related equipment and to distinguish between redundant,
safety-related equipment.

RPS safety-related instrument panels are identified by color
coded nameplates to distinguish from nonsafety-related equipment
and to distinguish among redundant, safety-related equipment.

RBS provides protection of RPS buses A and B from voltage and
frequency anomalies which could damage RPS components and thus
preclude improper operation of the RPS. The protection is
afforded by the use of electrical protection assemblies (EPAs)
which are Class 1E. The EPAs provide redundant protection to the
buses by acting to disconnect the buses from the power sources
not within design specifications.

•→8
The EPA (Figure 7.2-1) consists of a circuit breaker with a trip
coil controlled by three individual solid state relays which
sense line voltage and frequency and trip the breaker open on
•←8
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the conditions of overvoltage, undervoltage, and under-frequency.  
Provision is made for setpoint verification, calibration, and 
adjustment under administrative control. After tripping, the 
circuit breaker must be reset manually. Trip setpoints are based 
on providing 115-V ac, 60-Hz power at the RPS logic cabinets.  
The protective circuit functional range is `10 percent of nominal 
ac voltage and -5 percent of nominal frequency. 
 
The four EPA enclosures for each RPS bus are mounted on a Seismic 
Category I structure separately from the motor generator sets and 
separate from the four EPAs of the other RPS bus.  Two EPAs are 
installed in series between each of the two RPS motor-generator 
sets and the RPS buses and between the auxiliary power sources 
and RPS buses. Figure 7.2-1 provides an overview of the eight EPA 
units and their connections between the power sources and the RPS 
buses.  The EPA is designed as a Class 1E electrical component.  
It is designed and fabricated to meet the quality assurance 
requirements of 10CFR50 Appendix B. 
 
8.3.1.1.3.8.2 Components 
 
Each of these high inertia motor generator sets has a voltage 
regulator which is designed to respond to a step load change of 
50 percent of rated load with an output voltage change of not 
more than 15 percent.  High inertia is provided by a flywheel.   
The inertia is sufficient to maintain the voltage and frequency 
of generated voltage within 5 percent of the rated values for a 
minimum of 1 sec following a total loss of power to the drive 
motor. 
 
8.3.1.1.3.8.3 Sources 
 
The power to each of the RPS buses is supplied from two 120-V ac 
sources.  The primary source of power is the motor generator 
sets.  The alternate source of 120-V ac power is Class 1E and 
redundant, and consists of a 480-120-V voltage-regulating 
transformer.  The two motor generator sets are supplied from 
separate 480-V motor control centers normally energized from the 
normal station service transformers, and which also are 
connectable to the preferred station service transformers via the 
non-Class 1E distribution system. Indicating lights are provided 
in the main control room to monitor the status of both the motor 
generator sets and the instrument buses. 
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8.3.1.1.3.8.4 Operating Configuration 

During operation, the reactor protection system buses are 
energized by their respective motor generator sets.  Either motor 
generator set can be taken out of service by manually operating 
the power source selector switch which disconnects the motor 
generator set and connects the respective RPS bus to its 
alternate power source.  Only one RPS bus may be placed on 
alternate power when in Modes 1 OR 2 except for limited emergent 
plant situations which require both RPS buses to be connected to 
their alternate supplies for short periods.  Alignment of both 
RPS buses to their alternate supplies is not the normal line up 
because of increased vulnerability to grid perturbations that 
could result in inadvertent trip of both divisions of RPS 
connected loads.  Short periods are not to exceed the time 
required to correct the limited emergent plant situation(s) to 
restore at least one RPS bus to normal power supply.  A loss of 
power to either motor generator set is monitored in the main 
control room (white indicating lamp goes off) where the operator, 
on detecting such a condition, can switch over to the alternate 
power source.  A loss of power to one motor generator set results 
in a single RPS trip system trip.  A persistent loss of 
electrical power to both motor generator sets (1 sec minimum) 
results in a scram. 

8.3.1.1.3.9 Adequacy of Electrical Distribution System Voltages 
16
Two completely separate schemes of undervoltage protection are 
provided on the Division I and II Class 1E buses at the 4.16-kV 
level.  The selection of undervoltage and time delay setpoints 
has been determined from an analysis of the voltage requirements 
of the Class 1E loads.  These setpoints are verified during 
surveillance testing. 
16 
The first undervoltage scheme detects loss of power at the 
Class 1E buses.  This undervoltage setpoint is set below any 
anticipated transient voltage condition, with a time delay of 
approximately 3 seconds. 

The second level of undervoltage protection is set at 
approximately 90 percent and utilizes two separate time delays 
based on the following conditions: 

1. The first time delay is approximately 5 sec, which
establishes a sustained degraded voltage condition
(i.e., something longer than a motor starting
transient).  Following this delay, an alarm in the main
control room alerts the operator to the degraded
condition.  The subsequent occurrence of a LOCA signal
immediately separates the Class 1E distribution system
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from the offsite power system, starts load shed logic 
and load sequence timers, starts the diesel generator, 
and permits auto-close of the diesel generator breaker. 

13 
2. The second time delay is approximately 60 sec, which 

ensures that permanently connected Class 1E loads will 
not be damaged.  Following this time 

13  
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delay, if the operator has failed to restore adequate
voltages, the Class 1E system is automatically
separated from the offsite power system, the load shed
logic and load sequence timers start, and the diesel
generator starts and permits auto-close of the diesel
generator breaker.

Undervoltage protection is afforded to the ac distribution system
down to and including the 480-V motor control centers (MCCs)
level. The tripping of the 4.16-kV air circuit breakers (ACBs)
discussed above also results in no voltage at the 480-V load
centers and MCCs which, in turn, will cause motor feeder ACBs and
contacts to open circuit. Subsequent energization of the 4.16-kV
buses by the diesel generator results in the re-energization of
MCC motor loads with the closing of their contacts at
approximately 70 percent voltage.

The voltage sensors are designed to satisfy the following
applicable requirements:

1. Class 1E equipment is utilized and is physically
located at and electrically connected to the Class 1E
switchgear.

2. An independent scheme is provided for Division I and II
of the Class 1E power system.

3. The undervoltage protection includes coincidence logic
(2 out of 3) on a per-bus basis to preclude spurious
trips of the offsite power source.

4. The voltage sensors automatically initiate the
disconnection of offsite power sources whenever the
voltage setpoint and time delay limits have been
exceeded.

5. Capability for test and calibration during power
operation is provided. Undervoltage relay settings on
the Class 1E 4.16-kV buses can be checked during plant
operation by testing one single-phase undervoltage
relay at a time. Disconnecting one phase of the three-
phase system does not impair the operation of the
switchgear. Normally a two-out-of-three logic, the
removal of one relay results in an effective one-out-
of-two logic, i.e., an undervoltage detected by any one
of the two remaining relays still in the circuit would
initiate an undervoltage tripping sequence. The
removed relay can then be checked against a
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variable voltage test input to verify its intended
setpoint.

6. Annunciation is provided in the control room by any
bypasses incorporated in the design.

The Class 1E bus load shedding scheme automatically prevents
shedding during sequencing of the emergency loads to the bus.
The load shedding feature is reinstated upon completion of the
load sequencing action.

The voltage levels at the safety-related buses are optimized for
the maximum and minimum load conditions that are expected
throughout the anticipated range of voltage variations of the
offsite power sources. The trip settings selected are based on
an analysis of the voltage at the terminals of the Class 1E
loads. The analyses performed to determine minimum operating
voltages consider maximum unit steady state and transient loads
for events such as a unit trip, loss of coolant accident,
startup, or shutdown, with the offsite power supply (grid) at
minimum anticipated voltage and only the offsite source being
considered available. Maximum voltages are analyzed with the
offsite power supply at maximum expected voltage concurrent with
minimum unit loads.
•←1
The analytical techniques and assumptions used in the voltage
analysis were verified by actual measurement. The verification
and test were performed prior to initial full-power reactor
operation on all sources of offsite power by:
1→•

1. Loading the station distribution buses, including all
Class 1E buses down to the 120/240 V level, to at least
30 percent.

2. Recording the existing grid and Class 1E bus voltages
and bus loading down to the 120/240 V level at steady
state conditions and during the starting of both a
large Class 1E and non-Class 1E motor (not
concurrently).

•→6
3. Using the analytical techniques and assumptions of the

voltage analysis above, and the measured existing grid
voltage and bus losing conditions recorded during
conduct of the test, a new set of voltages for all the
Class 1E buses down to the 120/240 V level was
calculated.

6←•
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��6
 4. The analytically derived voltage values were compared 

against the test results. 
6��
Two completely separate schemes of undervoltage protection are 
provided on the Division III Class 1E HPCS bus at the 4.16-kV 
level.  The selection of undervoltage and time delay setpoints 
has been determined from an analysis of the voltage requirements 
of the Class 1E loads.  These setpoints will be verified during 
the actual system testing.  The first and second level 
undervoltage protection scheme senses voltage at the incoming 
side of the normal supply breaker. 
��13
The first level undervoltage setpoint is set below any 
anticipated transient voltage condition, with a time delay of 
approximately 3 sec. 

The second level of undervoltage protection is set at 
approximately 90 percent of normal voltage and utilizes two 
separate time delays based on the following conditions: 

1. The first time delay is approximately 5 sec and 
establishes a sustained degraded voltage condition 
(i.e., something longer than a motor starting 
transient).  Following this delay, an alarm in the main 
control room alerts the operator to the degraded 
condition.  The subsequent occurrence of a LOCA signal 
immediately separates the Division III HPCS bus from 
the offsite power system.  The Division III HPCS bus 
will experience a loss of voltage and the primary 
undervoltage relays and control circuit will start load 
shed logic, start the diesel generator, and permit 
auto-close of the diesel generator breaker when the 
diesel generator attains its rated speed, voltage, and 
frequency.

13��
2. The second time delay is approximately 60 sec and is 

set to ensure that permanently connected Class 1E loads 
will not be damaged.  Following this time delay, if the 
operator has failed to restore adequate voltages, the 
Division III HPCS bus is automatically separated from 
the offsite power system.  The Division III HPCS bus 
will experience a loss of voltage and the primary 
undervoltage relays and control circuit will start the 
load shed logic, start the diesel generator, and permit 
auto-close of the diesel generator breaker when the 
diesel generator attains its rated speed, voltage, and 
frequency.
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Undervoltage protection is afforded to the ac distribution system
down to and including the 480-V motor control center (MCC) level.
The tripping of the 4.16-kV offsite power supply circuit breaker
discussed above also results in no voltage at the 480-V MCC bus
which, in turn, will cause motor feeder contactors to dropout.
Subsequent energization of the 4.16-kV HPCS bus by the diesel
generator results in the reenergization of 480-V MCC bus. Auto-
closer interlocks will operate the contactors at approximately
70 percent voltage to energize the motor loads.

The voltage sensors are designed to satisfy the following
applicable requirements:

1. Class 1E equipment is utilized and is physically
located at and electrically connected to the Class 1E
switchgear.

2. An independent scheme is provided for the Division III
Class 1E HPCS power system.

3. The second level of undervoltage protection includes
coincidence logic (2 out of 2) to preclude spurious
trips of the offsite power source.

4. The voltage sensors automatically initiate the
disconnection of offsite power sources whenever the
voltage setpoint and time delay limits have been
exceeded.

5. Capability for test and calibration during power
operation is provided.

6. Annunciation is provided in the control room by any
bypasses incorporated in the design.

The Class 1E HPCS bus load shedding scheme automatically prevents
shedding during sequencing of the emergency loads to the bus.
The load shedding feature is reinstated upon completion of the
load sequencing action.

The voltage levels at the HPCS bus are optimized for the maximum
and minimum load conditions that are expected throughout the
anticipated range or voltage variations of the offsite power
sources. The trip settings selected are based on an analysis of
the voltage at the terminals of the Class 1E loads. The analyses
performed to determine minimum operating voltages consider
maximum unit steady state and transient loads for events such as
unit trip, loss of coolant accident, startup, or shutdown, with
the offsite
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power supply (grid) at minimum anticipated voltage and only the
offsite source being considered available. Maximum voltages are
analyzed with the offsite power supply at maximum expected
voltage concurrent with minimum unit loads.
•→6
The analytical techniques and assumptions used in the voltage
analysis were verified by actual measurement. The verification
and test will be performed prior to initial full-power reactor
operation on all sources of offsite power by:
6←•

1. Loading the station distribution buses, including all
Class 1E buses down to the 120-V level, to at least 30
percent.

2. Recording the existing grid and Class 1E bus voltages
and bus loading down to the 120-V level at steady-state
conditions and during the starting of a large Class 1E
HPCS pump motor.

•→6
3. Using the analytical techniques and assumptions of the

voltage analysis above, and the measured existing grid
voltage and bus loading conditions recorded during
conduct of the test, a new set of voltages for the
Class 1E HPCS bus down to the 120-V level was
calculated.

4. The analytically derived voltage values were compared
against the test results.

6←•
8.3.1.1.3.10 Control Interlocks for AC Electrical Circuits

Control circuits of all 4.16-kV circuit breakers and 480-V load
center breakers in safety-related systems were reviewed to
determine if inadvertent operation of other components in the
same or other systems resulted when the circuit breaker for a
particular component was racked out to the test position or
operated in the test position. The results of this review have
been summarized and verify that the present design of electrical
control circuitry for RBS does not result in any inadvertent
operations.
•→9

1. In the case of 4.16-kV circuit breakers, interlock to
other components is achieved using breaker auxiliary
switch contacts. The operation of the interlocked
circuitry is controlled administratively when the
circuit breaker is operated in the test position.

9←•
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2. In the case of 480-V load center breakers, interlock to
other components is achieved using the contacts of an
auxiliary relay in the breaker control circuit. A
breaker housing limit switch contact is used to lock
out this relay in the racked out position of the
breaker.

3. 13.8 kV circuit breakers are not used to control power
to any safety-related systems or components.

4. In the case of motor control centers, interlock to
other system components is achieved using auxiliary
relays in their control circuits. Testing of motor
control centers does not result in any inadvertent
operation of other system components.

5. 120-V ac/dc circuit breakers do not provide any
interlocks to other system components.

8.3.1.1.4 System Protection and Surveillance

Transformers with their low voltage winding at or above 4.16 kV,
except 1STX-XS3A and 1STX-XS3B at the makeup water area, have
differential protection.

All 4.16-kV and 13.8-kV ac motor circuits have phase time
overcurrent relays with instantaneous trips set above locked
rotor levels. Also, 4.16-kV and 13.8-kV motors have time over-
current ground relaying. The reactor feed pump motors and the
reactor recirculating pump motors with their dedicated
transformers have differential protection. Circuit relays are
coordinated with those at the source.

Breakers at the 480-V level have time-overcurrent tripping. All
molded case breakers in motor control centers and the dedicated
motor supply breakers in 480-V load centers have instantaneous
short circuit tripping devices set above motor inrush current
level. Breakers in 480-V load centers serving motor control
centers have minimum time delay on short circuits; those used in
bus-tie service have intermediate time delay; and those in main
supply service have maximum time delay on short circuits. Load
centers in standby service have 480-V breakers in the main
supply. The tripping selectivity outlined and appropriate choice
of relays and thermal tripping devices facilitate application of
the required coordination of protection.
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8.3.1.1.4.1 Standby Diesel Generators

The protection system of standby diesel generators is described
as follows (see logic diagrams, Figure 7.3-23, sheets 17 through
28):

1. The standby diesel generator is rendered incapable of
responding to an emergency auto start signal during any
diesel generator operational condition (including
testing and operation from the local control panel) by
the following conditions:

a. Diesel control panel loss of control power

b. Starting air pressure low

c. Stop solenoid 1EGS*SOV24A or 1EGS*SOV24B, for
1EGS*EG1A or 1EGS*EG1B, respectively, energized.
The diesel generator stop solenoid is energized
and sealed in whenever the manual stop pushbuttons
are operated or the diesel generator primary or
backup protection relays are tripped. The stop
solenoid is sealed in to prevent an automatic
diesel generator emergency start occurring before
all the diesel generator controls and protection
devices are reset to normal operating conditions.
The local control room or main control room
operator can deenergize the diesel generator stop
solenoid by operating the STOP RESET pushbutton
provided, one in each control room.

d. Diesel in the maintenance mode (includes barring
device engaged)

e. Overspeed trip device actuated

f. Generator backup protection lockout relay tripped

g. Generator primary protection lockout relay tripped

2. The standby diesel generator unit is tripped under the
following conditions during both normal and emergency
operation:
a. Engine overspeed
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��16 
b. Both STOP pushbuttons manually operated.  For each 

standby diesel generator unit, two pushbuttons are 
located at both the main control room and at the 
local control panel. The two pushbuttons are 
arranged such that the operator must use both hands 
to simultaneously operate both pushbuttons in the 
main control room.  The operator can operate both 
pushbuttons with one hand at the local panel. 

16�� 
c. Generator differential relay trip 
 
d. Extreme high jacket water temperature and high lube 

oil temperature trips are active unless a LOCA 
signal is present or manually bypassed by a local 
control switch (Applicable to EGS-EG1A and EGS-EG1B 
ONLY). 

 
3. The standby diesel generator unit is tripped under the 

following conditions during normal operation only. 
 

a. Generator voltage controlled - inverse time phase 
overcurrent 
 

b. Generator reverse power 
 
c. Generator loss of field 
 
d. Extreme high jacket water temperature trip 
 
e. High bearing temperature trip 
 
f. Extreme low jacket water pressure trip 
 
g. High crankcase pressure trip 
 
h. Trip low turbo oil pressure 

 
i. Trip high vibration 

 
j. Trip high temperature lube oil 

 
k. Low lube oil pressure trip 

 
l. Generator ground overcurrent 

 
4. Protective functions of each standby diesel generator 

are annunciated locally in each of the standby diesel 
generator control rooms. 

 
 The following alarms are separated into subsystem 

groups.  Each subsystem group is provided with a "first 
out" indication as per Regulatory Guide 1.9. 
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a. Diesel engine lube oil subsystem (see Figure 7.3-
17)

(1) Lube oil filter differential pressure high 

(2) Lube oil strainer differential pressure high 

(3) Turbo oil pressure low 

(4) Lube oil pressure low 

(5) Turbo oil low pressure - TRIP 

(6) Lube oil low pressure - TRIP 

(7) Crankcase high pressure - TRIP 

(8) Lube oil outlet temperature high 

(9) Lube oil inlet temperature high 

(10) Lube oil outlet temperature low 

(11) Lube oil inlet temperature low 

(12) Lube oil tank level high 

(13) Lube oil tank level low 

(14) Lube oil outlet high temperature - TRIP 
��16

(15) Bearing oil high temperature – TRIP 
16��

b. Diesel engine fuel oil subsystem (see Figure 7.3-
15)

(1) Fuel oil storage tank level low 

(2) Diesel engine strainer differential pressure 
high

(3) Fuel oil day tank level extreme low 

(4) Fuel oil day tank level extreme high 

(5) Fuel oil filter differential pressure high 

(6) Fuel oil pump overspeed drive failure 
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(7) Fuel oil pressure low 
��16 ��14

c. Diesel engine jacket water subsystem (see 
Figure 7.3-23) 

14�� 16��
(1) Jacket water pressure low 

(2) Jacket water extreme low pressure - TRIP 

(3) Jacket water outlet temperature extreme high 
 - TRIP  

(4) Jacket water outlet temperature high  

(5) Jacket water inlet temperature high  

(6) Jacket water outlet temperature low 

(7) Jacket water inlet temperature low 

(8) Jacket water level low 

d. Diesel engine air start subsystem (see Figure 7.3-16) 

(1) Start air receiver pressure low 

(2) Control air pressure low 

(3) Diesel start air pressure low 

e. Diesel generator subsystem (see Figure 7.3-23, 
Sheets 22 and 28) 

(1) Standby generator differential - TRIP 

(2) Standby generator fault - TRIP 

(3) Standby generator ground fault 

(4) Standby generator loss of field 

The following standby diesel generator protective 
functions are annunciated individually: 

��15
a. DELETED 

b. DELETED 
15��

c. Emergency exhaust fan trouble 
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d. Auxiliary systems not in auto 
��16 

e. Bearing high temperature - TRIP 
16�� 

f. Fuel oil strainer differential pressure high 
 
g. Fuel oil dc pump running 
 
h. After cooler water inlet temperature high 
 
i. Barring device engaged 
 
j. Diesel start air pressure high 
 
k. Unit start failure 
 
l. Vibration - TRIP 
 
m. Overspeed - TRIP 
 
n. 4160 Standby bus distribution breakers auto –TRIP 
 
o. Diesel generator potential circuit blown fuse 
 
p. 4160 Standby bus undervoltage 
 
In addition to the above-listed annunciators, the 
following standby diesel generator conditions are also 
indicated in each diesel generator control room:  

��14 
a. Unit available emergency status - white light on  
 
b. AC control power - white light on  
 
c. DC control power - white light on  
 
d. Ready to load - white light on  
 
e. Unit tripped - amber light on  

14�� 
f. At synchronous speed - red light on  
 
g. Starting - red light on  
 
h. Shutdown system active - red light on  
 
i. High temperature bypass switch, operate – white 

light on, Bypass – amber light on (Applicable to 
EGS-EG1A and EGS-EG1B ONLY). 

 
5. The following remote annunciation is provided in the 

main control room for each standby diesel 
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��8
 generator (1EGS*EG1A and 1EGS*EG1B).  Window engraving 

for the cited condition is exact wording.  The events 
which cause the window to annunciate are also listed.

8��
a. "STANDBY DIESEL GENERATOR 1EGS*EG1A INOPERATIVE"  

��16
 Actuated by the following conditions.  These 

conditions are also provided with individual 
amber lights in the main control room (except for 
items 8 and 10 which have system level input 
only).  The following describes the wording 
engraved on the associated amber light window and 
the failed or inoperative condition.

16��
(1) "LOSS OF CONT. PWR. FWD/REAR ST. CKT." -Both 

forward and rear air start 125-V dc control 
power failed.

(2) "LOSS OF FORWARD AND REAR ST. AIR" - Both 
forward and rear starting air failure.

(3) "MAINT. MODE L.O. SOL. ENERGIZED" - Local 
control room maintenance mode selector switch 
and main control room diesel engine mode 
selector switch in the MAINTENANCE position.

(4) "DSL. ENG. OVERSPEED TRIP" - Diesel engine 
overspeed device actuated.

(5) "STBY GEN. DIFF./FAULT TRIP" - Diesel 
generator primary or backup protection 
lockout relays tripped.

(6) "DSL ENG. STOP SOLENOID ENERGIZED" -Manual 
stop pushbuttons operated, or diesel 
generator primary, or backup protection 
relays tripped. 

��1  1��
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��1
(7) "GEN/EXC. LOSS OF DC CONT. POWER" - Loss of 

the diesel generator exciter and regulator 
125-V dc control circuit. 

(8) "LOSS OF EXCITER FIELD DC PWR." - Loss of 
125-V dc power to the diesel generator field 
winding.

(9) "DIESEL GEN. MANUALLY BYPASSED" -Manually-
operated switch, operated whenever any diesel 
generator system controls or protection 
devices are deliberately bypassed. 

(10) "AUX. CKT. LOSS OF CONTROL POWER" - Loss of 
125-V dc to the diesel generator inoperative 
annunciator control circuit. 

1��
b. "DIESEL GEN. 1A PT BLOWN FUSE" - Actuated when the 

diesel generator breaker is closed, and the backup 
protection lockout relay is reset, and any one of 
the diesel generator potential transformer primary 
fuses are blown.

c. "4160-V STANDBY BUS DISTR. BREAKER INOPERATIVE" - 
This annunciator window is a common alarm point 
actuated by any one of the following conditions.  
These conditions also actuate a common inoperative 
amber light titled, "4.16 STBY. BUS DISTR. BREAKER 
INOPERATIVE." The conditions are: 

(1) Loss of 125-V dc control power. 

(2) Loss of breaker control circuit blown fuse. 

(3) Breaker not in operate position. 

(4) Breaker lockout relay tripped. 

The 4160-V standby bus distribution breakers 
associated with this common alarm point are: 

(1) 4.16-kV Bus 1A Normal Supply 
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(2) 4.16-kV Bus 1A Alternate Supply  

(3) 4.16-kV Bus 1A Generator Supply  

(4) 4.16-kV Bus 1A Generator Neutral Breaker  

(5) 480 V LDC 1A Supply  

(6) 480 V LDC 2A Supply  

d. "4160-V STANDBY BUS DISTR. BREAKER AUTO 
TRIP" - This annunciator window is a common 
alarm actuated when the local or remote 
breaker control switch is in the AFTER START 
position and the breaker is automatically 
tripped open.

This condition also actuates the amber light 
associated with each breaker control switch. 
The 4160-V standby bus distribution breakers 
are listed in Section 8.3.1.1.4.1, Item 5c 
above.

��16 ��15
e. "STBY DIESEL GEN. TROUBLE" - This annunciator 

window is a common alarm actuated by the conditions 
listed in Section 8.3.1.1.4.1, Items 4.a.1 through 
4.a.14, Item 4.b.2, Items 4.b.5 through 4.b.7, 
Items 4.c.1 through 4.c.8, Items 4.d.1 through 
4.d.3, Items 4.e.1 through 4.e.4, plus items e 
through m of the protective functions listed as 
annunciated individually. 

15�� 16�� ��1
f. "DIESEL FUEL OIL STORAGE TANK LEVEL LOW" 

1��
g. "DIESEL FUEL OIL DAY TANK EXTREME LOW LEVEL" -This 

annunciator window is actuated from a switch 
receiving an input signal from the fuel oil day 
tank level transmitter.

h. "4 kV STBY BUS NORMAL & ALT SUPPLY BKRS CLOSED" - 
This annunciator is actuated when 15 sec after both 
normal and alternative supply breakers close on 4-
kV standby bus.

i. "4 kV STBY BUS DISTR BKR AUTO TRIP" - This 
annunciator is actuated when diesel generator 
breaker trips automatically. 
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j. "4 kV STBY DSL GEN. NEUTRAL BKR AUT TRIP" -This 
annunciator is actuated when diesel generator 
neutral breaker trips automatically.  

 
k. "DSL. GEN BACKUP PROT. ACTIVATED" - This 

annunciator is actuated on reverse power, ground 
overcurrent, controlled-inverse time phase 
overcurrent, and loss-of-field faults (when diesel 
generator breaker is closed).  

 
l. "DSL GEN PROT CKT LOSS OF CONT. PWR" - This 

annunciator is actuated when control power of 
diesel generator protection circuit is lost. 

 
m. "STBY DIESEL GEN HIGH TEMP TRIPS MAN BYPASSED" is 

actuated when the local bypass switch is in the 
“BYPASS” position (Applicable to EGS-EG1A and EGS-
EG1B ONLY). 

 
6. Each standby diesel generator set is capable of being 

emergency started in the operational mode from the main 
control room as well as the standby diesel generator 
control room near the engines. There is no transfer 
scheme between these two locations, since the emergency 
start controls are in parallel.  Normal start controls 
are on the local engine control panel only in the 
standby diesel generator control room near the engines 
(Fig. 8.3-11). 
 

7. All standby diesel generator parameters that are 
bypassed under accident conditions are annunciated in 
each standby diesel generator control room. These 
annunciators are located on the associated standby 
diesel engine control panel. 

 
8. All conditions that render the standby diesel generator 

incapable of responding to an automatic start signal 
are annunciated in the main control room. 

 
8.3.1.1.4.1.1 Qualification Testing 
 
In accordance with Branch Technical Position EICSB-2, Diesel 
Generator Reliability Qualification Testing, the standby diesel 
generator manufacturer, Delaval Engine and Compressor Division, 
has performed a series of qualification tests to verify 
compliance with the requirements of the above-referenced NRC BTP. 
 
Surveillance instrumentation is provided to monitor the status of 
the power supply and starting equipment of each standby 
generator.  Instrumentation and control are essential 
requirements in the design, installation, testing, operation, and 
maintenance of the standby generator.  All 
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conditions which can affect performance or indicate
unavailability of each standby generator are annunciated in the
main control room. Local indicators and controls of each diesel
generator are located within their respective rooms. Remote
indicators and controls are located in the main control room on
separate sections of the control board. Additional information on
instrumentation and controls is presented in Section 7.3.1. The
controls and instrument cables are routed to prevent common
failure. All control switches on the main control board are
clearly identified as to the equipment that each switch controls
(Section 7.1.2.3).

Factory testing of the standby ac power systems was performed as
defined in IEEE-387, Criteria for Diesel-Generator Units Applied
as Standby Power Supplies for Nuclear Power Generating Stations.

Standby diesel generator 1EGS*EG1A was given 37 start
qualification tests in accordance with IEEE 387 and IEEE 323 at
the TDI factory. Each start verification test was performed from
a standby temperature of 150°F -10°F and included pickup of
1,750 kW within 10 sec of the start signal (there were no start
failures). Various additional TDI factory qualification tests
were performed for both standby diesel generators as discussed in
Item 2 of Reference 3. In addition, qualification tests were
performed at River Bend Station in accordance with Regulatory
Guide 1.9, Paragraphs C.13 and C.14, and Regulatory Guide 1.108,
as discussed in Section 8.3.1.1.5.2.

8.3.1.1.4.2 High Pressure Core Spray Power Supply System

The protection system of the HPCS diesel generator is described
as follows:

1. The following conditions render the HPCS diesel
generator incapable of responding to an automatic
emergency start signal:

a. Diesel generator lockout relays not reset.

b. Diesel engine mode switch not in "AUTO" position
(mode switch in "MAINTENANCE" or "TEST" position).

c. Diesel generator output breaker closed before
start of diesel.
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d. Diesel generator output breaker in racked-out
position.

e. Diesel generator regulator mode switch not in
"AUTO" position.

f. Insufficient starting air pressure.

g. Loss of dc power to diesel generator controls or
the 4,160 V switchgear.

h. Diesel engine trip/lockout relay not reset.

i. Low fuel oil level in day tank.

Items e and i do not electrically block diesel
generator from emergency starting; however, these
conditions are checked, and corrected if necessary,
prior to allowing diesel generator to respond to an
automatic emergency start signal.

2. The following alarms are provided at the main control
room annunciator for above-listed conditions.

a. Items a, b (mode switch in "TEST"), d, e, f, and g
are annunciated as "HPCS SYSTEM NOT READY FOR AUTO
START".

b. Item c is indicated by means of breaker status
light (RED).

c. Item b (mode switch in "MAINTENANCE") is
annunciated as "DIESEL ENGINE IN MAINTENANCE."

d. Item h is annunciated as "DIESEL ENGINE TRIP"
alarm.

e. Item i is annunciated as "DIESEL ENGINE TROUBLE"
alarm (common alarm).

3. The following HPCS diesel generator emergency
conditions are annunciated locally on the diesel
generator control panel and as a common "DIESEL ENGINE
TROUBLE" alarm in the control room:

a. Engine failure to start/run

b. Engine overspeed
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c. Low fuel level

d. Crank case pressure high

e. High lube oil temperature

f. High water temperature

g. Charger failure

h. Engine tripped

i. Main fuel pump failure

j. Low lube oil temperature

k. Low expansion tank water level

l. High stator temperature

m. Reserve fuel pump failure

n. Low lube oil pressure

o. Low cooling water pressure

p. Low turbocharger lube oil pressure

q. Restricted fuel oil filter

r. Restricted lube oil filter

s. Low starting air pressure

t. Control power failure

u. DC turbo lube oil pump running

v. DC circulating lube oil pump running.

4. The following additional alarms also are provided in
the control room:

a. HPCS 4-kV bus auto trip

b. HPCS system undervoltage

c. HPCS pump motor overcurrent

d. Diesel engine running
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e. 125-V dc system trouble

f. HPCS battery charger trouble

g. Generator trip/lockout

h. Diesel engine generator overcurrent

i. HPCS system ground

j. HPCS 480-V system undervoltage

k. Division III degraded voltage

l. Diesel engine overspeed

m. HPCS control power failure or breaker in lower
position

n. Remote shutdown transfer switch in emergency
position.

When the HPCS diesel generator is called upon to operate under
accident conditions, the only protective devices used are the
generator differential relays and engine overspeed trip device.
The engine overspeed trip device is mechanical and trips the
engine directly. The trips are annunciated in the main control
room. Other protective relays, such as loss of excitation, anti-
motoring (reverse power), overcurrent with voltage restraint,
high jacket water temperature, and low lube oil pressure, are
used to protect the machine when it is operating during periodic
tests. These relays are automatically removed from the tripping
circuits under accident conditions. In addition to these
protective relays, a normal time delay overcurrent relay senses
generator overload and causes an alarm in the main control room.
The generator differential relays and overspeed trip device are
retained under accident conditions to protect against what can be
major faults which could cause significant damage. All the
bypassed protective devices cause alarms in the main control room
and the operator then has sufficient information to take
necessary corrective action. Because during accident conditions
the HPCS diesel generator is performing a safety-related
function, these protective devices are insignificant so far as
the engine condition is concerned. The engine is capable of
operating under these abnormal conditions, and it is left to the
operator's judgment whether to operate the engine or trip it
manually.
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8.3.1.1.4.2.1  Qualification Testing

A prototype test has been performed to establish the adequacy of 
the diesel generator unit to successfully accelerate the HPCS 
pump and system loads.  The test consists of starting an HPCS 
system in an actual HPCS pump loop test (HPCS system in 
condensate to condensate test mode) with auxiliary loads several 
times within the design time requirement.  A topical report on 
HPCS power system unit, NEDO-10905, and subsequent amendments 
describe and show theoretical and experimental evidence as to the 
adequacy of the design.  The topical report has been further 
amended to include the results of the prototype qualification 
test cited above. 
��16
In order to comply with the requirements, the tests described in 
NEDO-10905, Section 6.6 have been performed. 
16��
Start and Load Reliability Test 

1. Prior to initial fuel loading of the reactor unit, a 
series of tests will be conducted to establish the 
capability of the HPCS diesel generator unit to 
consistently start and load within the required time. 

2. With the exception of those diesel engine/generator 
designs that are identical (minor changes may be 
justified by analysis) to the diesel generator unit(s) 
which have been previously qualified for the HPCS 
application, all other different diesel 
engine/generator combinations will be individually 
qualified for reliable start and load acceptance 
requirements.

3. An acceptable start and load reliability test is 
defined as follows:  A total of 69/n (where n is the 
number of diesels, 1) valid start and loading tests 
with no failure or 128/n valid start and loading tests 
with a single failure will be performed.  Failure of 
the unit to successfully complete this series of tests 
as prescribed will require a review of the system 
design adequacy, the cause of the failure to be 
corrected, and the tests continued until 128 valid 
tests are achieved without exceeding the one failure.  
The start and load tests will be conducted for 69 cold 
fast starts. 
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The fast starts are conducted with the engine in a
ready standby status and include a loading to at least
50 percent of the continuous load and operation at this
load for at least 1 hr. During and/or following this
testing, some individual components of the diesel
generator or its support systems may require
maintenance and/or replacement. This maintenance and/or
replacement due to wear does not require retesting.

If the cause for failure to start or accept load in
accordance with the preceding sequence falls under any
of the following categories, that particular test may
be disregarded, and the test sequence resumed without
penalty following identification of the cause for the
unsuccessful attempt:

a. Unsuccessful start attempts which can definitely
be attributed to operator error including setting
of alignment control switches, rheostats,
potentiometers, or other adjustments that may have
been changed inadvertently prior to that
particular start test.

b. A starting and/or loading test performed during
routine maintenance or trouble-shooting. All
maintenance procedures are defined prior to
conducting the start and load acceptance
qualification tests and become a part of the
normal maintenance schedule after installation.

c. Failure of any of the temporary service systems
such as dc power source, output circuit breaker,
load, interconnecting piping, and any other
temporary setup which will not be part of the
permanent installation.

d. Failure to carry load which can be definitely
attributed to loadings in excess of the HPCS
diesel generator rating.

e. Unsuccessful start attempts which were conducted
with the intent of eventual failure, e.g., the
last attempt when determining capacity of the air
start system.
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8.3.1.1.4.3 Containment Electrical Penetration Protection

Electric circuits penetrating the primary containment through
Class 1E electrical penetrations are classified as follows:

1. Medium voltage power 4.16-kV, three-phase

2. Low voltage power:

a. 480-V three-phase feeders from load centers
b. 480-V three-phase feeders from motor control

centers

c. 120/240-V single-phase feeders from lighting and
distribution transformers.

3. Low voltage control and signal power:

a. 120-V single-phase

b. 125-V dc

4. Instrumentation circuits

Containment electrical penetration assemblies are designed to
withstand, without loss of mechanical integrity, the maximum
fault current versus time condition which could occur because of
single random failure of circuit overload protective devices. No
single failure causes excessive current in penetration conductors
which degrade penetration seals. All protective devices
automatically disconnect power to the penetration conductors when
currents through the conductors exceed the established protection
limits. Medium voltage power (4.16 kV) penetrations are protected
against overload by two redundant breakers. These breakers are
qualified for their service environment and receive tripping
signals from two independent channels, physically separated and
powered by separate sources. Short circuit protection is
provided for low-voltage power penetrations by two devices - a
primary protective device and a backup protective device - with
the electrical penetration rated for the most severe duty of the
two devices. Both protective devices are qualified for their
service environment. When the electrical penetration is rated to
carry the available short circuit continuously, no backup
protection device is required, e.g., in an instrument circuit
which inherently has high impedance and is subjected to low short
circuit currents.
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Electrical penetrations containing power circuits listed in 2a
and 2b above are nominally rated to carry 180 percent of full
load current continuously with all other circuits in the same
penetration operating at full load.

Overload protection of electrical penetration 480-V motor control
center power circuits is provided by a series-connected molded
case circuit breaker and fuse, each rated to open the circuit
during overload conditions, thus providing redundant protection.
Penetration protection for 120-V ac lighting and distribution
panels are provided by series-connected molded case circuit
breakers located between the lighting or distribution transformer
secondary and the electrical penetration. No redundant
protection is provided for neutron monitor SRM and IRM motor
module loads fed from 1NHS-MCC2C since the penetration assembly
is designed to carry the maximum available fault current
continuously.
•→10
480-V load center load circuits are protected by redundant
protection devices as in the case of the polar crane. Redundant
protection consists of either the feeder breaker backed up by the
secondary main breaker (via time overcurrent relay logic
tripping) for the containment unit cooler circuits, or, of a
power supply fuse backed up by the feeder breaker, as for the
hydrogen recombiner circuits.
10←•
Low-voltage control circuits evaluated fall into one of the
following categories:

1. The circuit is self-protecting due to the limited
available short-circuit current at the penetration
being less than the continuous rating of the
penetration.

2. Backup protection is provided.

3. The circuit has been analyzed and it has been
determined that backup protection is not warranted
(i.e., CT leads on differential circuit, trip coil
circuits).

•→10
4. Administratively deenergizing the circuitry during

plant operation (i.e., ERF system, space heaters for
motors, and LS compartments).

10←•
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8.3.1.1.5 Maintenance and Testing

8.3.1.1.5.1 Auxiliary Electrical Power Supply Systems

Maintenance and testing of auxiliary electrical power system
equipment are conducted to ensure that all components are
operational within their design limits. Maintenance and testing
are performed periodically throughout station life in accordance
with normal station operating procedures to:

1. Detect the deterioration of the components of the
system toward an unacceptable condition and to take
corrective action as required to bring the components
to an acceptable condition.

2. Demonstrate the capability of the components which will
normally be deenergized to perform properly when
energized.

The inherent redundancy of the standby electrical systems permits
support of full functional testing of systems or subsystems.
Components of the standby systems can be made inoperable for
short time test purposes without impairing the ultimate
capability of the systems and the subsystems which they support.
Information concerning the ability of the power systems important
to safety to meet the requirements of GDC 18 is given in
Section 3.1.2.18.

The capability for testing and calibrating all actuation devices,
circuits, electrical protective relays, and related
instrumentation during normal operation is designed into the
power systems important to safety and in accordance with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.22. Provisions to perform
nondestructive tests under simulated fault conditions are
provided. This includes but is not limited to the ability of the
protection system to initiate the operation of the actuated
equipment.

8.3.1.1.5.2 Standby Electrical Power Supply Systems

Maintenance and testing of the standby diesel generators are
conducted to ensure that all components and auxiliaries are
operational within their design limits.

In addition to the qualification tests conducted on each diesel
generator set at the engine manufacturer's factory, the standby
diesel generators are subjected to 69/n (where n is the number of
diesels, 2) start and load tests with no single failure or 128/n
start and load tests with a single failure. Failure of a diesel
to complete this series of
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tests will require a review of system design adequacy, the cause
of failure to be corrected, and the tests continued until 128/n
valid tests are achieved without exceeding the one failure
criterion. The start and load tests are conducted with the
engine in the ready standby status and include a loading to at
least 50 percent of the continuous load and operation at this
load for at least 1 hr.

Each diesel generator set was given a load capability test at
their rated load of 3,500 kW for 24 hr. However, the standby
diesel generators will not be loaded above the loads indicated in
Tables 8.3-2a and 8.3-2b. Therefore, the 24-hr, 3,500-kW load
capability test more than satisfies the 110 percent overload
requirement of paragraph C.2.a(3) of Regulatory Guide 1.108 when
applied to the qualified load.

The following tests were performed in accordance with IEEE-387
after complete installation of the standby diesel generator
system at River Bend Station.

a. Starting test

b. Load acceptance test

c. Rated load tests

d. Design load tests

e. Load rejection tests

f. Electrical tests

g. Subsystem tests

•→8
Periodic tests are performed to verify that systems and
components of the standby diesel generators perform
satisfactorily and to ensure that the standby diesel generator
systems meet their availability requirements. These tests are
performed during nuclear plant operation according to Regulatory
Guide 1.108 and are described in the Technical Specifications/
Requirements.
8←•

Testing procedures indicate that no-load and light-load
conditions are to be avoided and testing should be accomplished
with a minimum loading of 25 percent of rated load. Some
exceptions to this are allowed such as time start checks when
other equipment is found inoperable. The normal maintenance and
surveillance schedule provides sufficient loaded running time to
minimize detrimental effects of these exceptions.
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Emergency diesel generator equipment failures are repaired
promptly, and an evaluation as to the cause of the failure is
performed and documented in equipment history. Administrative
procedures provide approved methods for design changes or
replacement of equipment with high failure rates.

After major maintenance or extended outage of the diesel, a
complete system lineup per the system operating procedure is
performed prior to a start attempt. This includes valve,
electrical, instrument, and control board lineups as well as a
visual inspection of the diesel generator and its auxiliaries.
In addition, compliance with the protective tagging and temporary
alterations procedures along with system restoration sections of
maintenance and surveillance procedures ensure system readiness.

Upon completion of any manual, test, or auto start of the diesel,
the operator is directed by the surveillance or system operating
procedure to place the diesel in an automatic standby readiness
condition.

Compliance with Technical Specifications, administrative and
system operating procedures, and the preventive maintenance and
surveillance testing schedule ensures optimum equipment readiness
and availability upon demand.

8.3.1.1.5.3 High Pressure Core Spray Power Supply System

•→8
Readiness of the HPCS diesel generator is demonstrated by
periodic testing according to Regulatory Guide 1.108 and is
described in the Technical Specifications/Requirements. The
testing program is designed to test the ability to start and
accept the HPCS diesel generator design loads connected to bus
1E22*S004. The HPCS diesel generator is run for 24 hr at its
continuous rating of 2,600 kW, 2 hr of which it is subjected to a
110-percent overload test (see Table 8.3-3). This ensures that
cooling and lubrication are adequate for extended periods of
operation. Full functional tests of the automatic control
circuitry are conducted on a periodic basis to demonstrate
correct operation (Section 7.3.2).
8←•

Means are provided for periodically testing the chain of system
elements from sensing devices through driven equipment to assure
that the HPCS power supply is functioning in accordance with
design requirements. The drawout feature of protective relays
allows replacement relays to be installed while the relay that is
removed is bench tested and calibrated.
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Startup of onsite power units can be initiated by simulation of 
LOCA signal or loss of power to the plant auxiliary power system.  
Connection of the HPCS diesel generator to the HPCS bus takes 
place automatically on loss of plant auxiliary power to the HPCS 
bus (HPCS bus low voltage).  The HPCS diesel generator bus 
directional overcurrent, ground overcurrent, and phase 
overcurrent protective relaying provides a trip to the offsite 
power feeder breaker in case of loss of offsite power while the 
diesel generator is in the test mode operation. 
 
8.3.1.1.5.4  Uninterruptible Power Supply Systems 

13 
Maintenance and testing are conducted to ensure that all 
components of the 120-V ac uninterruptible power supply systems 
are operational within their design ratings, and the testing can 
be performed without disconnecting the loads from their power 
sources by use of the manual bypass switch.  Maintenance and 
testing of equipment and systems are conducted periodically to 
detect deterioration of equipment toward an unacceptable 
condition and to take corrective action as required to bring the 
components to an acceptable condition.  Preoperational and 
periodic testing complies with IEEE-308, Criteria for Class 1E 
Electrical Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations. 
 
8.3.1.1.5.5  Testability of Offsite/Onsite Power Systems 

6 
Testing the transfer from onsite power, of the main generator 
1GMS-G1, through normal station service transformers, to offsite 
power, via the preferred station service transformers, can be 
performed when the reactor power is at a low load condition.  The 
transfer from onsite power to offsite power is performed with 
buses loaded and is limited to 13.8-kV buses 1NPS-SWG1A and 1NPS-
SWG1B as well as 4.16-kV buses 1NNS-SWG1A and 1NNS-SWG1B.  Since 
1NNS-SWG1C and E22-S004 are powered from either 1NNS-SWG1A or 
1NNS-SWG1B, they will also transfer from onsite to offsite power 
as a result of the transfer of the bus it is aligned to (1NNS-
SWG1A or 1NNS-SWG1B).  Standby 4.16-kV buses 1ENS*SWG1A and 
1ENS*SWG1B are always connected to preferred offsite power 
circuits and are therefore not affected in the transfer test.  
Normal 13.8-kV buses 1NPS-SWG1C and 1NPS-SWG1D are always 
connected to preferred offsite power circuits and therefore not 
affected in the transfer test. 
13   7 4 
Offsite power can be connected to 13.8-kV bus 1NPS-SWG1A via 
preferred transformer 1RTX-XSR1E and circuit breaker 1NPS-ACB11, 
and to 13.8-kV bus 1NPS-SWG1B via preferred transformer 1RTX-
XSR1F and circuit breaker 1NPS-ACB27. 
4  6  7  
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7 4 
Onsite power can be connected to 13.8-kV bus 1NPS-SWG1A via 
normal transformer 1STX-XNS1A and circuit breaker 1NPS-ACB09, and 
to 13.8-kV bus 1NPS-SWG1B via normal transformer 1STX-XNS1B and 
circuit breaker 1NPS-ACB25.  Offsite power can be connected to 
4.16-kV bus 1NNS-SWG1A via preferred transformer 1RTX-XSR1C and 
circuit breaker 1NNS-ACB07, and to 4.16-kV bus 1NNS-SWG1B via 
preferred transformer 1RTX-XSR1D and circuit breaker 1NNS-ACB15.  
Onsite power can be connected to 4.16-kV buses 1NNS-SWG1A and 
1NNS-SWG1B via normal transformer 1STX-XNS1C and circuit breakers 
1NNS-ACB06 and 1NNS-ACB14, respectively.  The logic that 
4  7  
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automatically transfers a 13.8-kV or 4.16-kV bus from onsite to 
offsite power is the loss of voltage on the respective 13.8-kV or 
4.16-kV bus. The test is performed by manually tripping the 13.8-
kV or 4.16-kV breaker from the normal transformer.  The voltage 
loss causes the 13.8-kV or 4.16-kV breaker from the preferred 
transformer to close onto the respective 13.8-kV or 4.16-kV bus.  
During the fast transfer, the outage is of such short duration 
that the motors remain running and the power system remains 
intact. 

6 
Offsite power is connected to 13.8-kV bus 1NPS-SWG1C via 
preferred transformer 1RTX-XSR1E and normally closed circuit 
breaker 1NPS-ACB43 and to 13.8-kV bus 1NPS-SWG1D via preferred 
transformer 1RTX-XSR1F and normally closed circuit breaker 1NPS-
ACB44.  13.8-kV switchgear 1NPS-SWG1C and 1NPS-SWG1D do not have 
a back up source of power or transfer to another source. 
6   13 7 
 
7  
Standby 4.16-kV bus 1ENS*SWG1A is connected to preferred 
transformer 1RTX-XSR1C via normally closed circuit breaker 
1ENS*ACB06, to normal 4.16-kV bus 1NNS-SWG1B via normally open 
circuit breakers, and to standby diesel generator 1EGS*EG1A via 
normally open circuit breaker 1ENS*ACB07. Standby 4.16-kV bus 
1ENS*SWG1B is connected to preferred transformer 1RTX-XSR1D via 
normally closed circuit breaker 1ENS*ACB26, to normal 4.16-kV bus 
1NNS-SWG1A via normally open circuit breakers, and to standby 
diesel generator 1EGS*EG1B via normally open circuit breaker 
1ENS*ACB27.  The transfer test is performed for each bus as 
follows: 
13  
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��8 ��13
The loading of a standby diesel generator is performed 
manually during testing while the reactor is in normal 
operation.  The standby diesel generator is manually 
synchronized onto the standby bus and then carries selected 
standby loads.  A synchronous check relay is provided to 
prevent breaker closure during synchronizing operations 
unless the busses are synchronized within the tolerances of 
the relay.  By opening the breaker from the preferred stat 
ion service transformer and closing the breaker connecting 
the standby 4.16-kV bus to the normal 4.16-kV bus, the 
standby diesel generator load can be simulated to its 
approximate qualified load. Selected motors are running on 
the standby bus during the test. 

8�� 13��
8.3.1.1.5.6 Procedural Control of Jumpers and Other Temporary 

Forms of Bypassing 

Use of jumpers or other temporary forms of bypassing is 
controlled through implementation of the following procedures: 

1. Surveillance Test Procedures - These are written so 
that in the body of the procedure specific steps direct 
altering the system to accomplish testing; once testing 
is complete, specific steps also direct returning the 
system to the original condition.  To ensure this is 
done properly, a second signoff by a qualified 
individual is required to verify normal conditions. 

2. The Temporary Modifications (Alterations) procedure
establishes the requirements and methods for 
controlling activities that temporarily altered the 
design function of a system or component.  The 
requirements of this procedure applied to all 
activities that temporarily altered the design function 
of any component or system after the 
Preoperational/Acceptance Test Phase and the system or 
component had been turned over to the plant operating 
staff.

��8
 The changes covered were as follows:  a change that 

inhibited or altered the intended operation of a plant 
component or system such as electrical jumpers, lifted 
wires, open links, piping blocks and bypasses, papered 
contacts, or temporary set points that were intended to 
be returned to normal or permanently incorporated at 
some later date and not otherwise covered by an 
approved procedure which returned the system back to 
normal.

8��
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8 
8  

3. The maintenance work process uses several procedures 
that establish administrative controls for identifying, 
controlling, and documenting maintenance and 
maintenance-related activities. These procedures 
provides step-by-step instructions to ensure that 
troubleshooting and/or maintenance is accomplished 
properly.  It also provides for testing by use of 
approved surveillance test procedures to ensure the 
system or component has been properly repaired and 
returned to service.  

14 7 
 The Shift Manager has complete control of all 

activities that might alter or prevent a system from 
performing as it is designed. 

7  14  
8.3.1.1.6 Safety-Related Systems Design Criteria 
 
8.3.1.1.6.1 Electric Motors and Torque Considerations 
 
Motors employed for Class 1E service are designed and constructed 
to IEEE-323, -334, and -344 as well as all applicable industry 
standards in effect at the time of their purchase (Sections 3.9 
and 3.11). 
 
Motors are matched to the driven equipment so as to produce 
sufficient accelerating torque to successfully start the 
equipment at minimum available motor terminal voltage.  A start 
is considered successful if rated speed can be obtained in less 
than 5 sec, and within the allowed motor heating curve.  This has 
been generally achieved by requiring a minimum of 10 percent 
difference between the instantaneous available driver torque and 
driven equipment demand torque. 
 
8.3.1.1.6.2 Temperature Monitoring and Circuit Protection 
 
The nature of Class 1E electrical equipment is such that 
protection of the equipment is secondary to accident mitigation 
and safe shutdown of the plant.  Temperature monitors and 
overload heaters are set only to alarm on 
overload/overtemperature conditions during LOCA operation of 
Class 1E MOVs.  Trip circuits actuate only to prevent 
catastrophic failure which could augment rather than mitigate an 
undesirable circumstance.  Coordination calculations show that 
protective devices actuate at the lowest level necessary to 
isolate a fault.  All protective devices are set for a minimum of 
125 percent of the full load current rating of the equipment at 
all Class 1E voltage 
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levels. No cascading of protective devices has been employed.
See also Section 8.3.1.1.4.2 regarding HPCS circuit protection.

The River Bend Station design has been reviewed to identify any
large horsepower (rated 100 hp or more) safety-related motor/pump
combinations that have pressure switches or other permissive
devices incorporated into the final actuation control circuitry.
These motors and permissive devices, along with the redundancy
and diversity provided for such devices, are discussed in the
following paragraphs.

1. High-Pressure Core Spray System (E22)

Redundant undervoltage devices monitor bus voltage so that
failure of one device to detect available HPCS power on the
bus does not prevent the motor from starting. However, if a
loss of bus voltage is sensed by more than one channel of
undervoltage relays, the HPCS pump is inhibited from
starting.

Certain protective trips can inhibit a HPCS DG start under
test conditions; however, all but two of the DG trips are
bypassed in the presence of an emergency start signal. The
two exceptions are the overspeed trip and the generator
differential device trip which protects the diesel generator.
These devices are capable of being tested during normal
operations.

Although redundancy of certain components is applied within
HPCS in order to improve reliability, the overspeed and
differential trips are not redundant by component. The ECCS
network is redundant by system.

2. Residual Heat Removal System (E12)

There are no pressure switches capable of inhibiting a manual
or automatic start of the RHR system. The RHR pump motor
switchgear receives a stop signal if either the 1E12*MOVF004B
or 1E12*VF066B valve is full open and the valve
1E12*MOVF006B, 1E12*MOVF009, or 1E12*MOVF008 is not fully
open. Limit switches which sense the full open valve
position and generate appropriate full open permissive are
not redundant. The ECCS network is redundant by system and
can tolerate loss of an entire RHR train.
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3. Service Water System (SWP)

Emergency start of service water pumps 1SWP*P2A, 1SWP*P2B,
1SWP*P2C, and 1SWP*P2D is inhibited if the respective
discharge valve is not fully closed or the standby service
water initiation signal is not present.

The limit switch sensing the full closed valve position to
generate the appropriate full closed permissive is not
redundant. However, redundancy does exist at the system
level. The standby service water initiation signal is either
reactor plant component cooling water loop loss of pressure
or normal standby service water loop loss of pressure. Each
loop is provided with four pressure sensors. One-out-of-two-
taken-twice logic is used in generating the start permissive,
thus providing adequate redundancy.

The ability of the standby service water system to
accommodate any single component failure without affecting
safe shutdown or cooldown or post-accident heat dissipation
is detailed in Section 9.2.7.3 and the FMEA. As for common
mode failures, these devices are qualified in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.89. During shutdown, each pump can be
verified to start automatically, on a pressure test signal to
the pressure transmitters, to maintain service water pressure
greater than technical specification requirements.

8.3.1.1.6.3 Interrupting Capacity of Switchgear and Other
Protective Devices

Fault current available at all voltage levels has been restricted
to values within the certified rating of the interrupting
devices employed at that level. All possible sources of fault
current contributions have been considered, including abnormal
sources such as an emergency diesel generator on test.
Calculations of available short circuit currents are in
accordance with ANSI C37.00-1964.

8.3.1.1.6.4 Grounding

The balance-of-plant and Class 1E Divisions I and II, both onsite
and offsite, power distribution systems are low-resistance
grounded.

Discussion of grounding on the HPCS power supply (ESF
Division III) is covered in Section 8.3.1.1.4.2.
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8.3.1.2 Analysis

8.3.1.2.1 General Functional Design Bases

8.3.1.2.1.1 Auxiliary Electrical Power Supply Systems

The auxiliary electrical power supply systems provide ac power
required for normal plant operation, shutting down the reactor
safely, maintaining a safe shutdown condition, and operating all
auxiliaries required for public safety under all normal,
transient, and accident conditions. The following general
functional design bases apply:

1. The standby auxiliary electrical power supply systems
distribute power to all loads which are essential for
public safety.

2. The normal and standby portions of the auxiliary
electrical power supply systems are arranged so that a
single failure does not prevent safety-related systems
from performing their intended safety functions.

•→13
3. The standby 4.16-kV buses are arranged so that they can

be supplied from preferred or standby power sources.

4. Sufficient instrumentation is provided to ensure a
state of readiness and performance of the standby ac
power system.

8.3.1.2.1.2 Standby Electrical Power Supply Systems

The standby electrical power supply systems are designed with
sufficient capacity and capability to ensure that they are
capable to, in sufficient time, restore ac power in the event
that the preferred power supply becomes unavailable. They have
the ability to reliably supply the required ac load demands of
engineered safeguard equipment and controls for post-accident as
well as safe and orderly shutdown operations so that the reactor
core is cooled and containment integrity and other vital
functions are maintained. The following general functional
design bases apply:
13←•

1. Standby ac diesel generators are housed in a Seismic
Category I structure with Seismic Category I walls
separating them so that an accident involving one does
not involve any others. Each fuel oil tank is contained
in a separate
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Seismic Category I room, filled with sand to reduce the
chance of fire around the oil tank.

2. Each standby ac diesel generator produces ac power at
the same voltage and frequency as the associated
standby station service ac power distribution system.
Each is capable of automatic start at any time and of
continuous operation at qualified load, voltage, and
frequency until manually stopped.

•→13
3. Each standby ac diesel generator is capable of being

manually paralleled with preferred station service ac
power source under normal conditions. Provisions are
made in the design to prevent the electrical
interconnection of the redundant standby ac diesel
generators.

4. Each fuel oil system has a storage capacity suitable
for operating each standby diesel system at its maximum
required post-accident load conditions for a minimum of
7 days. The fuel oil system and storage is tornado and
earthquake protected.

5. Control power required for the operation of each
standby ac diesel generator is supplied from its
divisional standby 125-V battery system. Standby
auxiliaries, such as fuel pumps and ventilation
systems, necessary for continuous operation of standby
ac diesel generators are supplied from their associated
standby buses.

6. Upon loss of preferred ac power supplies, each of the
standby buses is isolated from its preferred sources,
and the standby ac diesel generators start
automatically and are ready to accept load within
10 sec. Controls, both local and in the main control
room, are provided for manual start and stop of each
standby ac diesel generator. The output of each
standby diesel generator is monitored, and abnormal
conditions are alarmed in the main control room.

13←•
7. The ac diesel generator system is designed so that with

loss of any one of three diesel generators the
remaining generators are capable of supplying power to
sufficient equipment for a safe shutdown of the unit
under normal or accident conditions.
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 8. Standby bus voltage does not dip below 75 percent of 
motor-rated voltage at any time during the loading 
sequence, and recovers to 90 percent of motor-rated 
voltage within 40 percent of each load sequence time 
interval.  The ac diesel generator associated with the 
HPCS does not comply with this portion of Regulatory 
Guide 1.9; however, its voltage recovery 
characteristics are operationally acceptable when 
starting its loads (Section 8.3.1.2.2.2). 

 9. All Class 1E motors, except as noted below, are capable 
of starting and accelerating their driven equipment 
with 70 percent of motor nameplate voltage applied to 
motor terminals without affecting performance or 
equipment life. 

��16 ��12 ��8
 The exceptions to this are certain motor-operated 

valves, motor-operated dampers, Division I and II 
diesel generator starting air compressors EGA-C4A, EGA-
C4B, EGA-C5A and EGA-C5B, 1HVR*UC5, and the motors 
driving air compressors 1LSV*C3A and 1LSV*C3B. These 
LSV compressors have been environmentally qualified 
consistent with IEEE-323 and are capable of starting at 
80 percent of motor nameplate voltage.  Calculations 
have determined, however, that the minimum starting 
voltage available at the motor terminals will be 
89.63 percent, well in excess of the motors' 
capabilities.

16��
 These Class 1E motor-operated valves, motor-operated 

dampers, Division I and II diesel generator starting 
air compressors EGA-C4A, EGA-C4B, EGA-C5A and EGA-C5B, 
and unit coolers are capable of starting and 
accelerating with 80 percent of motor nameplate voltage 
applied to motor terminals.  Calculations have 
determined that the minimum starting voltage available 
at the motor terminals during the period required for 
operation is in excess of the required starting 
voltage.

8�� 12�� ��5
 To ensure proper motor-operated valve function under 

design conditions, an analysis is performed to 
determine the torque or thrust that must be delivered 
to the valve stem by the motor operator under degraded 
voltage conditions (the calculated minimum starting 
voltage available). 

5��
 10. All Class 1E motors are capable of continuous operation 

with 90 percent of motor nameplate voltage applied to 
motor terminals. 
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•→5
11. The standby ac diesel generator sets will not be used

for the purpose of supplying additional power to the
utility power system (peaking).

12. Table 8.3-7 identifies non-Class 1E circuits (loads)
powered from Class 1E buses that are tripped off the
buses during LOCA. Also identified are non-Class 1E
loads which have been evaluated not to adversely affect
the Class 1E buses to which

5←•
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 they are connected should a fault occur at the non-
Class 1E load.  This will ensure that the Class 1E 
systems are maintained at an acceptable level with 
respect to the requirements of IEEE-308. 

8.3.1.2.1.3 Standby Uninterruptible Power Supply Systems (120-
V ac) 

��15
Each of the four (ENB-INV01A, ENB-INV01A1, ENB-INV01B, and ENB-
INV01B1) standby 120-V ac uninterruptible power supply systems 
has two standby alternating current sources and a standby direct 
current source of power.  A standby 125-V dc station battery, the 
dc source, is a backup to the primary ac source.  The primary and 
alternate ac sources can be selected by an automatic static 
transfer switch or a manually operated make-before-break bypass 
switch.  The primary ac source is rectified into direct current 
which in turn is paralleled with the 125-V dc station battery 
source. The resultant dc is conducted to an inverter where it is 
changed to 120-V 60-Hz ac, and then conducted to a static switch.  
The inverter frequency is synchronized with the alternate ac 
source, but it has its own internal frequency standard which it 
uses when the alternate ac source goes beyond normal frequency 
tolerance.  The alternate ac source originates on a 480-V 60-Hz 
standby bus and is transformed and regulated to 120-V ac.  It is 
then brought to the static switch, and also fed to the manual 
bypass switch. 

The output of the static switch and the alternate ac source are 
the two inputs to the manual bypass switch (Fig. 8.3-1 and 8.3-
2).

The static switch provides a high speed transfer upon loss of 
inverter power.  The manual bypass switch allows the removal of 
the inverter or the static transfer switch for maintenance or 
testing.
15��
The following general functional design bases apply: 

 1. The 120-V ac uninterruptible power supply systems 
consist of independent and redundant power sources, 
with adequate capacity to supply all essential loads.  
The loss of any one source will not affect the bus. 

 2. The standby 120-V ac uninterruptible power supply 
systems are structurally designed in accordance with 
Seismic Category I criteria and are located in Seismic 
Category I structures. 
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 3. The standby 120-V ac uninterruptible power supply 
systems are designed to operate continuously without 
anomaly during and after the maximum seismic 
accelerations expected for the site. 

��15 ��1
 4. Standby 120-V ac uninterruptible power supply systems 

ENB*INV01A, ENB-INV01A1, and ENB*INV01B (or ENB-
INV01B1) are physically and electrically independent 
(by division) and support redundant loads.  It is not 
possible to parallel the outputs of these systems. 

1�� 15��
8.3.1.2.2 Design Criteria and Standards 

8.3.1.2.2.1 ESF Divisions I and II 

Criterion 17

The ESF system is designed with sufficient capacity, 
independence, and redundancy to assure that core cooling, 
containment integrity, and other vital safety functions are 
performed in the event of postulated accidents, assuming a single 
failure.  The design of the onsite and offsite electrical power 
systems provides compatible independence and redundancy to ensure 
an available source of power to the ESF loads.  Electrical power 
from the 230-kV switchyard to the 230/13.8-kV and 230/4.16-kV 
preferred station service transformers is provided by physically 
and electrically independent transmission lines.  This provides 
two independent offsite sources of power to the 4.16-kV standby 
buses.

Offsite preferred power circuits are connected via normally 
closed breakers to standby 4.16-kV buses 1ENS*SWG1A and 
1ENS*SWG1B (Divisions I and II) at all times.  Loss of normal 
plant auxiliary supply does not influence or affect the normal 
4.16-kV buses 1NNS-SWG1A and 1NNS-SWG1B tie circuits to standby 
4.16-kV buses 1ENS*SWG1A and 1ENS*SWG1B. 
��13
The standby 4.16-kV bus 1E22*S004 (Division III) is connected to 
one of the offsite circuits (Fig. 8.1-4).  Loss of all offsite 
power from the network, although highly unlikely, would result in 
automatic starting and connection of diesel generator set 
1E22*S001G1C to the associated bus within 13 sec. 
13��
The degree of reliability of the power sources required for safe 
shutdown is very high due to independence and redundancy; it 
equals or exceeds all the requirements of Criterion 17. 
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Criterion 18

The auxiliary electrical system is designed to permit inspection
and testing of all important areas and features, especially those
which have a standby function and whose operation is not
normally demonstrated. As detailed in the Technical
Specifications, periodic component tests are supplemented by
extensive functional tests during refueling outages (the latter
based on simulation of action accident conditions). These
demonstrate the operability of diesel generator sets, battery
system components, and logic systems, thus verifying the
continuity of the systems and the operation of the components. A
complete preoperational test of the onsite ESF power distribution
system is a prerequisite to initial fuel loading.

Regulatory Guide 1.6

The three standby ac power system divisions each consist of a
diesel generator set feeding its own ESF division load group.
Each load group has its own dc power system, energized by a
battery and battery chargers. The three load groups possess
complete independence. The standby power system redundancy is
based on the capability of any two of the three load groups to
provide the minimum safety functions necessary to shut down the
unit and maintain it in the safe shutdown condition.

In addition to the prohibition of sharing standby power system
components between load groups, there is also no sharing of
diesel generator power sources between units.

Each Division I and II standby power source is composed of a
single generator driven by a single diesel engine having fast-
start characteristics and sized in accordance with Regulatory
Guide 1.9.

The design of the standby power system is therefore in complete
compliance with the regulations of Regulatory Guide 1.6.

Regulatory Guide 1.9

In accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.9, the ratings of standy
diesel generators 1EGS*EG1A and 1EGS*EG1B are continuous load
rating of 3,500 kW each, and a 2-hour rating of 3,850 kW each,
which exceeds the sum of the loads required.
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The sequencing of large loads at predetermined intervals
(Table 8.3-2) ensures that large motors will have reached rated
speed and that voltage and frequency will have stabilized before
the succeeding loads are applied. The decrease in frequency and
voltage has been verified to be within 95 and 80 percent of
nominal, respectively.

Recovery of voltage and frequency to within 10 percent and
2 percent of nominal, respectively, has been verified to be
accomplished within 40 percent of the sequencing interval of
5 sec. Step loading and disconnection of the total diesel
generator nameplate-rating load does not cause the standby diesel
generator to exceed 110 percent of normal speed, thus precluding
an inadvertent overspeed trip.

The reliability of the standby diesel generators has been
substantiated by an extensive test program. The tests verify the
following diesel functions:

1. Diesel fast start capabilities

2. Load carrying capabilities

3. Load shedding capabilities

4. Ability of the system to accept and carry the applied
loads up to its rated capacity

5. Long-term no load running of the diesel unit without
any detrimental effects.

The reliability of the system to start and accept loads in a
prescribed time interval has been demonstrated by prototype
qualification test data augumented by analysis to verify the
ability of the River Bend Station standby diesel generators to
perform their intended function, and has been further verified by
preoperational tests. The preoperational tests described in
Section 8.3.1.1.5.2 verify reliability after plant installation.
Full-load tests have been performed during preoperational testing
at the River Bend Station on each diesel generator set to
demonstrate the start and load capability of the units within the
design requirements. Three hundred valid start and load tests
have been performed at the Shoreham I unit with no failures. A
valid start and load test is defined as a start from normal
standby temperature conditions with loading to at least
50 percent of continuous rating within the required sequencing
time intervals, and continued operation until operating
temperatures are reached. The fast start tests to verify the
diesel reliability were conducted in the factory. They
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are documented in the QA/QC verification data package, together
with the results of other tests described, and provide a
permanent, onsite qualification record. (Refer to NEDO 10905
May 1973, for reliability analysis of the HPCS standby power
supply.)

Regulatory Guide 1.32

The design of the preferred power circuits provides for two
immediately accessible circuits from the transmission network to
the onsite power distribution system.

The sizing of Class 1E battery chargers is based on their ability
to recharge the battery within 24 hr after discharge to a design
minimum level of 105 V while supplying the maximum steady-state
load which occurs in the post-accident period. This is in
accordance with the regulatory position of Regulatory Guide 1.32.
IEEE-308

All electrical system components supplying power to Class 1E
electrical equipment are designed to meet their functional
requirements under the conditions produced by the design basis
events. All redundant equipment is physically separated to
maintain independence and eliminate the possibility of common
mode failure. All Class 1E equipment is located in Seismic
Category I structures.

Class 1E equipment is uniquely identified by color coding of all
components according to the division to which it is assigned, as
detailed in Section 8.3.1.3.1.
Surveillance of Class 1E electric systems is in compliance with
IEEE-308, as are all other aspects applicable to the station
design. This surveillance is detailed in the Technical
Specifications.

IEEE-323

Conformance with IEEE-323 is described in Section 3.11.

8.3.1.2.2.2 High Pressure Core Spray Power Supply System -
Division III

Criterion 17

The Class 1E system is designed with sufficient capacity,
independence, and redundancy to ensure that core cooling,
containment integrity, and other vital functions are
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maintained in the event of a postulated accident. The design of
the onsite and offsite electrical power systems provides
compatible independence and redundancy to ensure an available
source of power to the HPCS system and its supporting
auxiliaries.

Electrical power from the transmission network to the station is
provided by two physically and electrically independent 230-kV
circuits as required by the criterion. The loss of all offsite
power from the network, although highly unlikely, results in an
automatic starting and connection of the HPCS diesel generator
set to the HPCS bus.

The degree of reliability of the power sources required for safe
shutdown is high, because of the independence and redundancy, and
equals or exceeds requirements of the criterion.

Criterion 18

The auxiliary electrical system is designed to permit inspection
and testing of all important areas and features, especially
those that have a standby function and whose operation is not
normally demonstrated. As detailed in the Technical
Specifications, periodic component tests are supplemented by
extensive functional tests during the refueling outage, the
latter based on simulation of actual accident conditions. These
tests demonstrate the operability of diesel generator sets,
battery system components, and logic systems and thereby verify
the continuity of the systems and the operability of the
components.

Because the diesel generator is a standby unit, readiness is of
prime importance. Readiness is demonstrated by periodic testing.
The testing program is designed to test the ability of the HPCS
diesel generator set to start as well as to run under equivalent
load as required by Regulatory Guide 1.108. This ensures that
cooling and lubrication are adequate for extended periods of
operation. Full functional tests of the automatic control
circuitry are conducted in accordance with the Technical
Specification on a periodic basis to demonstrate correct
operation.

Criterion 21

The protection system of the HPCS power supply is designed to be
highly reliable and testable during reactor operation. The HPCS
diesel generator is only part of the high pressure core spray
system. If it fails, the redundant automatic
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depressurization system reduces the reactor pressure so that flow
from LPCI and LPCS systems enters the reactor vessel in time to
cool the core and limit fuel cladding temperature.

Regulatory Guide 1.6

The HPCS diesel generator unit supplies power for the HPCS and
other auxiliaries as shown in Table 8.3-3; therefore, failure of
any single component of the HPCS diesel generator does not
prevent the startup and operation of any other standby power
supply. The failure of any other standby diesel generator does
not impede the operation of the HPCS diesel generator and its
load group, thus meeting the requirements of Regulatory
Guide 1.6.

Regulatory Guide 1.6, Position 1 Conformance

The HPCS Class 1E loads are assigned to a single division of the
load groups. The assignment is determined by the nuclear safety
functional redundancy of the loads such that the loss of any one
division does not prevent the minimum safety functions from being
performed.

Regulatory Guide 1.6, Position 2 Conformance

The HPCS bus (Division III of the ac load groups) is connectable
to two different (preferred) offsite power sources. The HPCS bus
is also connectable to the HPCS diesel generator as the standby
onsite power source (Fig. 8.3-3).

The HPCS diesel generator breaker can be closed automatically
only if all other source breakers to the HPCS bus are open.
There is no automatic connection to any other division load
group.

Regulatory Guide 1.6, Position 3 Conformance

There is no automatic or manual connection of the HPCS system dc
load group to any other division load group.

Regulatory Guide 1.6, Position 4 Conformance

1. The diesel generators connected to the other divisions
of the load groups are physically and electrically
independent of each other. The diesel generator
connected to the HPCS division load group cannot be
automatically paralleled with the diesel generator that
is connected to another division load group.
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2. The HPCS diesel generator is connected to one
independent division. No means exist for automatically
connecting the HPCS load group with any other.

3. The HPCS load group is fed from only one diesel
generator, as shown in Fig. 8.3-3. No means are
provided for transferring its loads to any other diesel
generator.

4. No means exist for manually connecting the HPCS load
group to those of another division. The HPCS load
group is physically and electrically independent of all
others.

Regulatory Guide 1.6, Position 5 Conformance

The HPCS diesel generator comprises of a single generator driven
by a single engine. This diesel generator set neither operates
in parallel with any other diesel generator set nor has tandom
engines driving the single generator.

Regulatory Guide 1.9

Conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.9 is described in the
following subsections for each regulatory position of Paragraph C
of the guide.

Regulatory Guide 1.9, Position 1 Conformance

Table 8.3-3 shows that the continuous rating of the diesel
generator is greater than the maximum coincidental steady-state
loads requiring power at any time. Intermittent loads such as
motor-operated valves are not considered for long-term loads.

Regulatory Guide 1.9, Position 2 Conformance

The long-term steady-state load shown in Table 8.3-3 is within
the continuous rating of the diesel generator.

Regulatory Guide 1.9, Position 3 Conformance

The load requirements were verified during the preoperational
tests described in Sections 14.2.12.1.8 and 14.2.12.1.44.
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Regulatory Guide 1.9, Position 4 Conformance

The design function of the HPCS diesel generator unit is
considered to be a justifiable departure from strict conformance
to Regulatory Guide 1.9, regarding voltage and frequency limits
during the initial loading transient. The HPCS diesel generator
loads consist of one large pump and motor combination
(approximately 2,500 hp), one medium size pump (450 hp), and
other miscellaneous loads; consequently, limiting the momentary
voltage drop to 25 percent and the momentary frequency drop to
5 percent would not significantly enhance the reliability of HPCS
operation. To meet these regulatory guide requirements, a diesel
generator unit approximately two to three times as large as that
required to carry the continuous full load would be necessary.
However, the frequency and voltage overshoot requirements of
Regulatory Guide 1.9 are met. A factory testing program on a
prototype unit has verified the following functions:

1. System fast-start capabilities

2. Load carrying capability

3. Load rejection capability

4. Ability of the system to accept and carry the required
loads

5. The mechanical integrity of the diesel-engine generator
unit and all major system auxiliaries.

A detailed discussion of the calculated voltage and frequency
transient response is given in Chapter 3 of the GE Licensing
Topical Report NEDO 10905 (HPCS Power Supply Topical Report
NEDO 10905, Section 6, describes prototype and reliability test
requirements).

The design of the HPCS diesel generator conforms with the
applicable sections of IEEE criteria for Class 1E electrical
systems for nuclear power generation stations (IEEE-308). In
addition, a prototype test has been performed.

The generator has the capability of providing power for starting
the required loads with operationally acceptable voltage and
frequency recovery characteristics. A partial or complete load
rejection does not cause the diesel engine to trip on overspeed.
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Regulatory Guide 1.29

The HPCS electric system is capable of performing its function
when subjected to the effects of design bases natural phenomena
at its location. In particular, it is designed in accordance
with the Seismic Category I criteria and is housed in a Seismic
Category I structure.

Regulatory Guide 1.32

The design of the HPCS power supply system conforms with the
applicable sections of IEEE criteria for Class 1E electrical
systems for nuclear power generation stations IEEE-308.

Note: GE Licensing Topical Report NEDO-10905 describes prototype
and reliability test requirements.

Regulatory Guide 1.47

All the bypassed trip devices provide alarms in the main control
room so that conditions which can render the HPCS diesel
generator system unavailable for automatic start are
automatically annunciated at the system level in the main control
room. See NEDO 10905, Amendment 1, p 20.

Regulatory Guide 1.62

Manual controls are provided to permit the operator to select the
most suitable distribution path from the power supply to the HPCS
load. An automatic start signal overrides the test mode.
Provision is made for control of the system from the main control
room as well as from an external location.

Regulatory Guide 1.75

The HPCS diesel generator is a Division III device and is
separated from equipment of other divisions. It is marked with a
Division III name tag.

Regulatory Guide 1.100

All Class 1E equipment of the HPCS system is seismically
qualified to the requirements of IEEE-344-1971 which was the
plant requirement for this equipment. A re-evaluation to the
requirements of IEEE 344-1975 and Regulatory Guide 1.100 is in
progress and will be reported upon completion.
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Regulatory Guide 1.106

Electric motors on motor-operated valves have been identified as
a significant intermittent load on the general ac power system.
This regulatory guide describes acceptable methods of disabling
thermal protective devices on motor-operated valve motors.
Thermal overload devices normally in force during normal plant
operation are bypassed under accident conditions.

Regulatory Guide 1.118

This regulatory guide describes acceptable means for periodically
testing the functional performance and responses of the electric
power and protection systems. The requirements of this
regulatory guide are met with the following clarifications:

Position C.6 - Trip of an associated protective channel or
actuation of an associated Class 1E load group is required on
removal of fuses or opening of a breaker only for the purpose
of deactivating instrumentation or control circuit.

IEEE-279

The HPCS diesel generator and its supporting auxiliaries conform
to all requirements of IEEE-279 which are applicable to singular
diverse elements of a redundant set.
IEEE-308

All the electric system components supplying power to the HPCS
system consist of Class 1E electric equipment and are designed to
meet their functional requirements under the conditions produced
by the design basis events. All the redundant equipment is
physically separated to maintain independence and to minimize the
possibility of a common mode failure. All Class 1E equipment is
located in Seismic Category I structures.

The HPCS Class 1E equipment is uniquely identified by color
coding of the components according to the division to which it is
assigned, as detailed in Section 8.3.1.3.1.

Surveillance of the Class 1E electric systems is in compliance
with the standard, as are all other aspects applicable to the
station design.
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IEEE-323

Conformance with IEEE-323 is described in Section 3.11.

IEEE-344

Conformance with IEEE-344 is described in Section 3.10.

IEEE-387

The HPCS power supply unit is completely independent of other
standby power supply units and meets the applicable requirements
of IEEE-387.

The HPCS diesel generator unit is designed to:

1. Operate in its service environment during and after any
design basis event without support from the preferred
power supply.

2. Start, accelerate, and be loaded with the design load
within an acceptable time:

a. From the normal standby condition,

b. With no cooling available, for a time equivalent to
that required to bring the cooling equipment into
service with energy from the diesel generator unit,

c. On a restart with an initial engine temperature
equal to the continuous rating, full load engine
temperature.

3. Carry the long-term steady-state load continuously.

4. Maintain voltage and frequency within limits that will
not degrade the performance of any of the loads
composing the design load below their minimum
requirements, including the duration of transients
caused by load application or load removal.

•→8
5. Withstand any anticipated vibration and overspeed

conditions. The generator and exciter are designed to
withstand 25 percent overspeed without damage.

8←•
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•→8
The HPCS diesel generator has continuous and short-term ratings
consistent with the requirements of IEEE-387, Section 5.1.
8←•
8.3.1.2.3 Conformance With Appropriate Quality Assurance

Standards

The quality assurance program outlined in Chapter 17 conforms
with Regulatory Guide 1.30, Quality Assurance Requirements for
the Installation, Inspection, and Testing of Instrumentation and
Electric Equipment.

The program outlined in Chapter 17 includes a comprehensive
system to ensure that the purchased material, manufacture,
fabrication, testing, and quality control of the equipment in the
standby electric power system conforms to the evaluation of the
standby electric power system equipment vendor quality assurance
programs and preparation of procurement specifications
incorporating quality assurance requirements. The administrative
responsibility and control provided are also described in
Chapter 17.

These quality assurance requirements include an appropriate
vendor quality assurance program and organization, purchaser
surveillance as required, vendor preparation and maintenance of
appropriate test and inspection records, certificates and other
quality assurance documentation, and vendor submittal of quality
control records considered necessary for purchaser retention to
verify quality of completed work.

A necessary condition for receipt, installation, and placing of
equipment in service has been the sighting and auditing of QA/QC
verification data and the placing of this data in permanent
onsite storage files.

8.3.1.2.4 Environmental Qualification for Electrical
Equipment Located in a Harsh Environment

See Section 3.11.
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8.3.1.3 Physical Identification of Safety-Related Equipment 

8.3.1.3.1 Color Coding 

Color coded identification is provided for all safety-related 
equipment including cables, cable raceway, motors, panelboards, 
motor control centers, load centers, and switchgear.  This 
identification may be by means of a letter, nameplate, paint, 
nondeteriorating self-adhesive tapes, permanently affixed tags, 
or similar means.  Nonsafety-related equipment has no color 
identification.

Color coding is in accordance with the following:

Equipment and    Identification  
Cable Function  Color     Letter  Raceway Type(1)

Nonsafety-Related None (or 
     black)     N     T or C 

Safety-Related
Div. I   Red      R     T or C 
Div. II   Blue      B     T or C 
Div. III   Orange     O     T or C 

Reactor Protection System 

 a. Input Channels (Sensors and Logic) 

Channel A   Red/Yellow     S   C 
Channel B   Blue/Yellow    T   C 
Channel C   Orange/Yellow    U   C 
Channel D   Purple/Yellow    V   C 

 b. Output Trip Logic 

Group 1   Red/Green     I   C 
Group 2   Blue/Green     J   C 
Group 3   Orange/Green    K   C 
Group 4   Purple/Green    L   C 

8.3.1.3.2 Equipment Identification 

Each piece of equipment, each scheduled tray or conduit, and each 
scheduled cable, both safety-related and nonsafety-related, has 
an alphanumeric identification. A code, 
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has been created to identify equipment items.
��8
The equipment code format for mark numbers explained below is for 
historical purpose only.  The mark numbers created by the 
equipment code format have been changed to equipment numbers in 
the Equipment Data Base (EDB).  The mark numbers are cross-
referenced to the equipment numbers in the EDB.  The asterisk (*) 
was previously used in this equipment code format to indicate 
safety related.  The equipment numbers have a separator which is 
a dash (-), however, this has no significance in relation to its 
safety classification.  Refer to the EDB for the proper equipment
number and safety classification. 
8��
The equipment code has the following format: 
  X   XXX  -(or)*  XXXXXXXXXXX 
 Unit  System QA Category Equipment 
   Code  Classification Item identification 

Example: 1CWS-MOV104 
 1   - Unit 
 CWS - System code (circulating water system) 
 -   - equipment so designated is Quality Assurance 
        Category II or III 
 MOV - Equipment (motor-operated valve) 
 104 - Identification 

Example: 1ENS*SWG1A 
 1   - Unit 
 ENS - System code (standby 4.160-V switchgear) 
 *   - Equipment so designated is Quality Assurance 
        Category I 
 SWG - Equipment (switchgear) 
 1A  - Identification 

Safety-related equipment and nonsafety-related equipment other 
than for the communications system are identified by nameplates 
which are permanently attached.  The nameplates are made of 
laminated plastic or metal and engraved with the equipment 
identification number.  The master nameplate for safety-related 
equipment is color coded.  Communications system equipment is 
identified by stenciling the identification on or adjacent to the 
equipment.

The cable identification for scheduled cables has the following 
format:

  X  XXX   X   X     X   XXX 
 Unit  System Part  Color Service Number 
    Code 
 Unit        - Identifies the station's unit number. 
 System Code - Three characters identifying the system. 
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Part - One symbol which can be either an alpha or a
numeric designator, e.g., an MCC cubicle
section or one pump of a group (A, B, C, etc).

Color - An alpha symbol indicating whether the cable is
safety-related or nonsafety-related.

Service - An alpha character indicating the type of
service for which the cable will be utilized.

Number - Three characters assigned to specify each
individual cable number.

Example: 1ENS AR H307

All scheduled cables are identified by permanent colored markers
attached to the cable at each end adjacent to the cable
alphanumeric identification marker. The background color of the
alphanumeric identification marker may be used as the permanent
colored marker.

Except for the cables run entirely in conduit, color code
identification of a circuit is either by the color coded jacket
of the cable or by painting the cable jacket with the proper
color at intervals not exceeding 5 ft.

Cables with red- or blue-colored jackets may be used on
unscheduled non-Class 1E circuits that run exclusively in
conduit, only when the following mandatory conditions have been
implemented:

1. Neutral tags indicating non-Class 1E circuits are
permanently attached at each end of the cable run and
wherever the cable is exposed, and field quality
control has verified 100 percent that this condition
has been met.

2. No color-jacketed cable used for unscheduled non-
Class 1E application is allowed to be terminated in or
pass through an enclosure (pull box, junction box,
cabinet) containing divisional Class 1E circuits.

•→8
Cables with red- or blue-colored jackets may also be used for
direct burial cable installations and for the following
applications, in various types of raceways, where there are only
nonsafety-related circuits:

a. Inside the makeup water intake structure

b. On the sanitary waste and disposal system
•←8
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* The closed loop service water site includes all Service Water 
Cooling (SWC) and Normal Service Water (SWP) cables located 
outside the protected area throughout the entire cable length. 

8��
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��8
c. On the closed loop service water site * 

d. Leading Edge Flow Meter (LEFM) transducer cables in the 
Turbine Building.

At these locations there are no safety-related Category I 
circuits.  No safety-related circuits are installed in direct 
burial cable trenches. 
��8
The raceway identification has the following format: 

 X X X XXX X X X 
 Unit Type Service Number Color Condu/A Condu/N 

Unit - Identifies the station's unit number. 

Type - Character indicating the type of raceway. 

Service - An alpha symbol which indicates the service of 
cable to be carried in the designated raceway. 

Number - Three numbers assigned to specify the individual 
raceway.

Color - An alpha symbol which identifies the cable to be 
carried in the designated raceway, safety-related 
or nonsafety-related. 

Condu/A - Conduit identifier.  It is a letter or blank when 
not used.  When used for sleeves or duct, it is 
numeric or blank when not used. 

All scheduled cable trays and conduits are identified by raceway 
identification numbers at each end, and at entries to and exits 
from enclosed areas.  Tray sections longer than 50 ft have an 
additional raceway identification number at midspan and at 
intervals not exceeding 50 ft, while tray sections 15 ft or less 
have a raceway identification number at midspan.  Exposed 
conduits 8 ft or less have a raceway identification number at 
midspan except that for those short sections of conduit where the 
identification will not fit in midspan, the conduit is color-
coded only (e.g., a short nipple from a junction box to a piece 
of equipment).  Color-coded markers are provided for all Class 1E 
raceways adjacent to each raceway identification number, or the 
numbers themselves may be painted in the appropriate color and at 
intervals not exceeding 15 ft. 
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8.3.1.4 Independence Of Redundant Systems

8.3.1.4.1 General
•→13
There are three basic safety-related power supply divisions that
originate at the 4,160-V level. The Divisions I, II and III
safety-related power supply systems can be energized from
preferred power source and from their own diesel generator. The
systems serve equipment at the 4,160-V, 480-V, and 120/240-V ac
levels, and through intervening equipment they power the 125-V dc
system.
13←•
A dedicated diesel generator serves each division. Each diesel
generator with its supporting auxiliaries is in a separate room,
as shown in Fig. 8.3-11. The 4160-kV switchgear, 480-V load
centers, 480-V motor control centers, a battery charger for each
battery, 125-V batteries, and uninterruptible power supplies are
located in switchgear rooms within the control building and are
separated by division as illustrated by Fig. 8.3-9 and 8.3-10.
Safety-related 4.16-kV motor loads, a 480-V load center, 480-V
motor control centers, and loads subordinate to the 480-V ac and
125-V dc sources are located within the auxiliary building, and
are separated by division to ensure independence of safety-
related divisions. Additional safety-related loads are within
the containment structure and at the standby cooling towers,
where separation between divisions is also maintained.

All the preceding equipment items are located within Seismic
Category I structures. Fire extinguishing systems are identified
in Chapter 9.

8.3.1.4.2 Class 1E Electric Equipment Arrangement

Redundant electrical equipment and wiring for the RPS, nuclear
steam supply shutoff system (NSSSS), and the ESF functions are
physically separated, electrically independent, and are located
such that no single credible event is capable of disabling
redundant equipment which would prevent reactor shutdown, removal
of decay heat from the core, nor which would prevent isolation of
the containment in the event of an accident. Separation
requirements were applied to control, power, and instrumentation
for all systems concerned. Rules governing separation apply for
Class 1E to Class 1E, and for Class 1E to non-Class 1E systems.
In addition, the distance between the electrical portions of the
HPCS and RCIC systems is maximized within the space available to
ensure the
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functional availability of high pressure water for core cooling 
immediately following a transient. 

Arrangement and/or protective barriers are such that no locally 
generated force or missile can destroy any redundant RPS, NSSSS, 
or ESF functions.  Arrangement and/or separation barriers are 
provided to ensure that such disturbances do not affect both HPCS 
and RCIC. 
��16
Arrangement of wiring/cabling is such as to eliminate, insofar as 
practical, all potential for fire damage to redundant cables and 
to separate the RPS, NSSSS, and ESF divisions so that fire within 
one division will not damage another division.  In addition, 
approved fire protection features separate wiring and cabling of 
the HPCS and RCIC systems from ADS and RHR in the LCPI mode so 
that one train of these redundant systems remain free from damage 
such that safe shutdown can be achieved as described in chapter 
9.  The following general rules were followed: 
16��
 1. Routing of Class 1E control, power, and instrumentation 

cables through rooms or spaces where there is potential 
for accumulation of large quantities (gallons) of oil 
or other combustible fluids through leakage or rupture 
of lube oil or cooling systems is avoided.  Where such 
routing is unavoidable, only one division of Class 1E 
cabling is allowed in any such space.

 2. In any room or compartment, other than the cable 
chases, in which the primary source of fire is of an 
electrical nature, cable trays of redundant systems 
have a minimum horizontal separation of 3 ft if no 
physical barrier exists between trays. If a horizontal 
separation of 3 ft is unattainable, a fire-resistant 
barrier is installed, extending at least 1 ft above (or 
to the ceiling) and 1 ft below (or to the floor) line-
of-site communication between the two trays. Totally 
enclosed metallic raceway is occasionally used in lieu 
of barriers at least 1 inch under open cable trays, to 
a point where the minimum separation is again 
maintained.  Totally enclosed metallic raceway of 
redundant systems maintains a minimum separation 
distance of 1 in.

 3. In any room or compartment, other than the cable 
chases, in which the primary source of fire is of an 
electrical nature, cable trays of redundant systems 
have a minimum vertical separation of 5 ft between 
vertically stacked trays of different divisions, or 
trays of different divisions one 
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above the other; however, vertical or cross stacking of
trays is avoided wherever possible. In cases where the
redundant trays must be stacked or crossed one stack
above the other, and when the trays do not meet the 5-
ft vertical separation requirement, a fire barrier is
installed between the redundant trays. The barrier
extends beyond either side of the tray system, in
accordance with IEEE-384. Occasionally, totally
enclosed metallic raceway (e.g., conduit) is used in
lieu of barriers in the following cases:

a. Class 1E ladder type cable trays are fitted with
protective covers wherever 480 V ac non-Class 1E
cabling or 480 V ac Class 1E cabling of a
different division than the subject trays is
routed in conduit within 1 in. of the subject
trays.

b. Low voltage (120 V) power, control, and
instrumentation cabling, when routed in close
proximity to Class 1E ladder type cable trays, is
routed in conduit and maintains at least 1-in.
separation.

c. Totally enclosed metallic raceway of different
Class 1E divisions maintains a minimum separation
distance of 1 in. Conduits containing cables of
different Class 1E divisions which perform the
same redundant safe shutdown functions are not
routed in close proximity to one another.

4. Any openings in fired-rated floors or walls for
vertical or horizontal runs of Class 1E cabling are
sealed with fire-resistant material of equal fire
rating.

The minimum horizontal and vertical separation and/or barrier
requirements in the cable chases are as follows (NOTE: There are
no cable spreading rooms in RBS):

1. Where cables of different divisions approach the same
or adjacent control panels with vertical spacing less
than the 3-ft minimum, at least one division's circuit
is run in totally enclosed metallic raceway or a
barrier is provided to a point where 3 ft of separation
exists.
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2. A minimum horizontal separation of 1 ft is maintained
between trays containing cables of different divisions
where no physical barrier exists between trays. Where
a horizontal separation of 1 ft is not attainable,
either a fire-resistant barrier is installed extending
at least 1 ft above (or to the ceiling) and 1 ft below
(or to the floor) line-of-sight communication between
the two trays or totally enclosed metallic raceway is
utilized to meet separation requirements.

3. Vertical stacking or crossing of trays carrying cables
of different divisions is avoided wherever possible.
Where this is not possible, however, there is a minimum
vertical separation of not less than 3 ft between trays
of redundant systems.

4. If vertical stacking or crossing of redundant trays is
necessary and the minimum 3-ft vertical separation
cannot be maintained, a fire barrier is installed
between the redundant trays. The barrier extends 1 ft
on each side of the tray system. Totally enclosed
metallic raceway is used in lieu of the barrier, with
open cable tray, to a point where the minimum
separation is maintained. Totally enclosed metallic
raceways of redundant systems maintain a minimum
separation of 1 in.

Where spatial separation distances are less than those specified
above in accordance with IEEE-384, RBS plant-specific
configurations were tested and analyses performed to justify
reduced separation. The test program methodology and results are
documented in Wyle Test Report No. 47618-3. Spatial separation
and barrier requirements are shown on design drawings which are
referenced in Section 1.7.

The minimum allowable separation distances are derived from the
tested configurations as shown in Table 8.3-9. The following
summarizes and evaluates test results which validate the minimum
separation criteria.

In order to perform a test program to verify the adequacy of RBS
raceway separation it was necessary to define the worst case
electrical failure that could be postulated to occur in a
raceway. The RBS raceway separation test program was based on
the following failure mode assumptions:
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1. The cable or equipment in the circuit develops a fault
that is not cleared due to the failure of the primary
protective devices.

2. The worst case electrical fault is the most severe
credible electrical fault that could occur. The worst-
case current is the lesser of locked rotor current
(6XFLA) or the fault current just below the longtime
trip of the backup circuit breaker. An additional 10-
percent current is added to allow for various
inaccuracies of the involved devices. The worst case
cable exhibits the highest temperature for the longest
duration.

3. For sustained overloads, the impedance of the fault
adjusts itself automatically to maintain the fault
current magnitude at a constant level as the resistance
of the wire changes due to heating.

4. The overloaded cable in its overheated condition stays
undetected precluding any corrective operator action.

5. The worst case effect on nearby raceways is established
by a combination of temperature and the fault duration.

The fault current magnitude of 440 amperes (400 amperes +
10 percent of uncertainty) used in the test program was based on
the failure mode assumptions discussed above. This assumes that
an overcurrent locked rotor condition occurs on a cable between a
480-V ac MCC and a 480-V load. The primary overcurrent
protective device which is a molded case circuit breaker at the
MCC is assumed to fail to trip. The next higher level (upstream)
overcurrent device is the load center circuit breaker. This
current value was used for all tests involving cables in cable
raceways and in free air. In order to select the size of cable to
be used for configuration tests, screening tests were performed
to determine which size cable when faulted would deliver the most
intense temperature rise for the longest duration to adjacent
cables. The tests showed that the #2 AWG triplex copper cable
was the worst case cable.

The RBS MCCs contain molded case breakers which provide overload
and/or short-circuit protection for each load depending upon the
application. The load centers (LDC) contain air circuit breakers
with solid-state trip devices. The solid-state trip devices
provide increased accuracy and repeatability over conventional
trip devices. The load
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center breakers provide both long and short time overcurrent and
instantaneous short-circuit protection. Breakers of the MCC and
LDC are maintained on a periodic basis. This maintenance ensures
that the likelihood of a coincidental failure of two overcurrent
devices in series on the same feeder line is extremely small.

During each configuration test, the target cables were energized
at their rated current and voltage. At the completion of each
configuration test, insulation resistance test and high potential
test were performed for the target cables. The target cables
passed the above mentioned functional tests in accordance with
the specified criteria.

The test program with above assumptions and inputs for the target
cables generated the following results.

600-V cable installed in open air trays or conduits and faulted
with the worst case internal fault (440 amperes) do not affect
functionability (ampacity or insulation resistance) of any type
of cables separated in accordance with the test configurations.
Cables were tested installed in horizontal and/or vertical
raceways (including both cable tray and conduits) and in free
air. Table 8.3-9 depicts tested separation between cable trays,
conduits, and cables in free air. This table also reflects the
minimum acceptable spatial separation, without use of barriers,
used at RBS. The allowed spatial separation includes a margin in
terms of distance and/or temperature.

An independent raceway system is provided for each Class 1E
division. The trays are arranged top to bottom based on the
cable rated voltage.

1. 4.16-kV power (5,000-V insulation class)

2. Large 480-V power (600-V insulation class)

3. 480-V power (600-V insulation class)

4. Control (600-V and 300-V insulation class)

5. Instrumentation cables (300-V insulation class)

Nonsafety-related, non-Class 1E electric systems generally have
the same arrangement of cable trays with the addition of a cable
tray position for 13.8-kV power (15,000-V insulation class)
occupying the uppermost tray position.
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8.3.1.4.3 Control of Compliance With Separation Criteria
During Design and Installation

Compliance with the criteria which preserve independence of
redundant systems is a supervisory responsibility during both the
design and installation phases. The responsibility is discharged
by:

1. Identifying applicable criteria

2. Issuing working procedures to implement these criteria
3. Modifying procedures to keep them current and workable

4. Checking manufacturer drawings and specifications to
ensure compliance with procedures

5. Controlling installation and procurement to assure
compliance with approved and issued drawings and
specifications.

The nomenclature used for equipment at the River Bend Station is
the primary mechanism for ensuring proper separation.

All Class 1E electrical equipment has an attached nameplate
inscribed with the equipment identification and color
identification of its division.

Other Class 1E power system components, such as cables and
raceways, have unique color assignment to identify safety-related
systems. These colors are readily apparent to the operators or
maintenance craftsmen so the safety-related cable, raceways, or
equipment can be identified. Nonsafety system circuits not
associated with the safety circuits are either color coded black
or have no color identification.

In every case it is possible to determine the quality group and
separation classification of equipment from the construction
drawings and specifications.

Nonessential equipment has been separated where it was desired to
enhance power generation reliability, but such separation is not
a safety consideration. This was accomplished by
administratively directing use of raceway systems to separate
critical companion BOP installations, such as the condensate
pumps.
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Where the safety-related equipment has been identified as an
essential safety division, the nomenclature indicates a
characteristic color for positive visual identification.
Likewise, all ancillary equipment, cable, and raceways match the
nomenclature of the system which they support.

There are certain exceptions to the above where equipment which
is not safety-related is connected to essential power sources for
functional design reasons. These circuits are identified in
Table 8.3-7. Cable used to connect nonsafety-related equipment
to safety-related sources of power is safety grade and qualified
and routed as a nonsafety-related circuit after first having been
connected to a Class 1E protective device. It has no color
assignment. This equipment is disconnected and locked out during
an accident by a LOCA signal, or protected by two qualified
isolation devices.

8.3.1.4.4 Cable Design, Analysis, and Routing of Circuits

8.3.1.4.4.1 General Functional Design Bases

The proper selection of cables and raceways preserves the
reliability of redundant safety-related systems and conforms to
the following design bases:

1. The normal current loading of all insulated conductors
is limited to that continuous value which does not
cause insulation deterioration from heating. Selection
of conductor sizes is based on "Power Cable Ampacities"
and "Ampacities - Cables in Open-top Cable Trays"
published by the Insulated Power Cable Engineers
Association (IPCEA Publications P-46-426 and P-54-440,
respectively). For maintained spacing of cables in
cable trays, plant-specific tests and evaluations have
been conducted to demonstrate that spacing less than
that specified in the IPCEA publications is acceptable
as long as required spacing is maintained at cable tie-
point intervals of 3 ft. These tests and evaluations
demonstrated adequate cable ampacity and temperature
consistent with IPCEA guidelines. For the small sizes
not covered by the preceding, the National Electric
Code (NEC) or more stringent regulations shall govern.

2. All cable trays and supports are designed to carry the
cables required without exceeding the allowable
deflection and yield strength of the materials used in
the trays and their supports.
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  All cable trays carrying cables for safeguard services 
are designed to meet Seismic Category I criteria.  All 
raceways installed in Seismic Category I areas are 
seismically supported. 

 
 3. Cables are specified with consideration of the optimum 

combination of insulation, fire-resistant, and 
radiation-resistant characteristics. 

 
 4. Cables are sized and installed so as to limit the 

temperature rise of conductors to within the 
temperature ratings of the cable for any expected 
overload condition.  All power cables are sized and 
installed to carry short circuit current until the 
first protective device disconnects the source feeding 
the short circuit. 

 
8.3.1.4.4.2 Electrical Cable Arrangement 
 
Physical separation is provided between similar components of 
redundant electrical systems and between power and control 
circuitry serving or being served from these components.  
Redundant protective power and control cables are run on 
physically separate cable trays or conduits and follow different 
routes to and from power sources to loads, and from sensors and 
controllers to protective devices. Therefore, an event which 
might damage the cables in one set of cable trays or conduit does 
not affect the redundant cables in the other set of cable trays 
or conduit. 
 
Power cables for 15-kV and 5-kV service are stranded copper 
conductors.  Power cables No. 2/0 AWG and larger for 600-V 
service are stranded aluminum or copper conductors.  Smaller 
power cables and control cables have copper conductors.  All 
cables, where required, are constructed with a radiation-
resistant, 90°C thermosetting-type insulation and an overall 
flame-retardant, radiation-resistant jacket. 
 
Cable trays used for 13.8-kV service are identified as "J" trays 
and those for 4.16-kV are identified as "H" trays. The "J" and 
the "H" trays are separate from one another. Trays for 600-V or 
lower voltage large power cables and some low power cables are 
designated "L." Trays for 600-V or lower voltage small power 
cables and some control cables are designated "K." Control cables 
of 120-V ac or 125-V dc, are run in "C" trays or conduit.  Low 
level analog or digital instrumentation cables are run in "X" 
trays or in conduit.  In the Drywell, non-divisional, Augmented 
Quality (but not safety-related), analog instrumentation cables 
for the main steam line strain gauges are routed both in flexible 
stainless steel conduit and external to conduit.  In the 
Containment building, the cables are routed in cable tray and 
rigid conduit.  Segregation in conduit is in a comparable fashion 
to that employed for trays. 
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Cables of redundant safety-related systems are isolated from each
other and from nonsafety-related cables.

There are no medium- or high-voltage (480-V and above) power
cables in the control building cable chases.

Electrical cables for the RPS and other safety-related systems
located inside the containment structure are designed so that the
cable is operable for the required period of usage during all
postulated accident environments. Cables in hazardous
environments are protected from the environment and against
physical or fire damage to the extent required for the service
either by selection of cable or by choice of raceway (e.g., cable
trays with covers, metallic conduit).

Cables are derated for grouping and spacing in accordance with
IPCEA recommendations. Medium voltage cable trays do not have
more than a single layer of cables. 480-V power control and
instrumentation cables, when routed in cable trays, are installed
in accordance with the applicable cable ampacity factors and in
Category I areas do not extend above the siderails unless they
are enclosed by an extended tray cover or an engineering analysis
has demonstrated that electrical separation requirements are not
compromised. Galvanized steel, nonconducting sleeves or blockouts
in walls are used to transport cables through concrete walls.

Fire detection and protection systems, either manually or
automatically initiated, are provided in those areas required to
preserve the integrity of the circuits for safety-related
services (Section 9.5.1).
The electrical penetrations, through the reactor containment
vessel, are arranged in groups to maintain separation of
electrical cables and to comply with the single-failure criteria.
The design and fabrication of each type of penetration assembly
is in accordance with IEEE-317 for Electrical Penetration
Assemblies in Containment Structures for Nuclear Fueled Power
Generating Stations. Each electrical penetration is designed to
withstand the environment conditions at its location during all
postulated DBAs.

Connections between field wires and penetration assembly
conductors are made inside Seismic Category I termination
cabinets designed to withstand the environmental conditions at
its location during all postulated DBAs.
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•→3
Wire splices inside the reactor building are made only where
necessary and are primarily made in the electrical penetration
terminal cabinets. All splices are qualified for their intended
use as described in Section 3.11. All splices are made in
accordance with the manufacturer's recommended procedures or
approved equivalent instructions, and are tested after
installation by continuity measurements, and power cable splices
are additionally tested by insulation resistance measurements.
There are no splices made in cable trays.
3←•
Control and instrumentation cable connections for safety-related
Category I systems and equipment are made on terminating devices
or by splices which have been qualified for their intended
function pursuant to IEEE-323.

8.3.1.4.4.3 Cable and Raceway Scheduling

Cable routing and raceway design is accomplished manually. A
computer program was used to assist in the engineering, design,
installation, and control of cable routing, identification, tray,
and raceway fill. The main functions of this program are:

1. The computation of all cable lengths and totalizing of
cable types.

2. The computation of raceway fill and overfill
indication.

3. To avoid duplication, indicate number of revisions on a
specific item and to check information with respect to
system, service, and redundancy.

4. To provide output to the field in the form of pull and
installation tickets which supplied all the necessary
information for installation of cables and raceway and
were designed to serve as Quality Control (QC)
documents.

5. To provide feedback from the field through system
status information which allowed designers to revise
systems as required with a minimum of rework in the
field.

6. To provide status of any system with regard to the
number of cable pulls and the overall job status.
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8.3.2 DC Power Systems 
��16
8.3.2.1 Description - Divisions I and II, Nonsafety 

8.3.2.1.1 General 
��14
Station service dc power is available at 125 V and 48 V.  There 
are three ungrounded Class 1E safety-related 125-V dc systems, 
including Division III discussed in Section 8.3.2.2.  There are 
also six non-Class 1E nonsafety-related ungrounded 125-V systems 
and one non-Class 1E nonsafety-related ungrounded 48-V system.  
Fig. 8.3-6 illustrates these eight 125-V dc and one 48-V dc 
systems.
14��
Each system includes a 480-V ac to 125-V dc or 120-V ac to 48-V 
dc static battery charger with a control panel. Safety-related 
chargers are powered from the standby system of their own 
division.  Nonsafety-related chargers are also powered from 
safety-related systems to obtain a more reliable source of power 
during normal plant conditions, but are tripped on LOCA, with the 
following exceptions, which are furnished ac power from available 
nonsafety-related sources: 

 a. One 480-V ac to 125-V dc battery charger located in the 
circulating water switchgear house 

 b. One 480-V ac to 125-V dc battery charger located in the 
services building 

 c. One 120-V ac to 48-V battery charger located in the 
makeup water switchgear house 

 d. One 480-V ac to 125-V dc battery charger located in the 
service water cooling switch gear house. 

16��
The 125-V dc systems include a battery charger, a lead acid 
battery, a 125-V dc distribution switchgear energized from a 
battery distribution panel, local and control room 
instrumentation, and alarm facilities.  The battery system 
surrenders the identity of its feeders to that of the controlled 
equipment or supported system at the first termination after 
leaving the distribution switchboard or panel. 
��7
A separate battery  charger procured  and qualified to IEEE-323 
requirements and powered from either a nonsafety-related (black) 
power source or a portable diesel generator is provided as a 
backup battery charger for the Division I, II and III safety-
related  and three of the nonsafety-related battery chargers.  
The backup battery charger's rating is equal to the largest 
capacity battery charger which it must replace.  When the backup 
battery charger is to be used, the breaker of the battery 
7��
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charger being removed from service is tripped, removed and placed 
in the backup charger position.  The backup charger breaker is 
taken from its storage position and placed in the position on its 
bus which feeds the bus of the battery charger removed from 
service.  Manual closing of the two charger breaker completes the 
charging circuit. 
 
The backup battery charger breaker's position is monitored in the 
main control room, and is tripped upon receipt of a LOCA signal. 
 
Operation of the backup battery charger is under strict 
administrative control.  Credit is taken for this charger in 
mitigating the consequences of an accident, when used as a 
substitute for a Division I or II safety-related battery charger. 
 
Where there is an electrical interface between safety-related 
switchgear and nonsafety-related equipment, such as chargers and 
switchgear, automatic breaker tripping by a LOCA signal at the 
safety-related switchgear is provided. 
12 
In the event of an Extended Loss of Alternating current Power 
(ELAP), at the distribution switchgear for the backup charger, a 
second breaker that is stored in a normal storage position is 
used to cross-tie Division I and Division II. 
 
Operation of this breaker and the cross-tying of the Divisions 
are under strict administrative control.  This includes bypassing 
the LOCA signal to enable closing of the breakers. 
 
The Duty Cycle requirements for the standby batteries are 
identified in Tables 8.3-4, 8.3-5, and 8.3-6.  All dc equipment 
is rated to operate between 101 and 140 V dc. 
12 
The batteries, chargers, distribution switchgear, and certain 
subordinate equipment such as uninterruptible power supply 
systems are in separate ventilated enclosures.  The enclosures 
for safety-related equipment are seismic Category I.  The other 
electrical equipment in the room is safety-related and of the 
same division. 
 
Those portions of Section 8.3.1.1.1 referring to the physical 
arrangement, continuity, and integrity of load function is 
applicable to the dc systems as well. 
 
8.3.2.1.2 Function 
 
The objective of the safety-related 125-V dc systems (Fig. 8.3-6) 
is to provide a highly reliable source of dc power and control 
power for necessary dc loads, such as pumps, valves, relays, 
control devices, circuit breaker operating mechanisms, inverters 
of the uninterruptible power supply systems, and similar 
equipment requiring dc power. The preceding safety-related 
devices are required for safe operation of the station and for 
safe reactor shutdown under any DBA condition. 
 
Three of the nonsafety-related 125-V dc systems support normal 
13.8-kV, 4.16-kV, and 480-V switchgear, uninterruptible power 
supply systems, valves, and solenoids. 
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A fourth nonsafety-related 125-V dc system supports the
information handling system, while the 48-V dc system supports
normal 4.16-kV switchgear and a remote supervisory cabinet.

8.3.2.1.3 System Capabilities
•→12 •→13
Each safety-related dc system has a battery charger which is
sized to supply all normal continuous steady-state loads and to
restore simultaneously a battery from its end of duty cycle
condition to the fully charged condition in 24 hr. The battery
chargers have an equalizing charge voltage of 139 V nominal. The
stability of the battery charger output is not load dependent.
Each battery system is sized in conformance with principles set
out in IEEE-308 and IEEE-485. Battery capacities for Divisions I
and II are 2100 or 2150 AH each. Standby batteries 1ENB*BATO1A
and 1ENB*BATO1B have the ability to supply all DBA loads and all
other loads not automatically tripped on a LOCA signal for
4 hours and have sufficient capacity remaining to perform the
switching operations necessary to restore normal ac and dc power
with the charger inoperable.
12←• 13←•
Standby batteries 1ENB*BAT01A and 1ENB*BAT01B furnish control
power to standby 4.16-kV switchgear, 480-V load centers, 125-V dc
switchgear, standby diesel generators, and standby instrument
buses.
•→13 •→1
13←• 1←•
Each nonsafety-related system has a charger with abilities as
described in the preceding paragraphs. Each battery has the
ability to supply for a minimum of 2 hr normal continuous loads
including uninterruptible power supply systems and all essential
dc loads associated with turbine generator shutdown without
offsite power. The battery chargers have the ability, upon
return of offsite preferred power, to perform the necessary
switching operation to make that power available to the unit.

8.3.2.1.4 Support of Battery Systems

The facilities available for normal operation of the 125-V dc
safety-related systems are shown in Fig. 8.3-6. Each system has
its own battery charger for normal support, its
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battery for preferred support, and access to a backup battery 
charger. 

The following paragraph is applicable to normal design basis 
conditions but may be procedurally changed as described in 
Section 8.3.2.1.1 in the event of an Extended Loss of Alternating 
current Power (ELAP). 

A procedural configuration that maintains at least two empty 
circuit breaker cubicles or an empty cubicle and open circuit 
breaker is provided to prevent cross-connections between 
independent battery systems through the backup battery charger 
switchgear 1BYS-SWG01D.  No single failure can jeopardize the 
safety of redundant loads. 

The 125-V dc nonsafety-related systems are arranged similarly to 
the 125-V dc safety-related systems and are shown in Fig. 8.3-6. 

8.3.2.1.5  Ventilation 
8
Each battery associated with the Division I and II standby 
diesels is located in its own independently ventilated room to 
keep the gases produced due to the charging of batteries below an 
explosive concentration, and to keep the room temperature to a 
level that allows the battery to supply its required current. 
The ratings of the batteries were initially established based on 
a 24-hour average electrolyte temperature of 77°F. 
8 
8.3.2.1.6  Instrumentation and Alarm 

Important system components are either alarmed on failure or 
capable of being tested during service to detect faults. 
Indicators are provided to monitor their status in the main 
control room.  The station operating procedures provide for 
system status checks at every shift change that include the 
charging status of batteries in the unlikely event that a battery 
charger should fail without annunciating the condition in the 
control room. 

Control of the battery chargers and the distribution switchgear 
is local.  The Division I and II dc power system includes the 
following monitors and alarms: 

1. Main Control Room Annunciation and Monitors

a. Battery current (ammeter-charge/discharge)

b. Dc bus voltage (voltmeter)

c. Dc bus voltage low alarm (set above the open
circuit voltage)

d. Dc bus voltage low-low alarm

e. Dc bus ground fault alarm (for ungrounded systems)
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f. Dc Bus battery breaker open alarm

g. Dc Bus battery charger output breaker open alarm

h. Battery charger trouble alarm

i. Backup charger breaker open alarm

j. Supply or distribution breaker overcurrent trip
alarm

•→6
k. Voltage to ground for both polarities at switchgear

6←•
2. Local Annunciation and Monitors

a. Battery charger output current (ammeter)

b. Battery current (ammeter-charger/discharger)

c. Battery voltage (voltmeter)

d. Battery charger output voltage (voltmeter)

e. Battery charger overvoltage

f. Battery charger low ac supply voltage

g. Battery charger overcurrent

h. Battery charger temperature high
•→6

3. Local (Remote Shutdown Panel)

a. (1)White indicating light for local ENB
6←•
The Non-Class 1E dc power system includes the following monitors
and alarms:

•→8
1. "125 V dc battery charger trouble" alarm located in the

main control room and local supervisory control panel
(1BYS-CHGR1C) annunciates in the event of actuation of
local alarms on the battery charger.

•←8
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•→8
•←8
•→10
2. The Battery charger BXY-CHGR1 provides "48-V dc battery

charger trouble" alarm located in the main control room and
local supervisory control panel

•→6
3. The Battery chargers BYS-CHGR1A, 1B and IHS-CHGR1D provide

"Battery charger trouble" alarm located in the main control
room.

6←•
10←•
•→6
"125-V dc battery trouble" alarm located in the main control room
annunciate in the event of the following conditions on
1BYS*CHGR1D:

1. 460-V ac input undervoltage

2. 125-V charger overvoltage

3. Charger cabinet temperature high

4. Charger output overcurrent

5. INJS-ACB 453 breaker in test position
6←•
Uninterruptible power supplies have been specified to include
protective circuitry which protects internal components from dc
input voltage spikes which may have originated on the dc power
system.

8.3.2.1.7 Maintenance and Testing

The station batteries and other equipment associated with the
125-V dc systems are easily accessible for maintenance and
testing. The batteries will be periodically checked for specific
gravity and individual cell voltages. An equalizing
(overvoltage) charge, where recommended by the battery
manufacturer, is applied to bring all cells up to an equal
voltage. Over a period of time, the above-mentioned tests will
reveal a weak or weakening trend in any cell and replacement is
made if necessary. Periodically, the battery charger is
disconnected and the ability of the unit battery to maintain
voltage and assume the dc load is verified. This test uncovers
any high-resistance connections or cell internal malfunctions.
The normal station batteries and the standby batteries for
Divisions I, II, and III have access to a battery load tester, as
shown in Fig. 8.3-6. Testing
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��16
complies with IEEE-308, Criteria for Class 1E Electrical Systems 
for Nuclear Power Generating Stations.  Periodic testing 
requirements of each safety related battery system during normal 
or accident periods of operation are described in the Technical 
Specifications.
16��
The battery chargers may be operated with the battery 
disconnected since the charger's stability is not load dependent.  
With the battery disconnected the charger's regulation is 
0.5 percent from no load to full load and ripple does not exceed 
105 millivolts (rms). 

The only foreseen mode of electrical operation during which the 
battery chargers would supply power to the dc switchgear loads 
without the batteries also being connected to the dc switchgear 
load would occur during periodic battery discharge tests. 

8.3.2.2 Description - Division III (HPCS) 

8.3.2.2.1 General 

The objective of the 125-V dc power system (Division III) is to 
provide a reliable, continuous, and independent 125-V dc power 
source of control and motive power as required for the HPCS 
system logic, HPCS diesel generator set control and protection, 
and all Division III related control. 

A Class 1E battery charger is provided for the battery.  The 125-
V dc system is classified as Class 1E.  The Division III 125-V dc 
system is independent of all other divisional batteries and there 
is no manual or automatic connection to any other battery system.  
The battery is not shared with any other unit. 

8.3.2.2.2 HPCS DC Loads 
��12
The 125-V dc power is required for HPCS diesel generator field 
flashing, control logic, and for the control and switching 
function of breakers.  The Duty Cycle requirements for the 
Division III battery are identified in Table 8.3-6. 

8.3.2.2.3 Battery and Battery Charger 
��14
The 125-V dc system for the HPCS power supply has a 60 cell lead 
acid battery (825 AH at 8 hr), one battery charger and a 
distribution panel with molded case circuit breakers.  The HPCS 
battery charger output capability is at least 50-A dc at a 
minimum float voltage of 130.2 Vdc.  Independent calculations 
verify that the HPCS battery charger has the capability to supply 
all normal continuous steady-state 
12�� 14��
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•→13 •→12
loads and simultaneously restore the Division III battery from
its end of Duty Cycle condition to the fully charged condition in
8 hours.
13←• 12←•
The 125-V dc system equipment is designed as Class 1E in
accordance with applicable clauses of IEEE-308. It is designed
so that no single failure in the system will result in conditions
that prevent safe shutdown of the plant. The plant design and
circuit layout from the dc systems provides physical separation
of the equipment, cabling, and instrumentation essential to plant
safety.

As shown in Fig. 8.3-6, the battery is associated with its
chargers and distribution panel. The battery is located in its
own ventilated room. All the components of the dc systems are
housed in a Seismic Category I structure.

8.3.2.2.4 125-V DC Systems Identification

Fig. 8.3-6 shows the 125-V dc systems. The battery feeds into
distribution panel to serve the various dc loads for the HPCS
system. The battery charger is fed from the 480-V ac engineered
safety features motor control center which is supplied by the
HPCS diesel generator bus.

8.3.2.2.5 Battery Capacity
•→12
The ampere-hour capacity and short time rating of the battery is
in accordance with criteria given in IEEE-308 and IEEE-485, and
is adequate to supply all electrical loads required until ac
power is restored for the operation of the battery chargers. The
battery has sufficient stored energy to operate required
connected essential loads for as long as each may be needed
during a loss of the ac bus supplying the battery chargers under
normal or emergency conditions. Capacity is large enough to cope
with LOCA conditions or any other emergency shutdown. Each
distribution circuit is capable of transmitting sufficient energy
to start and operate all required loads in that circuit.
12←•
8.3.2.2.6 Charging

The Class 1E charger 1E22*S001CGR for the HPCS dc system is fed
from the HPCS motor control center (MCC) and is capable of
carrying the normal direct-current system load and, at the same
time, keeping the battery in a fully charged condition. The
sizing of the battery charger meets IEEE-308.
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14•→
The maximum equalizing charge voltage for the HPCS battery is
limited by the maximum operating voltage of the connected
equipment to 140 Vdc. Performance of an equalizing charge at
maximum voltage will result in no damage to connected equipment.
14←• •→7
A separate battery charger procured and qualified to IEEE-323
requirements and powered from either a non-safety-related (black)
power source or a portable diesel generator is provided as a
backup battery charger for the Division I, II and III safety-
related and three of the nonsafety-related battery chargers. The
backup battery charger's rating is equal to the largest capacity
battery charger which it must replace. When the backup battery
charger is to be used, the breaker of the battery charger being
removed from service is tripped, removed and placed in the backup
charger position. The backup charger breakers is taken from its
storage position and placed in the position on its bus which
feeds the bus of the battery charger removed from service.
Manual closing of the two charger breakers completes the charging
circuit.

The backup battery charger breaker's position is monitored in the
main control room, and is tripped upon receipt of a LOCA signal.

Operation of the backup battery charger is under strict
administrative control. No credit was taken for this charger in
mitigating the consequences of an accident.

Where there is an electrical interface between safety-related
switchgear and nonsafety-related equipment, such as chargers and
switchgear, automatic breaker tripping by a LOCA signal at the
safety-related switchgear is provided.
•→12
The Duty Cycle requirements for the standby batteries are
identified in Tables 8.3-4, 8.3-5, and 8.3-6. All dc equipment
is rated to operate between 101 and 140 V dc.
12←•
The batteries, chargers, distribution switchgear, and certain
subordinate equipment such as uninterruptible power supply
systems are in separate ventilated enclosures. The enclosures
for safety-related equipment are seismic Category I. The other
electrical equipment in the room is safety-related and of the
same division.

Those portions of Section 8.3.1.1.1 referring to the physical
arrangement, continuity, and integrity of load function is
applicable to the dc systems as well.
7←•
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8.3.2.2.7 Ventilation

The battery room is independently ventilated to keep the gases
produced due to the charging of the battery below an explosive
concentration.

8.3.2.2.8 Maintenance and Testing

Design and installation of the 125-V dc system facilitates
periodic maintenance tests to determine the condition of each
individual cell. Cells can be checked for liquid level, specific
gravity, and cell voltage. Performance discharge tests can be
conducted as required. Battery chargers are also periodically
checked by visual inspection and performance tests.

Testing of the Division III 125-V dc batteries includes the
following:

1. The specific gravity, voltage, and temperature of the
pilot cell of each battery are measured and logged in
accordance with the technical specification.

•→12
2. Every 3 months, voltage measurements of each cell to

the nearest 0.01 V, specific gravity of each cell, and
temperature of representative (at least one out of six
connected as discussed in TS SR Bases 3.8.6.3) cells
are made. These measurements are logged.

12←•
3. Once each refueling cycle, the batteries are subjected

to a service test. The specific gravity and voltage of
each cell are measured after discharge and logged.

8.3.2.2.9 Test Requirements of Station Batteries

Provisions are made in the dc power system so that surveillance
and service tests can be performed in accordance with IEEE-450.

8.3.2.2.10 Instrumentation and Alarm

Important system functions are either alarmed on failure or
capable of being tested during service to detect faults.
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Indicators for critical parameters are provided to monitor their 
status in the main control room.

Additionally, station operating procedures provide for system 
status monitoring at every shift change that will include a check 
of the charging status of the battery in the unlikely event that 
the battery charger fails in a manner which is not alarmed in the 
control room.

Main control room instrumentation includes a voltmeter, and an 
ammeter for each dc system.  Control of the battery chargers and 
the distribution switchgear is local.  The dc power system 
includes the following alarms and monitors: 

 1. "125 V dc System Trouble" alarm located in the main 
control room annunciates in the event of: 

  a. Battery output breaker trip 

  b. 125 V dc bus ground, or 

  c. 125 V dc bus undervoltage. 

 2. "HPCS Battery Charger Trouble" alarm located in the 
main control room annunciates in the event of: 

 a. Battery charger output breaker trip 

 b. Battery charger high output voltage, or 

 c. Battery charger loss of ac power supply. 

 3. "Battery Trouble" alarm located on the local diesel-
generator control panel annunciates in the event of: 

 a. 125 V dc bus ground, or 

 b. 125-V dc bus undervoltage. 

 4. The following voltmeters are provided to monitor 125 V 
dc supply voltage: 

 a. 125 V dc voltmeter in the main control room 
��16
 b. 125 V dc voltmeter locally at battery charger 
16��
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��16
 c. 125 V dc voltmeter at local diesel-generator 

control panel. 
16��
 5. The following ammeters are provided to monitor 125 V dc 

system load current: 

 a. Ammeter in the main control room 

 b. Ammeter at local diesel-generator control panel 

 c. Ammeter locally at battery charger. 

8.3.2.3 Analysis - Divisions I and II 

8.3.2.3.1 Compliance 

8.3.2.3.1.1 General Functional Design Requirements 
��13
During normal operation, the 125-V dc loads (Fig. 8.3-6) are fed 
from the battery chargers, with the batteries floating on the 
125-V dc system.  Upon loss of ac power to the battery chargers, 
the entire dc load is supported from the batteries until ac power 
is restored from the preferred transformers or standby diesel 
generators, to energize the battery chargers.  The 125-V dc 
systems are designed on the following general functional bases: 
13��
 1. The 125-V dc systems are designed to meet the single 

failure criterion in which failure of any single 
component of the system does not result in a failure 
which could prevent any safety-related system from 
performing its function.  This is accomplished by 
providing a separate battery, distribution panel, and 
battery charger for each system. 

 2. Each battery serving a standby 4.16-kV ac bus is 
designed in accordance with Seismic Category I 
criteria.

 3. Batteries serving standby 4.16-kV ac buses are housed 
in a Seismic Category I structure with Seismic 
Category I walls separating them. Allowances are made 
for proper ventilation of the battery rooms. 

 4. There are no nonsafety-related loads on safety-related 
125-V dc systems. 
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8.3.2.3.1.2 Design Criteria and Standards

Criterion 17

The Class 1E dc power system is designed to permit the
functioning of structures, systems, and components important to
safety. In addition, the dc power sources and the dc
distribution system have sufficient independence, redundancy, and
testability to perform their safety functions, assuming a single
failure, to meet the requirements of GDC 17.

Criterion 18

The Class 1E dc power system is designed to permit periodic
inspection and testing to assess the condition of the system's
components and their capability to perform their intended
functions in order to meet the requirements of GDC 18.

Regulatory Guide 1.6

The Class 1E dc power system consists of three redundant and
independent dc systems, each consisting of a battery with its own
charger and distribution system. The Class 1E dc redundant load
groups have no automatic connection to any other load group and
no provisions for automatically transferring loads between these
redundant load groups. A backup battery charger is redundant to
the operating chargers described in Section 8.3.2.1.1 and
supplies 125-V dc power requirements during maintenance periods.
The design meets the independence requirements of Regulatory
Guide 1.6.

Regulatory Guide 1.32

The Class 1E dc system is operated at a normal float charge
voltage level to maintain the batteries in a fully charged
condition. The battery chargers associated with each standby
battery are rated to supply the largest combined demands of the
various steady-state loads and the charging capacity to restore
the battery from the design minimum charged state to the fully
charged state irrespective of the status of the plant when these
demands occur, in order to meet the requirements of Regulatory
Guide 1.32. Both Division I and II batteries are sized to carry
safety loads for at least 4 hr following loss of all ac power.
Each battery voltage level is continuously monitored and
displayed in the main control room. Low voltage and low charging
current are alarmed in the main control room.
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IEEE-450 
 
The reliability of the dc supplies are assured by periodic 
discharge tests of the batteries, as described in IEEE-450.  An 
exception has been taken to IEEE-450, in that, the specified 
maximum interval of 18 months between battery service tests has 
been extended to 30 months. 
 
8.3.2.3.1.3 Conformance With Appropriate Quality Assurance 

Standards 
 
See Section 8.3.1.2.3.  
 
8.3.2.3.2  Independence of Redundant Systems  
 
See Section 8.3.1.4.  
 
8.3.2.3.3  Physical Identification of Equipment  
 
See Section 8.3.1.3.  
 
8.3.2.3.4  Test Documentation to Qualify Electrical Equipment 
 
See Section 8.3.1.2.4.  
 
8.3.2.4  Analysis  
 
8.3.2.4.1  General DC Power System  
 
8.3.2.4.1.1 Compliance With General Design Criteria and 

Regulatory Guides 
 
The design of the 125-V dc system for the  engineered safety 
features provided for this plant are based on the criteria 
described in IEEE-308 and Regulatory Guide 1.32.  
 
The 125-V dc systems, including the power supply, distribution 
system, and load groups, are arranged to provide dc electric 
power for control and switching of the components of Class 1E 
systems.  
 
Batteries consist of industrial-type storage cells designed for 
the type of service in which they are to be used.  Ample capacity 
is available to serve the loads connected to the system for the 
duration of the time the alternating current is not available to 
the battery charger.  Each division of Class 1E equipment is 
provided with a separate 125-V dc system, so as to avoid a single 
failure involving more than one system.  
 
Each battery charger has enough power output capacity for the 
steady-state operation of connected loads required 
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during normal or emergency operation (whichever is larger), while
maintaining its battery in a fully charged state. Each battery
charger supply has enough capacity to restore the battery from
the design minimum charge to its fully charged state while
supplying normal steady-state loads. The normal battery charger
supply is from engineered safety feature buses. The backup
battery charger is supplied from a non-ESF source. Since the dc
power systems are operated ungrounded, a ground detection feature
is provided. Indicators are provided to monitor the status of the
battery charger supply. This instrumentation includes indication
of output voltages, output current, battery ground status, and
main circuit breaker position. Bus undervoltage is annunciated
in the main control room. Battery chargers are provided with
disconnecting means and feedback protection. Periodic tests are
performed to assure the readiness of the system to deliver the
power required.

8.3.2.4.2 HPCS - Division III - ESF DC System

The 480-V ac feed to the Class 1E battery charger is from the
HPCS motor control center to maintain functional association such
that the battery can carry the HPCS dc load for 2 hr.
Probability of a system failure resulting in prolonged loss of dc
power is extremely low. Important system components are either
self-alarming on failure or capable of being tested during
service to detect faults. The battery is located in its own
ventilated battery room. All abnormal conditions of selected
system parameters important to surveillance of the system
annunciate in the main control room. Automatic cross connections
between the HPCS 125-V dc systems and other dc systems are not
provided. Control power for the breakers in the HPCS switchgear
is from the HPCS battery ensuring the following:

1. The unlikely loss of HPCS dc power supply will not
jeopardize the supply of offsite or onsite power to
other engineered safety feature buses.

2. The differential relays and all the interlocks
associated with HPCS are from the HPCS 125-V dc system
only, thereby eliminating any cross connections between
the redundant dc systems.

8.3.3 Fire Protection for Cable Systems

The basic concept of fire protection for cable systems is that it
should be designed into the installation rather than added on to
the finished product. Accordingly, the pertinent features have
been previously discussed under the
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analysis conducted to determine if the power system design met
applicable criteria (Section 8.3.1.4.4).

By use of fire-resistant cables and conservative application as
regards ampacity and careful routing, both with regard to path
and raceway construction, fire resistance is built into the cable
systems. External fire protection and detection is discussed in
Section 9.5.1.
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